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ABSTRACT.
Industrial recognition of the importance of optimising engineering component performance 
has recently led to a significant increase in the use of surface coating technologies. An 
important process for the production of such coatings is Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD) 
which has proved to be a consistent, reliable and improving technique for industry. In the area 
of advanced wear resistant coatings however, fundamental research to improve deposition 
efficiency and enhance coating performance has been required. This thesis describes research 
investigating the following three areas:-
A series of experiments was carried out to study the design, metallurgy and performance of 
TiZr, ZrMo and TiMo segmented targets for use in steered cathodic arc evaporation and 
unbalanced magnetron sputter PVD techniques. A hot isostatic pressing technique was used 
to manufacture a range of prototype targets by diffusion bonding of appropriate metallic 
segments to controllable depths. In steered arc evaporation trials, a deleterious evaporation 
phenomenon occurred at segment interfaces when the cathode spot traversed from high 
vapour pressure to low vapour pressure materials. Analysis of the spot motion has led to the 
proposal of a simple model. Reactive unbalanced magnetron sputtering trials successfully 
produced a range of TiZrN, TiMoN and ZrMoN coatings of compositions in good agreement 
with Monte-Carlo simulation predictions. However, preferential poisoning of the high 
reactivity metal segments on TiMo and ZrMo targets was found to occur during high N2  
partial pressure processes. A comparative study of unbalanced magnetron sputtering, steered 
arc evaporation and the hybrid arc-bond sputter technique has been made during deposition 
trials on the ternary TiZrN hard coating system. Examination of the influence of two process 
parameters, substrate bias voltage and nitrogen partial pressure, on the mechanical and 
physical properties of TiZrN coatings is also reported. Stoichiometric TiZrN films were 
generally found to exhibit a <1 1 1> single phase, face centred cubic structure with lattice 
parameters which followed Vegard's law. Alteration of the elemental composition of the alloy 
could be achieved by altering the power to individual magnetron cathodes or varying the 
current of the arc discharge during co-deposition. Solid solution strengthening mechanisms 
produced high hardness values (25OO-36OOH0 which maximised as the alloy composition 
approached TiQ ^Zrq^. Further studies have been undertaken where A1 was partially 
substituted for Zr within the lattice to enhance oxidation resistance properties and a range of 
fully adherent TiAlZrN quaternary films on high speed steel substrates were produced. The 
development of an original technique for industrial scale fabrication of a range of hard, low 
period (<150A) multi-layer PVD thin films is outlined and the effects of substrate rotation 
velocity, type of rotation (1-fold or 3-fold) and deposition rate have been investigated. The 
high level of lattice mis-match and substantial differences in dislocation line energy and shear 
modulus has given rise to TiAlN-ZrN films exhibiting Knoop micro-hardness in excess of 
4000Hk. Bulk and micro-analysis techniques have indicated a reproducible lamella coating 
structure can be formed, with accurate control of the layer period. Excellent levels of coating 
adhesion were implemented by a metal ion etch substrate pre-treatment and the deposition of 
a sputtered base layer and films exhibited relatively low surface roughness and high density.
A coating strategy, based upon the reactivity of the individual target materials and the 
characteristics of arc evaporated and magnetron sputtered vapour fluxes, has been determined 
which provides high flexibility in the coating elemental composition. The investigations 
clearly indicate that the multi-layer coating methods utilised allow the deposition of 3rd 
generation films without a productivity loss in comparison to 1st generation and 2 nd 
generation hard coatings.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION.
1.1. Surface engineering.
The demands from industry to produce components capable of operating in extreme 
working environments with high performance and enhanced efficiency has provided a 
large increase in the research and development of surface engineering techniques. Most 
surface engineering methods rely on the fabrication of a composite system (i.e.thin 
coating deposited on a substrate) to cause a surface modification which improves the 
engineering performance to a level which cannot be achieved by either the coating or 
substrate alone (1). However, some techniques create improved component properties 
and greater longevity by physical alteration of its surface through diffusion, substitution 
or implantation of extrinsic atoms to controllable matrix depths. Other methods cause 
substrate hard-facing through various spraying and welding treatments, whilst many 
processes utilise a mechanical approach (shot-peening and polishing) to improve wear 
properties and enhance repair efficiency. This large number of surface engineering 
methods can be categorised by 3 broad generic surface engineering groups (figure 1.1).
Figure 1.1 The surface engineering generic groups
PVDCVD IBAD Weld
Thermal
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Chemical
Solution
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The diversity of well proven, so-called "wet" surface engineering treatments currently 
being utilised by industry is vast, ranging from simple painting techniques to more 
complex electro-plating and salt bath nitriding methods. These traditional techniques 
have been intensively studied since the early 1900's and exhibit high reproducibility and 
excellent reliability. However, the wet methods are restricted in the types of coatings 
they can deposit and can suffer from serious environmental problems.
The last 30 years has seen the emergence of "dry" advanced surface engineering 
techniques many of which extensively utilise plasmas to deposit coatings. Most of these 
techniques have their origins in the semi-conductor and micro-electronics industries 
where accurate control of the coating composition and growth rate is critical. Nearly all 
dry methods involve treatment under vacuum conditions in the presence of inert and / or 
reactive gases and are characterised by high versatility and flexibility in the processing 
conditions and materials which can be applied.
The applications of surface engineering coatings to industrial components has now 
become widespread (2 ) ranging from high technology operations in the compact disc 
and aeronautics industries to low technology processes such as the decoration of watch 
cases and glasses frames. Coatings are routinely used as thermal barriers on gas turbine 
blades and provide erosion, abrasion, corrosion and oxidation resistance to a wide 
variety of cutting and forming tools. Anti-reflective coatings are used as filters on many 
optical devices and thin films have also been produced for their superconducting 
properties.
A key dry surface engineering technique showing outstanding scientific and commercial 
potential in the coating of industrial components is physical vapour deposition (PVD) 
and will be discussed in greater detail.
1.2. Physical vapour deposition.
The term physical vapour deposition (PVD) covers a multitude of techniques which 
have the common feature of processing under partial vacuum conditions where at least 
one of the coating species is atomised from the solid state within a chamber. Generally 
these methods are plasma assisted and capable of processing at relatively low 
temperatures (150-500°C), allowing the deposition of metals, alloys, ceramics and non­
conducting (radio frequency) coatings to a wide variety of temperature sensitive 
substrates. PVD techniques allow unprecedented control of the coating-substrate 
interface and an ability to tailor the coating characteristics (i.e. thickness, micro-
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structure and composition) to fine tolerances. Two main deposition methods can be 
used, sputtering (3-6) or evaporation (7-10) (figure 1.2).
Sputter PVD is a process in which the atomisation of coating material is achieved by 
energetic bombardment of the surface of a solid target with ions or neutral particles. 
Collisions between the incoming particles and the atoms in the near surface layers of a 
solid cause complex momentum transfer and the possibility of atomic ejection.
Figure 1.2. The PVD family tree.
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Evaporative PVD is a process in which coating material is produced by either resistive 
heating, inductive heating, the application of an electron beam or the controlled 
interaction of an electric arc with a solid to create joule heating and subsequent 
evaporation and liberation of metal species into the vapour phase.
Recently efforts have been made to combine the steered arc evaporation and unbalanced 
magnetron sputtering cathode arrangements into a single assembly, resulting in the 
unification of the PVD family tree with the development of Arc-Bond Sputter (ABS™) 
PVD (11).
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Generally, ion or electron beam evaporation takes place under high vacuum conditions 
(< 1 0 “5m bar) whilst arc evaporation and magnetron sputtering techniques utilise inert 
(Ar) and / or reactive gases (N2 ) to back-fill the chamber to a total pressure of around 
lO'^mbar. A negative bias voltage (50-200V) is typically applied to the substrate during 
coating, to cause positive ions (usually Ar+) to be accelerated towards the growing film 
and provide an enhancement in the surface mobility of adatoms, densification of the 
film micro-structure and a decrease in the level of film roughness.
This thesis will concentrate on the theory, practical arrangement and utilisation of three 
of the PVD techniques - steered arc evaporation, unbalanced magnetron sputtering and 
arc-bond sputtering.
1.3. PVD hard coating developments.
The first generation of PVD hard coatings has been extensively studied since the early 
1980's and their utilisation in industrial applications has become widespread. This class 
of coating is characterised by the binary pseudo-ceramic (metal / non-metal compound) 
materials such as TiN (12), TiC (13) and TiB2(14). Most early PVD fundamental 
research and applications have centred around the properties and characteristics of the 
TiN system due to its high hardness, excellent wear resistance and gold colour.
However, interest was quick to spread to the deposition of other transition and refractory 
metal systems combined with a wide variety of reactive gases (CH4 , N2 , and O2 ). 
Further developments in coating technology started to occur during 1986 with the 
introduction of multi-component materials, now considered to be the second generation 
of PVD hard coatings. Ternary and quaternary (15) films were produced by the addition 
of further metal elements to the binary systems to form substitutional alloy nitrides and 
carbides, or by the mixing of reactive gases (N2  & CH4 ) to produce metal carbo-nitride 
films. Research has demonstrated that the use of coatings such as TiAIN (16) or TiCN 
(17) can produce greater improvements in the engineering performance of a broad range 
of components when compared against the binaiy systems due to superior hardness, 
oxidation and wear resistance properties. However, problems have been encountered 
during the deposition of multi-elemental films in various PVD techniques. Reactive 
sputtering systems can suffer from target cross-contamination, large differences in 
sputter yields and preferential target poisoning. Evaporation techniques can suffer from 
preferential erosion problems, differences in evaporation rates and "spitting".
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The latest development in PVD hard coating technology is the production of multi-layer 
and superlattice thin films (18-20) and is considered to be the third generation. This type 
of coating can be fabricated in two different classes:
• Metal / ceramic multilayers produced by reactive gas partial pressure control - 
e.g. Ti/TiN.
• Ceramic / ceramic multilayers produced by reactive co-deposition of different target 
materials - e.g. TiN/ZrN.
The academic and commercial interest of this type of film lies in their considerably 
enhanced mechanical and physical properties and crack deflection mechanisms. 
However, the present level of understanding in third generation coatings is deficient and 
industrial scale deposition is still commercially unavailable.
Other emerging coating groups currently under investigation include the superhard 
(hardness ranging from 5000-10000HV) and low friction coatings. Examples of the 
superhard class of coatings are diamond, diamond like carbon (DLC), cubic boron 
nitride (cBN) and carbon nitride films (CN), whilst M0 S2  and Si3N4  films show 
excellent tribological properties.
1.4. Present work.
At present, knowledge and understanding of the production and characteristics of 
second and third generation coating systems is far from complete. Arc evaporation 
systems suffer from preferential erosion problems during the deposition of multi- 
elemental coatings and provide inefficient utilisation of the target materials. One 
suggested method to overcome some of the evaporation problems is the use of a 
segmented target consisting of concentric circular sections into which a cathodic arc 
may be steered by use of a suitable magnetic arrangement (21-23). The use of a 
segmented target in sputter PVD may also be a cost effective method for studying 
preferential poisoning mechanisms prevalent in co-deposition systems.
Fundamental investigation of simple ternary and quaternary coating systems produced 
by various sputtering and evaporation techniques is also necessary to gain a detailed 
understanding of the physical processes developing during deposition and their 
relationships with coating properties.
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The recent development of Arc-bond sputter PVD technology has led to a capability to 
independently coat by both the steered arc evaporation and unbalanced magnetron 
sputtering techniques. This uniquely allows the combination of two different line-of- 
sight PVD techniques during a single process and may provide a method for the 
deposition of low period multi-layer coatings at industrial scale.
Thus, the following three areas were identified in which further research was required:
(i) Fundamental studies on the fabrication and performance of multi-elemental 
segmented targets in arc evaporation and magnetron sputtering. Specifically to 
investigate the cathode spot motion across dissimilar metal junctions and examine 
deformation and interfacial phenomena occurring during steered arc evaporation. 
Analysis of preferential segmented target poisoning in reactive sputter processes and 
investigation of the advanced PVD coating properties.
(ii) Critical examination of the second generation TixZryN ternary coating system 
deposited by unbalanced magnetron sputtering, steered arc evaporation and arc-bond 
sputter PVD. Study of the production and characteristics of arc-bond sputter TixZryN 
coatings modified by the addition of Al.
(iii) Development and investigation of a new industrial scale combined arc evaporation / 
unbalanced magnetron sputter technique for the deposition of third generation 
superlattice coatings. Analysis of the relationships between substrate rotation velocity, 
fold of rotation, superlattice period and the mechanical and physical properties of 
TiAlN-ZrN and TiAIN-TiN coatings.
This thesis describes work performed in these areas and consists of a further 7 chapters :
• Chapter 2 reviews experimental results and theoretical models obtained from 
literature and surveys developments in steered and random arc evaporation, 
conventional and unbalanced magnetron sputtering and advanced coating systems.
• Chapter 3 reviews the experimental techniques employed and a detailed description 
of the experimental apparatus.
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• Chapter 4 consists of experimental work performed on fabrication and performance 
analysis of segmented targets. This chapter includes results from investigations of 
target phenomena and coating properties during steered arc and unbalanced 
magnetron sputter deposition trials.
• Chapter 5 consists of experimental work performed during critical examination of 
the TixZryN coating system deposited by arc-bond sputter (ABS™), steered arc and 
unbalanced magnetron sputter PVD. The influence of aluminium substitution in the 
TixZryN coating lattice and the mechanical and physical properties of the film is 
also considered.
• Chapter 6  contains a description of a new industrial scale technique for the 
deposition of superlattice thin films by combined steered arc evaporation and 
unbalanced magnetron sputtering. This chapter presents results on the mechanical 
and physical properties of TiAlN-ZrN and TiAIN-TiN superlattice films and the 
influence of planetary rotation velocity and the type of rotation on the superlattice 
period.
• Chapter 7 contains a discussion of the literature reviewed and experimental work 
reported in this thesis. This chapter also defines the major conclusions from the 
investigations and makes suggestions of relevant areas for further work.
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW.
2.1. Sputtering Techniques.
2.1.1. Sputtering processes and energetic particle interactions.
Sputtering is the removal of atomised material from a solid due to energetic 
bombardment of its surface layers by ions or neutral particles (1). The phenomenon was 
first discovered by W.R.Grove (2) in 1842, who noticed the build up of a metallic 
deposit on the glass walls of a discharge tube. However, it took an additional 50 years 
before the physical process involved in sputtering was recognised (3) and another 100 
years for a quantitative description of the sputtering events to be developed (4-7).
Generally, an incoming particle will collide with atoms at the surface of a solid causing 
an energy transfer to the atomic nuclei such th a t:
4 mi mt . 2 ©  o 1T = ----------- j E0 sin — .... equation 2.1(mi + mt) 2
where T = Energy transfer function for a binary collision.
mj and m  ^= Masses of the incident and target atoms.
© = Projectile scattering angle.
E0  = Initial energy of the atom.
If more energy is transferred than the binding energy at a lattice site, primary recoil 
atoms may be created which can collide with other target atoms and distribute their 
energy via a collision cascade. A surface atom becomes sputtered if the energy 
transferred to it normal to the surface is larger than the surface binding energy 
(approximately equal to the heat of sublimation).
The ability of a material to be sputtered is measured by a quantity known as the 
sputtering yield (Y). This may be simply defined as the mean number of atoms removed 
per incident particle:
No. of atoms removedY = .........................................  equation 2.2.No. of incident particles
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The yield is dependent not only on the characteristics of the target material, but also on 
the incident angle, ion energy and ion mass and may be approximated (8 ), assuming 
normal incidence, using the equation;
__ 3EtaEi . _ _Y = — =—   equation 2.3.
Uo
where E  ^= Energy transferred in a binary collision, 
a  = Function of the colliding atomic masses. 
U0  = Surface binding energy of the target.
Ej = Energy of the incident ion.
The importance and measurement of the sputtering yield was first recognised around 
125 years ago (9) and has been the subject of investigation ever since (10). Whilst the 
variation in sputtering yield can be as much as one order of magnitude, it is 
considerably lower than variations in the evaporative yields from solid and liquid 
sources, which often reach several orders of magnitude (1 1 ,1 2 ) and evaporation 
techniques generally provide higher deposition rates. However, sputter processes 
provide a number of key advantages over evaporative processing techniques including:-
(1) Higher thickness uniformity.
(2) Deposition of a wide variety of materials.
(3) Smooth films (no spitting or macro-particle formation).
(4) Large target areas.
The sputtering process has almost no restrictions in the target materials which can be 
used, ranging from pure metals (d.c power supply) to semi-conductors and insulators 
(r.f.power supply). Deposition can be carried out in either non-reactive (inert gases only) 
or reactive discharges (inert & reactive gases) with single or multi-elemental target 
materials, allowing an extension of the possible combinations and compositions of 
coatings even further. For more detailed aspects of sputter processing the reader is 
referred to a series of excellent reviews (13-16) and the later sections of this thesis 
(section 2.1.2-2.1.4).
It is important to note that a wide range of other physical interaction events (figure 2.1) 
at the target surface can be caused by energetic particle bombardment (16).
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Possible particle ejection events include liberation of neutral atoms, backscattering, X- 
ray emission, photon generation, secondary electron emission and desorption of gas 
atoms. Processes within the target itself include amorphisation, implantation, compound 
formation, localised heating and the creation of point defects.
Figure 2.1. Interaction events due to energetic particle bombardment.
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A number of important processes utilising sputtering and secondary electron emission 
mechanisms have evolved to deposit thin films and these will be described in greater 
detail.
2.1.2. D.C.Diode sputtering - The self sustained glow discharge.
The direct current diode sputtering arrangement is the oldest and most common of the 
sputtering techniques (17,18). The diode plasma, known as a "glow discharge" (19), 
can be formed in a vacuum chamber when a sufficiently large potential (~300-5000V) is 
applied between an anode / cathode pair of electrodes in the presence of an inert gas 
(figure 2.2). A small proportion of the gas will be naturally ionised and accelerated 
towards the cathode (comprising a solid "target" of the material to be deposited) and 
electrons towards the anode (vacuum chamber wall) .
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When the accelerated ions reach the target they undergo charge-exchange collisions and 
lose most of their energy in the form of heat. Momentum is transferred to atoms in the 
near surface region of the target and creates collision cascades which can cause 
the ejection of target atoms.
Figure 2.2. Schematic of d.c.diode sputtering.
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Another consequence of the ion bombardment is the liberation of secondary electrons 
from the target which are attracted towards the walls of the vacuum chamber, causing 
further ionisation events and dissociation and excitation of the argon atoms. Hence a 
closed circuit is formed and the glow discharge can be made to self-sustain.
The number of secondary electrons emitted per incident ion is termed the "secondary 
electron yield" and in sputtering processes is typically of the order of 0 .1  (16). 
Combined with the low kinetic energy of sputtered particles (~5-20eV), the high 
percentage of neutrals created by sputtering (>90%) and the poor ratio of energy 
transferred by incident ions to the number of sputtered particles ejected (~1%) (2 0 ,2 1 ), 
the diode sputtering process is clearly very inefficient. However, a number of methods 
to improve the performance of sputtering, based on diode techniques, have recently been 
developed and will be discussed in sections 2.1.4 to 2.1.6.
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2.1.3. Glow discharge characteristics.
Several distinct regions exist within a d.c.diode glow discharge plasma and their 
classical architecture is defined in figure 2.3. Directly next to the. cathode is the cathode 
glow region which is highly luminous due to positive and negative ion neutralisation 
events occurring at the cathode surface. Adjacent to this is the cathode dark space or 
"cathode sheath" region, across which most of the potential is dropped, providing the 
accelerating force necessary to transport positively charged ions from the negative glow 
towards the target. The dark space region originates from plasma interactions with a 
surface which is electrically isolated. Initially, the electron flux will be greater than the 
positive ion flux due to higher random velocities, allowing the surface to acquire a 
negative potential relative to the plasma. This causes the formation of an electron 
depleted region adjacent to the cathode surface and creates an enhanced electric field 
which increases the positive ion flux density impinging on the target surface.
Figure 2.3. Plasma regions within the glow discharge
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The thickness of the cathode sheath can be predicted for d.c. argon discharges from the 
free-fall version of the Child-Langmuir relationship (22) :
L = (4E0 /9J) 1 (2q/mj) 1 ^  y3/4  equation 2.4.
where, L = Sheath thickness, E0  = Permittivity of free space,
J = Cathode current density, q = Ion charge.
mj = Mass of ion, V = Potential drop across cathode sheath.
The cathode sheath is typically a few centimetres thick, and as the negative glow 
potential (plasma potential) is only a few volts positive with respect to earth, the voltage 
drop across the sheath is essentially the same as the bias applied to the cathode. 
However, the Child-Langmuir model treats the dark space in isolation and is not fully 
consistent due to incorrect assumptions on incoming ion velocities, collision theory 
within the dark space region and electric field suppositions at the dark space-plasma 
boundary (23).
In most PVD processes the negative glow region fills a considerable area within the 
chamber. When an ion strikes the target there is a possibility of secondary electron 
emission (5-10%) along with the generation of heat and the sputtering of atoms. These 
electrons are accelerated in the opposite direction to the Ar+ ions across the dark space 
and enter a region where they expend most of their energy in ionising and exciting 
collisions with argon neutral atoms, sustaining the discharge. Relaxation and de­
excitation events generate photon emissions at wavelengths characteristic of the 
elements present, giving rise to a glow. Beyond the negative glow region is another dark 
space (Faraday dark space), the positive column (which most resembles a plasma), the 
anode dark space and the anode. For sputtering plasmas these regions are of lesser 
importance and are not considered further.
The current-voltage (IV) characteristic of the glow discharge is shown in figure 2.4. 
Sputter PVD systems aim to work with "abnormal" glow discharge properties, where an 
increase in power results in a sharp rise in voltage and an optimised increase in the 
target area carrying current.
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Figure 2.4. Glow discharge TV characteristics.
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2.1.4. D.C triode sputtering
Improvements in the ionisation of a d.c. sputtering source can be made by the addition 
of a third electrode (thermionic emitting filament or a positively biased conductor) into 
the original diode arrangement. These type of systems are known as d.c. triode 
sputtering units (figure 2.5).
Figure 2.5. The d.c.triode sputtering arrangement.
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Triode sputtering allows independent variation of the discharge current and voltage, 
providing full control of increased ion densities impinging on both the substrate and 
the target (24) and allows deposition at lower pressures and higher rate. However these 
systems tend to be sensitive to contamination from the thermionic emission electrode 
and overheating from increased electron bombardment and radiation.
2.1.5. Magnetron enhanced sputtering.
The application of a magnetic field in a glow discharge to trap emitted secondary 
electrons close to the target and enhance ionisation probability and deposition rate stems 
from original ideas by F.M.Penning in 1936 (25). However it was not until the 1970's 
(26,27) that the principle of crossing electric and magnetic fields was successfully 
applied to PVD sputtering systems.
The "magnetron" employs a magnetic arrangement positioned behind the target, to 
provide field lines which penetrate through the dark space and produce a magnetic field 
parallel to the cathode surface and an electric field perpendicular to the dark space 
(figure 2 .6 ).
Figure 2.6. Magnetron configuration.
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A particle of charge(q) travelling with velocity(v) interacts with a magnetic field(B), to 
produce a force perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the velocity. This 
may be expressed mathematically as:
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F = q v AB  equation 2.5.
As electrons are much less massive (me) than ions, only they are. significantly affected 
by the weak magnetic fields applied in PVD systems. Under the application of an axial 
magnetic field, an electron travelling along the axis of the discharge will be unaffected 
since B and v will be parallel and their vector product will be zero. However, if  the 
electron of mass me is travelling at angle 0  to the magnetic field it will be subjected to a 
force BevSin© perpendicular to the field. Thus, the electron will describe a circular 
motion of radius (r) (assuming there are no collisions) such that:
me(vsin0 ) 2 . _ .----------------= Bev s in0   equation 2.6.
In magnetron systems this motion is coupled with a velocity vcos0 parallel to B. Hence 
the general motion of the confined electrons in front of the target is helical, thereby 
extending their path lengths and the degree of interactions and ionisation events in the 
plasma. This increased ion density close to the target produces a considerably higher 
deposition rate (>500nm/minute) when compared to diode sputtering systems and the 
electron trapping mechanism provides less free electrons to bombard the substrate 
surface and chamber walls, resulting in a cooler process capable of coating heat 
sensitive substrates (28-30).
Many different forms of magnetron configuration exist today, but common types 
include:
(a) Cylindrical or post magnetrons (31).
(b) Hollow cathodes (32).
(c) S-guns (33).
(d) Circular planar magnetrons (34).
(e) Rectangular planar magnetrons (35).
The type which is practical for most applications is the rectangular planar magnetron 
(36) and will be described in greater detail (figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7. Schematic of the planar magnetron cathode.
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The conventional planar magnetron has been designed such that a looping magnetic 
field around the inner and outer magnet pole pieces causes an ellipsoidal "racetrack" 
erosion area on the target surface. The magnetic field effectively concentrates the glow 
into a localised area to produce a stable line source which provides high plasma 
uniformity (37). Conventional magnetrons offer many advantages over diode and triode 
sputtering systems, however certain problems still remain inherent with this technique:
(i) Decreases in ionisation at increasing target to substrate distances cause problems in 
deposited film quality (38,39).
(ii) Three dimensional substrates may suffer from low degrees of ionisation and 
shadowing. (40).
(iii) Uni-polar arcs may be established due to oxide patches or asperities on the surface 
of the target (41)
(iv)Void formation at grain boundaries when the substrate current density is low (42).
(v) The localised erosion track creates inefficient use of the target material (43).
Recently, a modification to the conventional magnetron arrangement has solved 
many of these problems.
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2.1.6. The unbalanced magnetron.
The amount of substrate ion bombardment in a conventional magnetron sputtering 
system is a function of the power to the cathode and the distance between the target and 
the substrate (44) and cannot be independently varied unless an auxiliary source of 
electrons is applied. This severely restricts the coating range and limits the geometries 
of substrates which can be accommodated. During the 1980's several research groups 
worked on modifications to the conventional magnetron to improve its ion 
bombardment properties and enhance plasma density at the substrate. In 1985-86 
Window and co-workers published several reports on novel magnetron developments 
(45-48) which became the pre-cursor to the "unbalanced" magnetron sputtering cathode.
A conventional magnetron, in an idealised situation has all of its magnetic field lines 
looping between the inner and outer magnet pole pieces, and the return field lines 
contained by the steel yoke on which the magnets are fixed. Generally the magnetic 
field strength of the inner magnet array is the same (approximately) as the outer array, 
and this condition is said to be "balanced".
When a conventional magnetron is unbalanced, the strength of one set of magnets, 
normally the outer set (type II), is increased with respect to the other (49). The result is 
that the plasma formed is not confined close to the target surface but expands away due 
to the formation of a trumpet shaped magnetic field profile (figure 2 .8 ), considerably 
increasing the substrate ion bombardment intensity such that it is comparable to other 
high deposition rate techniques (20). Experimental measurement and computer 
modelling of magnetic field and plasma profiles has been undertaken (50,51), 
confirming theoretical calculations on field shapes and throwing distances and revealing 
ion to deposited atom ratios greater than the order of 2 :1  even at low substrate bias 
potentials.
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Figure 2.8. Conventional and unbalanced magnetron configurations
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Since 1986 various research groups throughout Europe and the USA directed by Musil 
and Kadlec (52-54), Miinz (55,56), Teer (57) and Sproul (58) have made contributions 
to advance unbalanced magnetron technology. Today, unbalanced magnetron sputtering 
systems can produce high quality coatings at target to substrate distances in excess of 
200mm with bias current densities greater than 2mAcm~2 and high deposition rate. 
However, the single unbalanced magnetron coating system has not solved all of the 
problems which conventional balanced magnetrons suffer from (section 2.1.5). The line 
of sight nature of the sputtering process means that variation in coating thickness 
uniformity and shadowing of complex 3-dimensional geometry can still occur. These 
problems have now largely been eradicated with the development of multi-cathode 
deposition systems using planetary substrate rotation mechanisms.
2.1.7. Multi-cathode systems and closed field geometry.
When a pair of unbalanced magnetron cathodes are mounted in a vacuum chamber, the 
spatial arrangement of the magnet arrays has a large effect on the plasma confinement 
characteristics (59). Generally two geometrical positions are possible (figure 2.9) :
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(a) Mirrored - where like poles face each other.
(b) Closed field - where opposite poles face each other.
Figure 2.9. Schematic diagram of mirrored and closed field geometry.
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Investigations on mirrored configuration sputtering have shown that the plasma ion 
densities were generally very low and substrate bias current densities were typically less 
than lm A cm " 2  (6 0 ) resulting in a porous coating microstructure and poor adhesion. If 
the magnets were arranged in the closed field configuration, where the field lines from 
one set of magnets are directly coupled to the opposing magnet array, large increases in 
bias current density (> 6m A cm "2) and ionisation at the substrate could be achieved. The 
linking of the magnetic field lines also provides a high degree of plasma confinement 
and exact control of the deposition region (61).
Before 1991 most reported work used single or dual unbalanced magnetron systems 
(62,63), but industrial scale equipment quickly moved to multi-cathode arrangements 
where more than two sources are used. The bi-polar nature of the magnet arrays meant 
that chambers comprising an odd number of cathodes suffered from the inability to 
completely link and close the magnetic field, allowing secondary electrons to escape 
and a subsequent decrease in plasma density at the substrate. Even number (usually 
four) cathode systems have been found to offer the best field linkage arrangement for 
large scale deposition systems.
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Most PVD systems now also utilise 2-fold or 3-fold planetary substrate rotation systems 
to provide high coating uniformity and the suppression of shadowing effects (64). Here 
each individual substrate, its holder and the entire rotation assembly circulates at 
different angular velocities due to a complex gearing mechanism.
2.1.8. Reactive sputtering.
Reactive sputtering involves the introduction of a reactive gas into the plasma during 
deposition to activate dissociation and ionisation of the gas molecules and allow 
combination with the metal vapour flux to produce compound formation at the substrate 
surface (65-68). Many reactive gases can be used to deposit a wide range of desired 
compounds, for example nitrogen to form nitrides, methane or acetylene to produce 
carbides or mixtures of both nitrogen and methane to yield carbo-nitride films.
However, the reactive sputtering process is normally non-linear where often it is not 
possible to change one parameter without affecting others.
When a high reactive gas partial pressure is applied to a sputtering system, reaction can 
take place not only at the substrate but also the target surface due to chemisorption until, 
if a sufficient partial pressure is available, the target itself becomes completely covered 
with the depositing compound and the compound is sputtered instead of the pure metal. 
This phenomenon is known as "poisoning" (69). As the compounds often have much 
lower sputtering and secondary electron yields than the pure metals (70), the result is 
usually a drastic reduction in the deposition rate and ionisation within the plasma. 
Conversely, if  the partial pressure of the reactive gas is too low, an insufficient quantity 
of gas atoms are available to react with the metal vapour flux and a sub-stoichiometric 
film is produced. The critical partial pressure required to produce a stoichiometric film 
without poisoning the target can be found by plotting the reactive gas partial pressure or 
the deposition rate against the reactive gas flow.
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Figure 2.10 The reactive sputtering hysteresis effect.
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Figure 2.10 illustrates the unstable region in which the critical partial pressure point 
lies and the hysteresis effect common to all reactive sputtering systems. A substantial 
drop in metal vapour at the onset of target poisoning is clearly visible, resulting in a 
further excess of reactive gas (in this case N2 ) which serves to rapidly stabilise the 
process at a rate minimum. If the reactive gas partial pressure is subsequently lowered, 
the sputter yield only gradually recovers back to that of the pure metal due to the 
removal of the target surface compound, providing the evident mis-alignment of the 
upward and downward reaction behaviours. Many techniques to accurately control the 
reactive gas partial pressures have been developed. During the early 1980's Aronson et 
al (71) demonstrated a reactive gas pulsing method capable of producing non- 
homogeneous nitride films of deposition rates at around 70% of the pure metal rates. 
However, a major development in composition control came in 1984 with the use of 
automated flow control using fast feedback loops (72). Today, even more sophisticated 
methods are commonly available including:
(i) Plasma emission monitors (73).
(ii) Optical gas controllers (74).
(iii) Mass spectrometer controllers (75).
Some of these techniques require differential pumping and sensors located in close 
proximity to the target for accurate control (76), however a simple way to reduce or 
totally remove the hysteresis behaviour is to increase the pumping speed of the system 
(77,78). Unfortunately in practise this has proved expensive and inefficient in gas 
utilisation.
2.2. Arc evaporation techniques.
2.2.1. The random cathodic arc
An arc may be defined as a discharge of electricity, between two electrodes in the 
presence of a gas or vapour, that has a voltage drop at the cathode of the order of the 
minimum ionising or exciting potential of the gas or vapour (79). The process is 
characterised by the striking of a high current, low voltage arc on a cathode (target) 
which gives rise to a small, but highly active emitting area (cathode spot) which 
produces a high velocity jet of vapourised cathode material. The plasma jet intensity 
peaks in a direction normal to the cathode surface and contains a high proportion of 
multiply charged ions (80,81), neutral particles, clusters and macro-particles (82-84). 
Theoretically, the arc is a self-sustained discharge capable of supporting large currents 
by its own mechanism of electron emission from the cathode and positive ion re­
bombardment under high vacuum conditions (figure 2.11). If a suitable reactive gas is 
introduced into the chamber, dissociation, ionisation and excitation can occur during 
interaction with the ion flux and compound film deposition results.
Figure 2.11. Cathodic arc vapour flux.
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Without the influence of an external magnetic field, the cathode spot moves rapidly 
across the surface of the cathode in a random manner and evaporates microscopic points 
and protrusions to cause craters. However, if the cathode spot stays at an evaporative 
point for too long, it can generate a minute liquid pool of molten cathode material. This 
can become vigourously evaporated to a point where micro-explosions can eject 
relatively large masses of molten material which condense during vacuum transportation 
and land on the surface of the substrate to form macro-particles which can be 
detrimental to the coating performance.
Original work on random arc evaporation appears as early as 1939 by Burkhardt (85) 
and was further modified into arc evaporative PVD technology by workers in both the 
USA (8 6 ) and USSR (87,88) in the 1970's. Since this time the parameters and physical 
properties of the cathodic arc discharge have been intensively studied. Some of these 
parameters can be easily measured and are not the subject of any great contention, 
however, others are the subject of a great deal of dispute and are highly significant. The 
following sub-sections of this thesis will review in more detail the properties of the 
cathodic arc by experimental and theoretical analysis from literature on the following:
(a) The spot life cycle.
(b) The types of cathode spot.
(c) The spot diameter and current density.
(d) Spot splitting.
(e) The types of erosion
(f). The random spot motion.
2.2.2. The cathode spot life cycle.
Guile and Jiittner (89) have demonstrated that the cathode spot life cycle can be 
described by a four stage process consisting of surface explosion, melting and 
deformation of liquid, crater formation and quasi-steady state, followed by new spot 
ignition (figure 2.12). In the first stage, surface explosion, the application of a high 
voltage between anode and cathode leads to the rapid heating and evaporation of the 
cathode material, formation of a vapour cloud and electrical breakdown via the 
development of a field emission mechanism (90-92) from the tips of micro-protrusions 
on the surface of the cathode. This leads to localised resistive heating, high thermal 
loading and eventually explosive evaporation resulting in a rapidly expanding plasma 
plume which evolves into a dense cloud above the cathode spot. In the second stage, 
complete or explosive destruction of the micro-protrusion occurs (93) and pressure from
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the plasma cloud combined with field rupture or surface tension on the molten liquid 
pool formed serves to produce hemispherical crater deformation. Stage three involves 
the main life-time (-lO '^S) of the spot which is spent constantly evaporating material 
from within the crater with high spatial distribution and high kinetic energy (~100eV).
Figure 2.12. The cathode spot life cycle.
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After some time it is believed that the spot extinguishes and a new one ignites to take its 
place, completing stage four and the entire life cycle. Ecker (94) has suggested a model 
to describe stage four, where heating from the cathode spot gives rise to a localised 
increase in cathode resistance and the formation of lower voltage sites at locations near 
the original spot position. A balance must be achieved between the level of heating 
required to start a new spot and the unfavourable conditions offered by the rise in local 
resistance. The result is the formation of energetically more favourable spot positions at 
which the new spot ignites causing the old spot to extinguish.
2.2.3. The types of cathode spot.
Rakhovskii first identified that two different types of cathode spot generally exist, types 
I and II (95), which have distinct differences in their evaporative behaviour (96,97).
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Type I spots only occur on contaminated cathodes with some degree of surface 
roughness and are characterised by:
(i) Field emission of electrons from micro-protrusions below the spot plasma.
(ii) Spot movement occurs by jumping from protrusion to protrusion.
(iii) The mean distance jumped by the spot is greater than the mean crater radius.
(iv) Velocity of the spot motion is governed by the plasma expansion.
(v) Non-characteristic arc colour due to weak interaction with the bulk material.
Type II spots may exist in tandem with type I spots and are generally found on clean or 
conditioned cathodes. During the initial stages of the arcing process a change from type 
I to type II spot normally occurs and the type II spots are characterised by:
(i) Thermal emission of electrons from the crater to sustain the arc.
(ii) The active evaporation area has a lower velocity than in type I.
(iii) The mean distance jumped by the spot is of the order of the mean crater radius.
(iv) The colour of the arc is characteristic of the cathode material.
2.2.4. The spot diameter and current density.
The measurement of the spot size and subsequent evaluation of the current density has 
proved very problematic due to the microscopic nature of the sub-spots (98) which 
make up the cathode spot and the plasma cloud obscuring optical evaluation. Two 
different methods to determine the dimensions of the spot are currently used - 
"autograph" methods (95) which analyse the craters left on the cathode and "fast 
registry" methods (99) which use high speed photographic techniques to examine the 
luminous plasma cloud region over the spot. Each evaluation method produces slightly 
different data due to the limitations of each technique, however typically the cathode 
spot diameter is of the order of 1 0 "^m (1 0 0 ) and the current densities used in current 
random arc PVD equipment are approximately 1 0 ^-lO ^A m '^ (90,101).
2.2.5. Spot splitting.
As mentioned in section 2.4.4, the cathode spot consists of a sub-structure composed of 
sub-spots or cells. When the arc current is increased the number of cells increases 
accordingly until at a certain current limit another large spot begins to form (1 0 2 ). 
Eventually the spots split and the highly dynamic behaviour of multiple spot motion, 
ignition and extinction occurs on a continuous basis (figure 2.13).
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In many materials the number of spots which can be formed at high arc currents can be 
as high as 2 - 2 0  and various models to predict and understand this phenomenon have 
been developed. The most consistent models treat sub-spot fission by considering the 
repulsive electrostatic forces between two dipoles in competition with the attractive 
magnetic forces between two current carrying conductors ( 1 0 2 ) and obtain good 
agreement with experiment.
Figure 2.13. The number of cathode spots as a function of arc current.
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2.2.6. The types of erosion.
The erosion rate of a random arc on a cathode is a function of the following variables:
(i) arc current, (ii) erosion time, (iii) cathode dimension, (iv) gas pressure. However, the 
parameter which influences the erosion most is the type of cathode spot.
Type I spots have been found to leave craters of 10"^m typical radius and depth with a 
constant erosion rate per coulomb (electric transfer factor) for degassed cathodes (103). 
Type II spots exhibit quite different behaviour, with average crater depths of the order of 
2.5x10"^m and groups of spots producing trails with depths of 10"^m, indicating the 
electric transfer factor is substantially dependent upon arc current.
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The erosion rate reaches a minimum when arcing occurs under conditions which only 
allow the type I spot to exist, whilst operation when only type II spots can exist results 
in a substantial increase in the erosion rate. This can be explained by the different spot 
electron emission mechanisms.
2.2.7. The random spot motion.
A prominent feature of the cathode spot in the absence of external magnetic fields is its 
rapid, dynamic and random motion over the surface of the target material. The most 
consistent models consider the cathode spot movement as a random walk and describe a 
probability density function for the spot's location.
Daalder (104) assumed that the cathode spot starts to move from the origin of an x-y 
coordinate system such that during each time interval (T), the spot displacement was a 
step +s or -s along the x-axis and +s or -s along the y-axis. There is an equal probability 
that the step is +s or -s in each direction and movement along the x and y axis is 
stochastically independent. After n sets of displacements the spot position is (x,y) at 
time t, hence we take t = nT. Thus the probability that after n steps at time (t) the spot 
position in x (i.e one dimensional random walk) is given by the normal density 
function:-
1 x2P(x) = 77— TT77 exP- (— ) .... equation 2 .7(2 mxt) 2 a  t
where a , the diffusion constant = (s^/T), provided n is large and in two independent 
random walk processes:-
p(x,y) = p(x)p(y)  equation 2 .8
Thus;
1 x2 + y2p(x, y) = -------exp- (---- —) ......equation 2.927iat 2at
Which may be transformed from Cartesian to cylindrical coordinates such that the 
probability density function p(R), of distance R from the origin, where R = (x^ + y2)l/2^ 
is given by:-
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R R2p(R) = — exp( )  equation 2.10at 2 a  t
2.2.8. The steered cathodic arc
The random arc evaporation technique suffers from the serious disadvantage that in 
addition to the plasma jet, the arc produces a spray of liquid droplets or macro-particles 
which can be tens of microns in diameter (82) and detrimental to surface quality and 
film adhesion. One method to decrease macro-particle incorporation in the coating is to 
increase the velocity at which the cathode spot moves and hence decrease the spot dwell 
time and molten pool dimensions. The steered arc system uses a magnetic field to 
control the motion of the cathodic arc (figure 2.14), which is essentially a current 
carrying conductor, and force the cathode spot along a pre-determined closed path 
defined by the position of the normal field component zero (105).
Figure 2.14 The transverse and normal field profiles from a single coil steering system
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The first commercial PVD systems used a fixed permanent magnet array to steer the arc 
in a circular orbit (106). However, further developments to enhance cathode usage were
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made by Interatom GmbH to provide rosette shaped arc paths by means of various 
motorised rotating magnets (figure 2.15). More recently Morrison (107) has utilised 
transient steering fields generated by electromagnetic coils to bounce the arc back and 
forth along a channel and Walke et al (108) have produced a two coil system which 
allows pre-selection of the arc track radius and highly efficient utilisation of the entire 
cathode material.
Figure 2.15. Schematic of Interatom permanent steered arc path.
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All magnetic steered arc systems rely on the physical phenomenon that if a transverse 
magnetic field is applied from behind an arc evaporation cathode, a "Lorentz force" will 
be exerted on the arc such that:
v ~ -j A B equation 2.11
or,
F ~ q[ |Bpj - (B-j)B ]  equation 2.12
where; F = Force.
q = Moving charge, 
j = Current.
v A B = Vector product of the particle velocity(v) and magnetic flux density (B).
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However, rather surprisingly at magnetic field strengths of up to one Tesla and chamber 
pressures below a critical value (1-60 Torr, depending upon working gas ) the arc moves 
in the non-amperian (-j A B) or retrograde direction (105,109,110). The most consistent 
models which have been developed to explain this, consider the superposition of self 
fields (generated by the electron current from the spot) and applied transverse fields 
which combine favourably on the retrograde side of the cathode spot to cause 
asymmetric plasma confinement (figure 2.16), more intense ion bombardment and the 
production of more favourable electron emission sites (111). Several other authors have 
used the movement of space charge (1 1 2 ), movement of the spot plasma (113) or 
bending of the plasma column (114) to explain the non-amperian behaviour.
Figure 2.16. Asymmetric confinement of the cathode spot.
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The velocity dependence of a high current arc (2.7-6.9KA) as a function of the magnetic 
self-field strength is shown in figure 2.17 (115). Investigations have revealed an almost 
linear dependence with inherent field strength up to a velocity threshold of ~30ms"l(for 
copper cathodes) for fields up to 4xlO“^ T. If strong external transverse fields are 
applied (Ixl0"l-1T) significant increases in arc velocity up to 500-1000 m s'l have been 
recorded until at around 1 Tesla, a sharp transition from retrograde to amperian motion 
has been observed (114). The arc velocity decreases with increasing cathode 
temperature (116), thus creating more macro-particles and has also been found to have a 
complex dependence with arc voltage, thermal conductivity and cathode material.
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Figure 2.17. Arc velocity as a function of self-magnetic field strength.
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Most steered arc systems provide secondary confinement of the arc on the cathode 
surface by means of a passive border with predetermined electrical characteristics. The 
primary requirements of the border material is that it should have a very low secondary 
electron yield which promotes new spot ignition sites back on the cathode surface and 
that it provides high arc stability for operation over long periods of time. The material 
which is generally chosen for passive confinement is boron nitride.
Reactive steered arc evaporation processes are generally less sensitive to poisoning and 
require less complex gas partial pressure control than in sputtering systems. However, if 
high partial pressures of gas are applied cathode poisoning can occur and for certain 
modified processes is actively used to provide lower levels of macro-particle formation 
from the compound (117).
Mechanical or electrical changes to the magnetic field profiles allows precise movement 
and selection of the radius of the arc track (in circular geometry) on the surface of the 
cathode and provides various advantages over random arc systems:-
(i) Exact control over the emission area.
(ii) Elimination of periodic extinguishing or "quenching" at low current densities.
(iii) Significant reduction in the production of macro-particles generally giving better
coating surface finish combined with excellent adhesion.
(iv) A capability to use multi-elemental segmented targets.
2.2.9. The filtered cathodic arc.
In an effort to alleviate the macro-particle incorporation problems which significantly 
affect random arc deposition techniques and to a lesser extent steered arc systems, a 
number of processes employing various "filtering" arrangements to remove droplets or 
extraneous particles from the coating flux have been developed.
(i) Shielding (118). This is the simplest and cheapest of the filtering methods, in which 
a screen or shutter (at floating potential with respect to the plasma) is brought directly 
into the vapour stream to block the path of the macro-particles. The substrate and 
shields are negatively biased to attract only the positive ions from the plasma, however 
this technique suffers from large reductions in deposition rates.
(ii) Magnetic filtering (119,120). A number of magnetic filtering devices have been 
developed which employ ring cathodes with the arc surface on the outside 
circumference. In this case the arc plasma is reflected by a series of solenoids which set 
up an electric field due to the insulating properties of the magnetic field lines running 
parallel to the coil surface.
(Hi) Magnetic plasma duct filtering (121). This type of filtering device generally 
consists of a quarter torus in which a magnetic field can be developed with field lines 
parallel to the torus walls. The positive ions of the plasma stream are transported along 
the duct to the negative biased substrate which is positioned directly in front of the exit 
orifice (figure 2.18). The macro-particles, which are massive, remain unaffected by the 
magnetic field and follow their normal trajectories. This technique has provided 
excellent reductions in macro-particle formation within various coatings but still suffers 
from problems in coating substrates of variable geometry (3-D) and industrial scale-up.
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Figure 2.18 Magnetic plasma duct filtering.
2.2.10. Arc evaporation of multi-elemental targets.
The deposition of complex, multi-component coatings by steered arc evaporation is 
generally carried out by one of two different techniques either:
(i) Directly from evaporation of homogeneous alloy targets or hot isostatic pressed / 
sintered powder metallurgical targets (1 2 2 ).
(ii) Co-evaporation of several pure metallic targets (123).
The common problem with the alloy deposition technique is that the various constituent 
elements of the cathode may have widely varying evaporation rates and melting points. 
This can rapidly result in the depletion of the more volatile components within the 
source (124,125) after a time, the production of a non-repeatable process causing 
variation in metal ratio within the coating flux and an inconsistent coating thickness 
(126), and inefficient utilisation of the cathode providing a shortened working lifetime. 
However, the co-evaporation methods also have serious disadvantages including cross­
contamination problems, differing evaporation rates, inaccurate control and inflexibility 
of the metal ratio within the coating flux, the expense of using full size cathodes of 
certain materials and the line-of-sight nature of each source creating a lack of plasma 
mixing.
These fundamental and complex problems have in many cases still to be solved despite 
large scale efforts by many establishments, both academic and commercial.
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2.3. The Arc-Bond Sputter technique
During the early 1990's, the concept of Arc-Bond Sputter™ technology (127) was 
developed to combine the excellent adhesion properties provided by steered arc 
processing with the highly flexible unbalanced magnetron coating technique. This was 
achieved by integrating the functions of both a steered cathodic arc evaporator and an 
electromagnetic unbalanced magnetron into a single cathode unit (figure 2.19).
Figure 2.19. The ABS cathode unit and the ABS unbalanced magnetron configuration.
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The technique relies on a key processing step which involves the initiation of a cyclic 
steered arc metal ion (M+l, M+2 , M+3) etching treatment at high substrate bias 
voltages (-1 0 0 0 -1 2 0 0 V) prior to unbalanced magnetron coating.
Processing step number Process step
1 Pump down
2 Heating & glow discharge 
cleaning
3 Steered arc metal ion etching
4 Unbalanced magnetron coating
5 Cool down
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Several research groups (128,129) have claimed that the steered arc etching stage can 
provide low level implantation and diffusion of metal species into steel substrates, 
causing the formation of an adhesion promoting inter-metallic region (130) of thickness 
-1200-1500A (figure 2 .2 0 ). However, other workers (131) have shown that ions 
undergoing accelerating potentials of l-2KeV will have insufficient momentum to 
provide significant implantation (20-50A), thus diffusion, increased surface defect 
densities and additional heat input mechanisms are now thought to dominate. Ives (132) 
has also examined the role of keying mechanisms from the protrusion of carbides in 
underlying etched high speed steel substrates as an explanation for improved coating 
adhesion.
Figure 2.20. The effect of ABS steered arc metal ion etching.
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The ABS technique has the unique property that the "degree of unbalance" is adjustable 
by means of the electromagnetic coil arrangement disposed concentrically with respect 
to the magnetron. This allows the bias current density to be controlled (through 
alteration of the coil current) independently of the bias voltage, discharge voltage or 
cathode power and within certain limits (bias voltage and temperature) gives a 
possibility to adapt the bias current density to the required coating properties (figure 
2.21). If the unbalancing coils are applied during steered arc evaporation, significant 
alteration of the normal field component zero position and hence the arc track radius can 
be achieved to provide greater efficiency in target utilisation.
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Various comparative trials have been carried out to examine binary and ternary coating 
adhesion and other physical properties when deposited by ABS against steered arc or 
unbalanced magnetron sputtering (133,134). Most reports have found ABS coatings 
show increased scratch adhesion critical load values when compared against unbalanced 
magnetron films of the same composition and near parity with steered arc films.
Figure 2.21. The effect of coil current and bias voltage on ABS bias current density
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Recently, the flexibility of the ABS technique has also been demonstrated with reports 
on simultaneous steered arc evaporation and unbalanced magnetron sputtering trials 
within a single process (135).
2.4. Film Deposition.
2.4.1 Nucleation and growth mechanisms.
During PVD coating, the film material is usually deposited atom by atom on a substrate 
by condensation from the vapour phase to the solid phase. The condensation step cannot 
be considered as a random impingement of atoms which stick on the growing surface at 
the point of impact, due to the development of interatomic attractive forces, thermal 
mobility considerations and surface defects. Normally the coating atoms arrive with low 
kinetic energy (few eV) and produce a film by the following simplified growth route.
Generally, a four stage dynamic process occurs consisting of nucleation, island growth, 
coalescence or competitive growth and finally continuous growth (figure 2 .2 2 ).
Figure 2.22. A simplified model of coating nucleation and growth.
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Stage 1, nucleation, is one of the most important steps in PVD since it strongly affects 
coating adhesion, grain size, orientation and density. It is believed that the probability of 
coating atoms to nucleate on a substrate is highest at sites where defects exist to provide 
localised changes in the electronic states of the surface, a lack of adjacent neighbouring 
atoms and a subsequent availability of chemical bonds for possible reaction (136).
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A polycrystalline solid surface normally exhibits many defect structures, such as 
dislocations, vacancies, and steps or barriers (on an atomic scale) formed by new atomic 
layers building up on layers below (137). It is at these steps and defects where the 
strongest adsorption sites occurs (figure 2.23).
Figure 2.23. Schematic of defects and atomic step adsorption sites on a substrate.
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If the atoms are deposited at low substrate temperatures, thermodynamic considerations 
lead to the condensed atoms having insufficient kinetic energy and surface mobility to 
cross the steps and reach positions of lower potential energy (stable nucleation sites). A 
similar effect can also be observed at high deposition rates where adatoms have 
insufficient time to find low energy sites before being buried by subsequent depositing 
layers (figure 2.24), and this can eventually result in extensive self-shadowing (138), 
low density and high coating porosity (139).
If the substrate temperature is increased (by radiant heating or low energy ion 
bombardment) to a critical level, normally around 0.3 Tm (melting temperature), the 
atoms receive sufficient energy to overcome the potential barrier which holds them in 
their initial site positions (figure 2.25) and they can become migrating or surface 
diffusing adatoms which actively seek neighbouring positions at lower potential 
energies (140).
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Figure 2.24. The effect of increasing energetic ion bombardment and adatom mobility.
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Figure 2.25. Surface diffusion of adatoms on heated substrates.
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Once nucleation sites have been established the film starts to grow vertically and 
horizontally as expanding "islands" until their growth fronts meet other islands growing 
similarly. The effect of this is to provide a grain boundary defect and promote island 
growth only in the vertical direction.
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In stage three, large scale coalescence of the growing islands occurs across many 
regions of the substrate. Each cluster of islands contains grains which were orientated so 
as to closely match the underlying substrate surface grain orientation at its original 
adsorption site. Competitive growth occurs with the most favoured (due to the incident 
ion energy, anisotropy in the surface energy for different crystallographic planes and gas 
pressure) taking precedence to give a preferred orientation.
Finally the entire substrate becomes coated, the film thickens and columns cluster 
tightly together to form large features with a dominant preferred orientation commonly 
observed as a columnar structure (141). Recently a more formal understanding of early 
growth modes in PVD thin films has been established through three mechanisms (142):
(i) Layer-by-layer growth (Frank-van-der-Merwe) - When the binding energy of the film 
atoms (Ef_f) is equal or less than the binding energy between the film and substrate 
atoms (Ef_s).
(ii) Three dimensional island growth (Volmer-Weber) - When (Ef.f) > (Ef_s) resulting 
in an immediate nucleation of small clusters of film atoms on the substrate surface 
(common mode for metals on insulators).
(iii) Combined layer-by-layer and three dimensional island growth (Stranski-Krastanov) 
- this is still not completely understood but is believed to be partly due to a release 
of elastic energy from the coating / substrate interface.
2.4.2 Structure zone models and film microstructure.
The exact nature of the columnar morphology generally observed in PVD thin films is 
thought to be dependent on the interrelated parameters of the incident ion energy of the 
bombarding species, the accelerating voltage applied to the substrate, the pressure 
within the chamber (effects of gas scattering) and the substrate temperature. Many 
different microstructures have been observed ranging from porous, open columns 
through to more fibrous and dense packed re-crystallised grains. Movchan and 
Demchishin (143) were the first to classify these observations (figure 2.26) with a three 
zone model which identified structures as a function of the ratio of substrate temperature 
to melting point (Ts / Tm). The characteristics of each zone were:
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Zone 1 : Low temperature (0-0.3Ts / Tm) zone in which low adatom mobility produced 
porous films with widely spaced columns and domed or angular tops.
Zone 2 : Medium temperature (0.3-0.45TS / Tm) zone in which increased adatom
mobility and surface diffusion effects caused significant densification of the 
columns and smooth tops.
Zone 3 : High temperature (0.45-1 Ts / Tm) zone in which bulk diffusion and re­
crystallisation effects dominate and the structure becomes more equiaxed.
Figure 2.26. Movchan and Demchishin zone model.
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During 1974 this zone model was adapted to take account of the influence of 
pressure and substrate temperature by Thornton (144) (figure 2.27). Analysis showed 
that with increasing substrate temperature, a dense transition zone (zone-T) could be 
formed between the zone 1 open columnar arrangement and the dense columnar 
morphology of zone 2. This model also demonstrates that the minimum temperature to a 
grow a dense film (zone-T) increases with higher pressures.
Figure 2.27. Thornton zone model.
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The final revision of the zone model was made by Messier (145) in 1984 to take account 
of the increase in substrate temperature, adatom mobility and point defect generation 
with the application of a negative substrate bias voltage (figure 2.28). Messier's 
examinations revealed a movement of the dense zone-T region towards lower 
temperatures with increasing negative bias (confirmed experimentally by Mattox (146)) 
and that only through precise control of the bias voltage, pressure and temperature could 
a desired and reproducible film micro-structure be possible.
Figure 2.28. Messier zone model.
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2.4.3. Ar+ Sputter etching and metallic interlavers.
Sputter etching is usually one of the preliminary stages prior to the deposition process, 
undertaken after a suitable vacuum pressure has been reached in the system and the 
targets have been sputter cleaned. Generally an argon glow discharge is initiated and a 
high negative bias voltage (typically -1KV) is applied to the substrate which will behave 
in a manner similar to the cathode. The accelerated Ar+ ions will impinge on the 
substrate surface with sufficient momentum to create primary recoil atoms in the surface 
layers and set up collision cascades which cause sputtering. The effect of this is :
(a) The sputtering of surface contaminants and general cleaning of the substrate.
(b) Substrate heating and the removal of surface oxides.
(c) A general roughening of the surface and the introduction of higher defect density.
(d) The possibility of preferential sputtering and the development of protrusions to 
allow "mechanical keying"(147).
(e) An improvement in coating adhesion.
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For many operations (e.g. decorative) the increase in surface roughness and decrease in 
surface lustre effects through sputter etching cannot be tolerated. Another possible 
method to improve adhesion (148,149) in this situation is the use of a metallic interlayer 
(a layer of pure metal which lies between the substrate and working film). The adhesion 
enhancement is thought to result from a combination of chemical gettering and 
mechanical effects. Many pure metals, such as titanium, can dissolve weak surface 
oxide layers, whilst a soft and ductile layer can reduce shear stresses at the coating / 
substrate interface and hinder crack propagation. Generally these layers are of optimised 
thickness (0.1-0.4jim) to provide an improved adhesive performance without affecting 
the mechanical properties of the working layer.
2.4.4 Biasing edge effects.
Most PVD techniques utilise low energy ion irradiation of the growing film (30-250eV) 
to create higher packing density, an increase in surface temperature and adatom 
mobility, the generation of point defects and smaller grain size (150-152). However, 
these so-called "ion plating" (153) technologies can encounter difficulties in ensuring 
uniform ion bombardment when substrates are of complex 3-dimensional geometry.
Figure 2.29. Edge effects through low energy ion bombardment.
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Since the substrate material acts as a cathode with respect to the plasma, it will obtain a 
dark space region across which most of the bias potential is dropped (section 2.1.3). At 
the edge regions or comers of the substrate, the ratio of dark space area to substrate will 
be largest, causing an increase in the ion current density drawn at these points (figure 
2.29). If the bias current density is too large, re-sputtering of the growing film, ion 
bombardment damage and overheating of the film (annealing) and temperature sensitive 
substrates can occur.
2.4.5. Residual stress.
Coatings deposited by PVD ion plating techniques commonly exhibit compressive 
residual stress which dictates to an extent the levels of coating thickness which can be 
applied prior to spallation (154), the coating adhesion to the substrate and the hardness 
of the film. It is generally accepted that this residual or internal stress consists of a 
combination of two components (155), intrinsic stress and thermal stress which can sum 
to levels as high as several gigapascals (GPa) in both reactive evaporated or sputtered 
films.
The intrinsic stress originates from the growth process as a result of in-grown defects 
and structural mismatch between the coating and substrate lattices. These growth 
induced stresses are a function of the microstructure, the ion density and the level of ion 
energy during bombardment of the growing film and can be calculated using;
a  = K R I 1 /2   equation 2 .1 2 .
V
where; K = material dependant constant, Ie = Ion energy, R = Ion to atom arrival rate.
Ion bombardment tends to generate compressive stress by an "ion-peening" mechanism 
in which the surface region of the growing film undergoes plastic deformation to 
accommodate defects. The extent of columnar packing also contributes to the level of 
stress, as pressing at tight columnar boundaries (Zone-T structures) creates more stress 
than in open columnar structures where relaxation into expanded voids is possible (so- 
called Zone-1). Clearly, any forced expansion or trapping of the depositing film lattice 
(interstitial atoms such as N2  or bombarding ions such as Ar+) will also make a 
significant contribution (156) (figure 2.30).
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Figure 2.30. Interstitial distortion of a cubic lattice and the generation of compressive 
residual stress.
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The thermal stress originates from the difference in the thermal expansion coefficients 
of the film and the substrate lattices. Hence, any fluctuation in the deposition 
temperature or cooling rate during the process will cause changes in the thermal induced 
stress of the system. This can be calculated using;
EAaAT .
cf = —.............  equation 2.13.
where; E = Young’s modulus of the coating
Aa = Difference in thermal expansion coefficients.
AT = Difference between room temperature and deposition temperature, 
o = Poisson's ratio.
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2.5 Coating systems.
This section of the literature review will describe the historical development of the three 
generations of PVD hard coatings. However due to the enormous number and 
complexity of coating systems which have been or are currently under investigation, 
only the principal coating systems and their general mechanical and physical properties 
will be illustrated and references will be given if the reader requires further information.
2.5.1. The first generation of PVD hard coatings.
The first generation of PVD hard coatings, developed during the early 1980's, is 
considered to be the binary pseudo-ceramic materials which are characterised by single 
metal-non-metal compounds. The most frequently studied compounds have been the 
transition and refractory metal nitride, carbide and boride films, many of which 
crystallise into interstitial solid solutions with a face-centred cubic structure (figure 
2.31). A variety of dense packing arrangements are possible with unit cells constructed 
of large cubic metallic lattices into which the non-metal atoms are positioned in the 
octahedral sites (interstices) and joined by a combination of covalent and heteropolar 
(metallic and ionic) bonding fractions.
Figure 2.31. The NaCl face centred cubic unit cell and common packing arrangements.
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The vast majority of this early fundamental research centred on TiN due to its high 
hardness, gold colour, relative inexpense and availability as a target material and its 
position in the centre of the bonding triangle (figure 2.32) (157).
Figure 2.32. Schematic representation of the pseudo-ceramic material bonding types.
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Numerous excellent reports on the properties of TiN exist in literature today, but the 
perhaps the most revealing on the reactive deposition and growth were by Musil, Kadlec 
and Vyskocil (158,159), Hedenqvist et al (160) and Sproul et al (161), whilst the most 
important analysis of the film micro-structure and properties was undertaken by 
Hakansson et al (162), Hultman et al (163), Petrov et al (164) and Rickerby et al (165). 
Today, the TiN coating system is still the most widely used of all PVD coatings for a 
variety of tribological (166), decorative (167) and industrial applications, has 
widespread commercial availability and is often used as a standard against which 
improvements in coating properties and substrate performance may be judged.
Interest in deposition with other elements from group IVa-VIa in the periodic table 
quickly occurred, with important works by Perry (168) on the examination of 
fundamental structural properties of ZrN and Jehn (169) and Sue (170) on the reactivity 
and behaviour of ZrN. Perry(171), Rudnik (172), Savvides (173) and Sproul (174) have
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investigated the various phases of less reactive metal compounds such as M0 2 N for 
wear resistance and super-conductivity, Aubert studied CrN for corrosion and wear 
resistance (175), Perry and Sproul analysed HfN for wear resistance and Hotovy (176) 
examined NbN films for micro-electronics applications. Some of their typical 
mechanical and physical properties are shown in table 2 .1 .
Table 2.1. The properties of some first generation metal nitride films.
TiN ZrN CrN HfN M0 2 N
Thickness (pm) 2.8-3.4 3.0-4.0 3.0-5.0 2.0-4.0 3.0-5.0
Micro-hardness 
on HSS 
(Hv25gf)
2200-2500 2000-2400 1700-1900 2500-2700 1700-2300
Roughness Ra 
(Hm)
0.02-0.13 0 .0 2 -0 .1 1 0.03-0.09 0 .0 2 -0 .1 2 0 .0 2 -0 .1 1
Critical load (N) 60-80 50-60 50-80 50-60 50-60
Adhesion
judgement
(Class)
1 -2 1 -2 1 -2 1 -2 1 -2
Colour L* 
a* 
b*
70-75
3.0-6.0
30-40
80-88 
- 1 .0 -0 .0  
14-28
70-75
-0.20-0.15
0.10-1.80
N/A N/A
The interstices available in the metals detailed previously are of dimensions which 
allow other interstitial atoms such as C, B, H and O to be accommodated within the 
metal lattice (table 2 .2 ) without large scale distortion (when a solvent accepts one of 
these interstitials there is generally a lattice expansion of the unit cell).
Table 2.2. The atomic radii of common constituents of reactive gases.
Element H B C N O
Atomic 
radius (A)
0.46 0.97 0.77 0.71 0.60
Steinmann and Hintermann (177) have studied the deposition and compared the 
properties of TiC films, Bruckner et al (178) have examined the role of different 
Ar/CH4  mixtures in ZrC films and Sella (179) investigated the interfaces and properties
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of sputtered NiC, CoC and FeC films on glass and Si substrates. Studies on wear 
resistant TiB2  coatings have also been undertaken by various groups including Knotek 
et al (180).
Research has shown that metal oxide films are intrinsically more heteropolar materials 
than the carbide or nitride systems and their unit cell arrangements are the opposite, i.e. 
the small metal cations are distributed regularly over the relatively simple sublattices of 
large oxygen anions. Many oxides form MO compounds (where M=a metal element) 
with NaCl structures, however other common oxide forms include MO2  (Si02 and 
Ti02) or multi-phase M2 O3  arrangements (e.g.Al2 0 3 ). Most of these oxide systems are 
strongly insulating and are difficult to form by conventional steered arc evaporation 
PVD due to metallic macro-particle formation. The oxide systems are generally highly 
reactive and exhibit extreme hysteresis behaviour in reactive sputtering such that 
conventional gas flow control systems are unable to deposit stable, stoichiometric films 
and their poor electrical conductivity properties causes problems with standard 
d.c.biasing configurations. Schiller et al (181) and Scholl (182) have recently 
demonstrated pulse biasing, plasma emission monitoring and a.c. cathode power supply 
techniques can alleviate these problems. The use of PVD oxide films is growing steadily 
and they have found industrial applications in fields as varied as optical filtering on 
lenses through to hygienic barrier films in the food packaging industry.
2.5.2. The second generation of PVD hard coatings.
The mid 1980's saw the development of the second generation of PVD hard coatings 
which are considered to be the multi-component materials. These can be formed in two 
distinct ways:
(i) The substitution of further metal elements into a binary pseudo-ceramic film to form 
solid solutions in either an equilibrium or metastable super-saturated state generally 
resulting in strengthening, an increase in hardness and more favourable performance.
(ii) The mixing of reactive gases (e.g.N2 &CH4 ) to utilise extended formation of 
interstitial solid solutions such as TiCN.
In case (i), metastable materials are produced by the quenching of a multi-elemental 
pseudo-ceramic from the vapour phase which serves to synthesise a stable solid solution 
even when equilibrium conditions are not possible. This generally occurs when the 
desired coating is comprised of a combination of metallic bonding and covalent bonding
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hard materials. A classical example of this metastable behaviour is titanium aluminium 
nitride (Ti+Al+N=TiAlN) which when deposited by PVD techniques exists at room 
temperature in its high temperature f.c.c. phase instead of the h.c.p (hexagonal close 
packed) structure predicted by the phase diagram. However if the desired coating is 
comprised of a combination of similar bonding hard materials, stable solid solutions 
under equilibrium conditions are possible, i.e.Ti+Zr+N = TiZrN f.c.c phase. Here the Zr 
atoms can substitute at sites on the TiN lattice where Ti atoms would normally sit to 
atomic compositions from 0 -1 0 0 %.
It is has been established in many operations that no one binary film exhibits the 
maximum mechanical and physical properties required to achieve optimum component 
performance, however comparison of their individual properties based on bonding type 
and the requirements of the coating operation allows selection of an appropriate ternary 
or quaternary film to be deposited (table 2.3).
Table 2.3. Properties and behaviour of various hard coating groups.
Level Hardness Brittleness Melting
point
Stability
(AG)
Thermal
expansion
Adherence Inter­
action
High C I M I I M M
Med M C C M M I C
Low I M I C C C I
where C= Covalent bonding tendency, I=Ionic, M=Metallic.
In case (ii), variation in the relative concentrations of the mixed reactive gases, thereby 
changing the valence electron concentration (VEC), makes substantial changes in the 
mechanical and physical properties of the film. Investigations have shown that the 
maximum hardness of carbide and carbo-nitride systems (figure 2.33) occurs when the 
VEC is approximately 8.4 (183) and similar diagrams have been found for toughness, 
chemical stability and wear resistance.
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Figure 2.33. The microhardness of various pseudo-ceramic materials as a function of 
valence electron concentration.
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The past ten years have seen an expansion in the diversity of alloy nitride, carbide and 
carbo-nitride second generation coatings developed for a wide range of industrial 
applications. The most important developments for tribological use are TiAIN films 
(184-186) for increased oxidation resistance, TiCN(187), TiZrN (188-190) and 
TiBN(191) for significantly increased film micro-hardness and tribological properties 
and TiCrN(192) for combined corrosion and wear resistance. Today, both the number 
and combinations of elements in the films being studied and utilised by specialist end- 
users (e.g. aerospace & MCrAlY, Ti6A14V based coatings) is increasing. Some of the 
standard second generation coating properties which are becoming commercially 
available are illustrated in table 2.4.
Table 2.4. Typical properties of various second generation PVD films.
TiCN TiAIN TiZrN CrAIN TiNbN
Thickness
(jim)
2.5-3.0 2.7-3.0 2.5-4.0 2.5-3.3 2.5-3.3
Micro-hardness
(Hv25gf)
2300-2500 2350-2400 2400-3600 2000-2150 2200-2440
Roughness Ra 
(pm)
0.04-0.21 0.06-0.28 0.02-0.15 0.04-0.17 0.10-0.18
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TiCN TiAIN TiZrN CrAIN TiNbN
Critical load 
(N)
40-60 60-70 45-60 50-70 60-70
Adhesion
judgement
(Class)
1 -2 1 -2 1 -2 1 -2 1 -2
Colour L* 
a* 
b*
51-59
7-12
5-11
42-45 
2.1-2.3 
-0.4—0.6
75-85
0 -2 .0
20-30
60-64 
0.5-0.6 
3.0-3.6
72-75
4.7-7.4
32-34
2.5.3 The third generation of PVD hard coatings.
The third generation of PVD hard coatings is considered to be the multi-layered and 
superlattice pseudo-ceramic materials. These can generally be defined by two classes;
(i) Metal / ceramic multi-layers - where variation in the reactive gas partial pressure 
occurs during deposition to form alternating metal / pseudo-ceramic layers (i.e. M / MN 
film structure such as Ti / TiN).
(ii) Ceramic / ceramic multi-layers - where variation in the elemental composition of the 
metal coating flux or periodic changes of the reactive gas species occurs during 
deposition to form alternating pseudo-ceramic layers (i.e. M jN  / M2 N or MN / MC film 
structures such as TiN / NbN or TiN / TiC).
PVD technology, using either evaporation or sputtering techniques, has been 
successfully applied to produce many different types of multi-layer coatings on a wide 
variety of substrates (193-196). Holleck and his co-workers (197) along with Freller and 
Haessler (198) have broadly studied the production, properties and performance of 
magnetron sputtered multi-layer coatings to enhance tribological and crack deflection 
mechanisms (figure 2.34).
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Figure 2.34. Schematic diagram of a possible multi-laver film crack deflection 
mechanism.
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Knotek and Leyendecker (199) have successfully applied 30 layers of TiN / AI2 O3  to 
cemented carbide substrates and Keem (200) has reported improved performance of 
HfC / HfN multi-layer coatings on drill bits when compared against TiN. During the 
early 1990's the breadth of research into the mechanical and physical properties of 
multi-layers increased at a pace with excellent works on their characteristics published 
by Strafford et al (201), their architecture and deposition by Vetter et al (202) and 
Sproul (203) and their performance by Knotek et al (204).
If the period of the multi-layer is reduced to a level below 10-15nm (100-150A) whilst 
maintaining the alternating arrangement and long range periodic order, the system can 
attain a unique reciprocal lattice different to the two layer materials which form it - 
characteristic of a "superlattice". This generally causes a grain size refining effect from 
the continual breaks in the growth and re-nucleation processes consistent with Wulffs 
law (205) (equation 2.14) and is partly attributable to substantial increases in the 
hardness of superlattice films due to the Hall-Petch effect (206,207)(equation 2.15).
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y / h =constant .equation 2.14
where; y = The special free surface energy of the crystallographic plane considered, 
h = The spacing between the above mentioned crystallographic plane and its 
adjacent identical plane.
°LY = a o + Kd" 1 /2   equation 2.15
where; GLY = lower yield strength, d = grain size, G0 & K = constants.
Recent work by Shinn et al (208) has shown that for TiN / VN and TiN / NbN based 
layered systems with near equal layer thickness, there was a gradual increase in 
hardness to levels around 4000 Kgmm"2  until at periods of approximately 40A a sharp 
maxima occurred rising to values over 5000Kg/mm2 (figure 2.35).
Figure 2.35. Hardness as a function of TiN based multi-layer period.
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Lehoczky (209) and Koehler (210) have also made theoretical predictions on the strong 
influence of the difference in dislocation line energies and shear modulus of layer 
materials to explain high superlattice yield strength and hardness data.
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The influence of substrate bias voltage (low energy ion irradiation) and deposition 
temperature on superlattice film coherency, interfacial mixing (figure 2.36) and layer 
thickness when produced by an ion plating technique has been studied by Hakansson et 
al (211). Generally the level of interfacial mixing and layer roughness increased with 
increasing temperature and bias voltage (figure 2.37), whilst the layer thickness 
decreased as a function of increasing negative substrate bias (-50 to-250V).
Figure 2.36. The effect of deposition temperature and bias voltage on interfacial mixing.
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Figure 2.37 Influence of substrate bias voltage on layer thickness.
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However, most superlattice coatings have only been fabricated on a small experimental 
scale, usually requiring complex reactive gas partial pressure control, atmospheric 
separation and shuttering mechanisms, and optimised commercial coating at industrial 
scale is currently unavailable. For a more detailed review of the theories, properties and 
deposition of a variety of superlattice systems the reader is directed to an article by 
Barnett (212).
2.6. Summary.
Some of the fundamental properties and principles involved in steered arc evaporation, 
unbalanced magnetron sputtering and arc-bond sputter technology have been discussed 
in this chapter. The effects of low energy ion irradiation during deposition, glow 
discharge and cathodic arc plasma characteristics and the influence of substrate ion 
etching prior to deposition has been reviewed. Also, the historical utilisation of all three 
techniques to reactively deposit advanced PVD hard coatings for improved mechanical, 
decorative, optical and tribological performance has been demonstrated.
The literature survey has highlighted deficiencies in current knowledge and production 
capabilities in the following areas
(i) The ability of the steered arc technique to reproducibly produce ternary, quaternary 
and multi-layer/superlattice thin films with reasonable target utilisation.
(ii) The ability to produce multi-layer/superlattice films at industrial scale by a simple 
PVD technique.
(iii) A deeper understanding of the metallurgical and physical properties of multi- 
elemental films to allow optimisation of mechanical and physical properties such as 
hardness, oxidation and wear resistance and composition.
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CHAPTER THREE
EXPERIMENTAL
This chapter describes the physical vapour deposition equipment, target manufacturing 
techniques and the bulk and surface characterisation methods employed during analysis 
of the advanced coating systems and the investigation of steered arc motion on 
segmented targets.
3.1. The physical vapour deposition equipment.
3.1.1. The electromagnetic steered arc evaporation PVD unit.
This sub-section outlines the design and construction of the experimental 
electromagnetic steered arc facility at the MRI, Sheffield Hallam University and the 
nature of its associated control systems and power supplies. The unit was principally 
designed and built by Dr P.J.Walke during a Ph.D study on the fundamental motion of 
steered arcs (1) with contributions on the cathode assembly design by Dr R.New and its 
manufacture by Messrs R.Day and G.Robinson.
Figure 3.1. Schematic of the electromagnetic steered arc evaporation apparatus.
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The apparatus (figure 3.1) consists of a central cylindrical aluminium PVD chamber 
mounted upon a modified base plate of an existing Genevac evaporation system. 
Vacuum pressure is attained by means of a 20cm throat diffusion pump backed by a 
rotary vane pump, together capable of a pumping capacity of approximately 13001s"! 
and a typical base pressure below lx lO ^ m b a r . Entrance to the chamber can be achieved 
through a circular top plate by which the chamber is also earthed. Four orthogonal ports 
were positioned on the sides of the chamber each consisting of a square plate through 
which a number of feed-throughs were mounted (figure 3.2).
• Port 1 - Provided an access to the cathode assembly.
• Port 2 - Provided a circular viewing port allowing photographic or optical analysis.
• Port 3 - Provided a water cooled electrical feed-through that supplies current and
supports a circular anode positioned in front of the cathode.
• Port 4 - Provided electrical and gas feed-throughs and a connection to a pressure 
transducer.
The electrical feed-through in port four was designed to accommodate a rotating motion 
and a connection to anode potential through a ballast resistor. This allowed a high 
current cathodic arc to be struck by making a momentary short between the supply 
voltage and the earth via the rotary movement of a Monel spike. The main arc current 
was generated using an "ARC-100" commercial supply manufactured by ELMA 
Technik GmbH, capable of delivering fixed current outputs between 0 and 100A at 
potentials of up to 100 Volt.
The magnetic steering of the arc upon a path of continuously variable radius (in circular 
geometry) was achieved by two sets of water cooled electro-magnetic coils mounted 
behind the cathode. The inner coil was driven by a constant current power supply 
(currents up to 20A) with feedback stabilisation, whilst the outer set was supplied by a 
similar unit capable of current up to approximately 10A. Independent control of the 
inner and outer coil current meant that substantial movement of the position of the 
normal field component zero and consequently the arc radius (usage of nearly the entire 
cathode area) could be achieved .
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Figure 3.2. Primary feedthroughs on electromagnetic steered arc PVD chamber.
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The cathodes consisted of 045mm or 0150mm diameter x 5mm thick discs of the 
material under investigation, secured into an assembly by means of an aluminium ring 
fixed by a number of counter-sunk bolts around its circumference (figure 3.3). The joint 
between the cathode material and the retaining ring was covered by a boron nitride disc 
which acted as a passive arc barrier and prevented arc burrowing at the cathode / ring 
interface. The cathode and retaining ring were mounted on a copper cooling plate 
(thermocouple monitored) which also served as a vacuum seal between the main body 
of the assembly and the cathode mounting. Power was applied to the cathode by direct 
connection to the cooling plate.
During evaporation trials, argon (99.999% purity) was generally introduced into the 
system to obtain a working pressure of the order of 3xl0"2mbar and aid arc initiation 
and an increase in arc stability. This was achieved by an MKS Instruments 250 gas 
pressure controller combined with a MKS Baratron 122A pressure transducer and a 
MKS 248 solenoid gas flow control valve. Prior to steered arc evaporation, a random arc 
conditioning of the cathode for a duration of 2-3 minutes at 100 A arc current was 
always initiated to remove surface oxides and obtain reproducible type II cathode spot
(2 ) data.
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Figure 3.3. Steered arc cathode assembly.
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The typical process parameters and field profiles used during evaporation trials are 
shown in table 3.1. and figure 3.4.
Table 3.1. Segmented target steered arc evaporation trial parameters
Process parameters
0  45mm TiZr targets 
central & offset 
interfaces
0150mm TiZr, TiMo & 
ZrMo targets central 
interfaces
Base pressure < lxlO'^mbar < lxlO'^mbar
Working pressure 3xl0"2mbar 3xl0"2mbar
Working gas Argon Argon
Inner coil current 19.9 Amp 15.0 Amp
Outer coil current 10.2 Amp 6.0 Amp
Arc current 85 Amp 85 Amp
Arc radius 15mm 2 0 mm
Normal field gradient 18.2 mTcm"l 12.1 mTcm"l
Transverse field 
strength
11.6 mT 11.2 mT
Start temperature 25°C 25°C
Cathode conditioning 5 mins random arc 5 mins random arc
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Figure 3.4. Typical steered arc evaporation magnetic field profiles.
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3.1.2. The unbalanced magnetron sputtering PVD unit.
Various unbalanced magnetron sputtering trials have been carried out using a Z-700 
Leybold A.G. PVD unit at the Forschungsinstitut fur Edelmetalle und Metallchemie, 
Schwabisch Gmiind, F.R.G. The system consists of a 0700mm diameter x 700mm high 
cylindrical vacuum chamber pumped by a Turbovac 1500 turbomolecular pump 
(nominal pumping speed 15001s" 1) and backed by a Trivac D65B rotary vane pump 
(75m^h'l) and a Ruvac WS151 roots pump (153m^h"^) to provide a typical base 
pressure of 2xl0"^mbar. Deposition was conducted in a stationary mode with substrates 
positioned directly in front of a US Gun II d.c supplied, circular permanently 
unbalanced magnetron sputtering cathode with a target to substrate distance of 80mm. 
The targets were of 0150mm diameter x 12mm thick dimensions and mounted into the 
cathode assembly, ensuring a good thermal contact against a copper cooling jacket, by 
means of an aluminium ring fixed by a number of counter-sunk bolts around its 
circumference (figure 3.5).
Figure 3.5. Schematic of the Leybold Z-700 unbalanced magnetron sputtering unit.
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Substrate heating prior to coating could be undertaken utilising a radiant heating 
element positioned at approximately 90° to the target capable of raising the substrate to 
a maximum temperature of 350°C (thermocouple monitored) prior to deposition.
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The substrates could be rotated around different areas of the chamber at a maximum 
velocity of 2  r.p.m along a circular perimeter path and stopped in front of various 
components. This allowed direct control of the substrate position at various pre­
deposition stages including a target sputter cleaning step (1.1KW power for 5 minutes) 
in which a shutter was brought between the target and substrate, and an argon ion 
etching process step where the substrates were highly negative biased (-1 0 0 0 V) and 
introduced in close proximity between two PK500L cathodes operating with a glow 
discharge. Entrance to the chamber was achieved through a large door, vacuum sealed 
by a rectangular O-ring, which contained a viewing port for observation of the coating 
process.
The system was controlled and monitored by a iSBC 83/05A computer unit and 
Leybold Decocontrol 1.0 software capable of guiding all of the important system 
switching, rotation, interlocking and processing sequences automatically. In reactive 
deposition the system incorporated a quadrupole mass spectrometer partial pressure 
control technique using a Leybold Quadruvac PGA 100 residual gas analyser. The 
working gas used was argon (purity 99.999%) and the reactive gas was nitrogen (purity 
99.999%) regulated by means of a piezo-electric control valve. The chamber pressure 
was determined from Pirani and Penning gauges.
3.1.3. The arc-bond sputter PVD unit.
The industrial scale HTC 1000-4 arc-bond sputter (ABS) deposition unit at Sheffield 
Hallam University essentially consists of a 25mm thick stainless steel octagonal cross- 
section vacuum chamber (figure 3.6). Access to the chamber is achieved through two 
large chamber doors in which the four cathode assemblies at 90° to one another. The 
diagonal distance between each orthogonal cathode is lm  which combines with a 
similar clear vessel height to give a total chamber volume of approximately lm^. Each 
cathode houses a target of dimensions 600 x 190 xl2mm, fixed to a water cooled copper 
jacket by recessed high tensile bolts and a retaining ring covered by boron nitride strips.
The system is equipped with two viewing ports and openings for pumps and rotary 
motion feed-throughs, as well as another 1 0  openings for additional instrumentation. 
Welded cooling coils and three large internal radiant heaters permit substrate heating 
and sensitive chamber area cooling during operation, and high quality ferro-fluidic 
rotary feed-throughs allows the use of a 3-fold planetary rotation substrate turntable 
capable of holding 6  (for research purposes) or 1 2  (for commercial production) rotating 
satellites and approximately 800 6 mm drills.
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Figure 3.6. Arc-Bond Sputter PVD unit.
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The turntable and its substrates are directly linked to the bias voltage supply which can 
deliver typically -1200V for high voltage etching process steps and 0V to -200V for 
coating steps. Adequate vacuum pressure is assured by means of two Balzers TPH 2200 
turbomolecular pumps with oil lubricated bearings and inert gas sealing, in combination 
with a large Pfeiffer-Balzers rotary vane pump (speed 250 m^/h) and a roots pump with 
a pumping speed of 500m^/h. The turbomolecular pumps are flanged to the chamber by 
two 250mm VAT high vacuum gate valves, allowing the pumps to be kept at full speed 
despite times when the system is open. This provides a nominal pumping capacity of 
44001s"land typical base pressures of 2xl0"^mbar with leak rates better than 5x10“ 
2pa.l.s“l. The cathodes are capable of accepting powers greater than 10Wcm"2 and 
utilise SmCo fixed magnet arrays. In magnetron mode the array is brought directly 
behind the target and unbalancing (reinforcing of the outer magnet poles) is achieved by 
varying the current to a rectangular toroidal electromagnet disposed concentrically 
around each target outside the vacuum chamber (figure 3.7), capable of generating a 
magnetic field of up to 1x 1 0 ^ ampere turns. This allows closed field magnetic linkage 
and typical mean bias current densities at target to probe distances of 30cm of
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~5mAcm“2 (3 ) with all four magnetrons operating. The unbalanced magnetron cathode 
is converted into arc mode by a suitable movement of the magnet array directly away 
from the target by means of compressed air. The power supply is capable of operating in 
arc mode (high current-low voltage) with current / voltage values of typically 80V / 
1 0 0 A and may be switched by a relay network into magnetron mode (high voltage-low 
current) to deliver 750V / 40A and maximum power of 10KW per target.
Figure 3.7. Schematic of closed magnetic field profile within the ABS chamber.
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The system is controlled and monitored by a Mitsubishi SPS control unit capable of 
guiding all of the important system switching, interlocking and processing sequences 
automatically. In reactive deposition the control unit incorporates a P.I.D. (proportional 
integrating differential) control technique with feedback to total pressure measured by a 
Leybold Viscovac system. The chamber pressure was also monitored in the region 
atmospheric- lxl(H m bar by a pirani gauge and from lxl(H -lxl(Lum bar by a Balzers 
ion gauge. The gas flow is controlled by fast feedback piezo-electric valves and the gas 
purities (Ar as the working gas and N2  as the reactive gas) were 99.999%. The 
deposition temperature was monitored by two thermocouples placed on the rotating
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turntable in dummy test-pieces positioned directly adjacent to the actual substrates and 
any contamination of the chamber and coating plasma was assessed by a Hiden 
quadrupole residual gas analyser.
3.2. The target manufacturing techniques.
The multi-elemental targets used in this thesis were manufactured by two distinct 
processing techniques which have the common feature of fabrication via a hot isostatic 
pressing (HIPping) process.
Segmented targets for use in fundamental studies of electro-magnetic steered arc 
motion, ABS and unbalanced magnetron sputtering trials were produced by a HIP 
diffusion bonding method. This may be defined as the process of joining two or more 
components by atomic movement, where the relative numbers of atoms crossing the 
interfaces in both directions is controlled by the activation energies of diffusion for the 
various species (4,5). Hot isostatic pressing involves subjecting the materials to be 
bonded, encased in an appropriate evacuated capsule, to a simultaneous elevated 
temperature and high isostatic argon gas pressure for a controlled period of time. The 
technique relies on the yield strength of the material at the elevated temperature, 
normally approximately 2/3r<^  of the melting temperature, to be lower than that at the 
surrounding gas pressure. If this criterion is achieved then non-surface fracturing or 
discrete voids within the component will decrease in size by plastic flow induced by the 
net external stresses. At further densification stages, internal surfaces of pores are 
squeezed allowing diffusion across the prior pore surfaces. A diffusion bond is formed 
and the defect is completely removed from the material. Thus the process is limited only 
by the size of the HIPping vessel and the combination of materials chosen, and it is also 
important to reflect that diffusion bonding occurs in the solid state and therefore offers 
many advantages over conventional techniques for the manufacture of segmented 
targets such as fusion bonding or welding such as;
• HIPping does not produce heat affected zones.
• HIPping does not produce cast structures.
• The strength of the bond will be at least the same as the weaker of the two materials 
being joined.
For this study all segmented targets were produced using either a National Forge HIP 
vessel capable of operation with charge dimensions of 0250mm diameter x 760mm 
(figure 3.8) or an Autoclave Engineering Isohipper research and development HIP
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vessel of dimensions 075mm diameter x 120mm in collaboration with the Hot Isostatic 
Processing Centre at H.I.P. Ltd, Chesterfield, U.K.
Figure 3.8. Schematic of the Hot Isostatic Pressing fHIPl apparatus.
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The manufacturing trials produced the following set of targets (figure 3.10) by an
encapsulation, evacuation and processing route illustrated in table 3.2 and figure 3.9.
• TiZr circular segmented targets of dimensions 0  45mm diameter x 5mm with 
central and offset diffusion bond interfaces.
• TiMo, TiZr and ZrMo circular segmented targets of dimensions 0  150mm diameter 
x 5mm thickness for electromagnetic steered arc evaporation trials.
• TiMo, TiZr and ZrMo circular segmented targets of dimensions 0  150mm diameter 
x 1 2 mm thickness for unbalanced magnetron sputtering trials.
• 80 atomic% Ti (18 strips of 25x200x12mm), 20 atomic% Zr (18 strips of
15x200x12mm) planar rectangular ABS segmented target of dimensions 600mm x 
2 0 0 mm x 1 2 mm.
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Figure 3.9. Plot of hot isostatic pressing parameters.
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Table 3.2. Segmented target processing route.
Encapsulation material MIG welded titanium canister
Encapsulation pressure 2Pa
Temperature monitoring Thermocouples
Purging 0.34MPa Argon 3 times
Furnace heating Convection & radiation
HIPping pressure 103MPa
HIPping temperature 1280°C
HIPping duration 2  hours
Initial pressure let-down 2.07MPa
Final pressure let-down Atmospheric
The targets were comprised of solid strips or semi-circular sections with bonding edges 
in intimate contact, cleaned in tri-chloroethane ultrasonic and distilled water baths, of 
combinations of the following materials:-
ASTM B265-79 grade 2 titanium (purity >99.7%)
ASTM B551-85 grade 702 zirconium (purity >99.6%).
SGR 4571 commercial grade molybdenum (purity >99.6%).
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Figure 3.10. Schematic of the range of segmented targets manufactured by HIP 
diffusion bonding.
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The industrial scale homogeneous TiAl alloy targets for use in arc-bond sputter PVD 
advanced coating trials were manufactured via a powder metallurgical HIPping route by 
Heraeus GmbH. Here, mixed titanium and aluminium powders of 300pm particle size 
were encapsulated in mild steel and HIPped at a temperature of approximately 550°C 
and pressures in excess of lOOMPa.
The pure metallic Ti and Zr targets (600x190x12mm) also used in ABS technology 
were produced by a vacuum melting and casting technique performed by Titanium 
International Ltd.
3.3. Sample preparation for coating.
The substrates chosen for use in the coating trials were as follows:-
• M2 high speed steel (HSS) cylindrical stubs (030mm x 10mm) mechanically 
polished to a 1pm diamond finish (1^64, Ra0.01pm, Rz0.05pm, R^0.06pm).
• 304 bright annealed stainless steel rectangular coupons (20mm x 50mm x 1.5mm).
• 6 mm Presto tools HSS drill blanks.
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The substrates were cleaned in a commercially available cleaning line according to the 
following procedure:-
1. Degreasing in hot NaOH based strong alkali solution (70°C) with ultrasonic agitation.
2. Immersion rinsing in distilled water.
3. Degreasing in 1% "Borer HT017" acid solution with ultrasonic agitation.
4. Immersion rinsing in distilled water.
5. Degreasing in hot 2% "Bannerclean 16" alkali solution (70°C) with ultrasonic 
agitation.
6 . Immersion rinsing in distilled water.
7. Degreasing in hot 2% "Bannerclean 13" alkali solution (70°C) with ultrasonic 
agitation.
8 . Immersion rinsing in distilled water with ultrasonic agitation.
9. Water displacement and spot-free drying in acetone and its vapour.
10. Hot-air drying.
The alkaline steps were used for the removal of inorganic contaminants from the 
substrate surface and the acid cleaning step was carefully monitored to prevent over­
activation of the metal surface and pitting corrosion of the high speed steel. After 
cleaning, all substrates were handled with clean cotton gloves to prevent re­
contamination from the oils and salts present in human skin.
3.4. Sample preparation techniques for analysis.
Most of the analytical techniques utilised did not require any form of sample preparation 
other than surface cleaning with an air jet or solvent (acetone or analar methanol) to 
remove dust and possibly fingerprints. An analysis strategy was adopted such that 
distortion and contamination of the samples by mechanical polishing, sectioning or 
thinning was minimised. However, some analytical instruments (e.g. X-ray diffraction) 
could only accept samples of limited size, therefore specimens were sectioned from the 
coated samples using an Accutom II metallurgical rotary saw using an AI2 O3 cutting 
wheel. The electron microscopy techniques were the most demanding in terms of 
sample preparation, particularly during the examination of cross-sections (6 ).
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3.4.1. Scanning Electron Microscope fracture cross-sections.
This technique was used to examine the columnar morphology and grain structure of the
coatings and was always performed on HSS 6 mm drills blanks. The procedure involved
the following steps :-
• The cutting of a deep slit ( - 2 /5 ^  of diameter of drill blank) into the side of the 
sample opposite to that to be examined using an Accutom II rotary saw.
• The quenching of the sample in liquid nitrogen for 2-3 minutes.
• The clamping of the bottom of the sample in a vice and the application of a 
uniformly distributed load to the upper exposed half causing fracture to occur evenly 
along the length of the slit.
• Vertical cold mounting of the fracture section via a conductive paste to an 
aluminium sample stub.
3.4.2. Transmission Electron Microscope coating cross-sections.
• Specimens were prepared by bonding (using Gatan G1 low viscosity epoxy resin) 
two sections of coated steel face-to-face and coring out (or spark eroding) 2 .8 mm 
cylinders.
• Cylinders were then inserted and bonded into stainless steel tubes (outside diameter 
= 3mm) from which 200pm slices were cut using a diamond impregnated wire saw 
(substrate/coating interface was parallel to the cut or scratches generated).
• The sectioned discs were mechanically ground and polished on one face to a 
thickness of 50pm and to a finish of 0.25pm.
• The reverse face was further thinned by dimple grinding (14pm diamond paste 
followed by 1pm felt polisher) - generating a central thickness of 1 0 pm and to a 
finish of 0.25pm.
• Final thinning to electron translucency was accomplished by argon ion beam 
thinning at an incident beam angle of 4°, an accelerating voltage of 5KV and a 
current of 7pA. In order to preserve the coating and interface, the ion beam was only 
operated at ±15° to the coating growth axis.
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3.5 The characterisation techniques
3.5.1. X-ray diffraction.
X-ray diffraction is a tool for the investigation of the structure of matter which had its 
beginnings with the discovery of X-rays by Rontgen in 1895, Von Laue's discovery in 
1912 that crystalline solids can diffract X-rays and the further development of its 
physical equations by W.H and W.L.Bragg . Von Laue realised that, if crystals were 
composed of regularly spaced atoms which might act as scattering centres for X-rays, 
and if the X-rays were electro-magnetic waves of wavelength about equal to the crystal 
interatomic distance, then it is possible to diffract X-rays by means of the crystal. The 
diffraction process is due essentially to the existence of certain phase relations between 
two or more waves from an incident X-ray source that have been scattered by a 
periodically repeating array of atoms in a lattice. If the path lengths of the waves are 
exactly equal or differ by a whole number of wavelengths, so-called "in-phase", 
constructive interference will occur. However, if the waves are out of phase, differences 
in the path lengths leads to a change in phase and produces modification of the wave 
amplitude and destructive interference may occur.
Bragg showed that if an X-ray beam is incident on atomic array of interplanar spacing d  
and is diffracted at an angle © by atoms K and L lying in parallel planes (figure 3.11), 
then the path difference between the diffracted rays may be given by equation 3.1.
ML + LN = dSin© + dSin©  equation 3.1.
Hence the two rays will be completely in phase if the path difference is equal to a whole 
number n of wavelengths X, or if the Bragg condition (the essential condition for 
diffraction to occur) is satisfied in equation 3.2 where:-
n>. = 2dSin0  equation 3.2.
Therefore, the incident beam, the normal to the reflecting plane and the diffracted beam 
are always co-planar, and the angle between the diffracted beam and the transmitted 
beam is always 2 0 .,
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Figure 3.11. Schematic of the diffraction o f X-ravs bv a crystal.
Plane Normal
Many systems have been developed to take advantage of the above relationships for the 
examination of crystal structure including Laue, Debye-Scherer, Seeman-Bohlin and 
Guinier cameras (7). However the technique which is best suited and the most flexible 
for the examination of thin PVD films is the X-ray diffractometer method and will be 
discussed in further detail.
Diffractometer techniques essentially measure the intensity of a diffracted beam directly 
by means of a movable X-ray detector and electronic counter and its main features are 
shown in figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12. Schematic diagram of a X-rav diffractometer.
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Monochromatic X-rays of a known wavelength are generated and allowed to diverge 
from the source and irradiate a flat plate sample supported in the centre of the apparatus 
on a table which can rotate about its axis through an angle ©. The X-rays are diffracted 
by the sample to form a convergent diffracted beam which comes to a focus at a 
collimation slit at the front of the motor driven, constant angular velocity counter which 
is mechanically coupled to the specimen to cause rotation about the same axis through 
an angle 2© (to maintain the Bragg condition). The detector senses a succession of 
current pulses at a given angle of 2© and outputs the number of counts or X-ray 
intensity over a selected scan period. The result is a plot of the number of X-ray counts 
as a function of diffraction angle 2 © and is represented as a series of peaks at positions 
and intensities characteristic of the unit cell of each phase present in the crystalline 
solid.
Analysis of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the individual x-ray peaks can 
also yield information on the film grain size, lattice strain and the extent of peak shift 
(8 ). Examination of the peak position and intensity provides data on the film preferred 
orientation, unit cell dimensions and the atomic arrangement within the crystalline 
lattice (9). The crystallographic texture, P* can also be calculated from an X-ray trace 
using the inverse pole figure technique (equation 3.3).
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p* =  __RhM _  equation 3.3.1 ^  Ihki
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Where I(hkl) and R(hkl) are the intensities from the (hkl) reflections in the specimen 
and a random powder respectively and n is the number of reflections considered. Thus, a 
P* value of 1 signifies a random orientation of the plane, whilst for P* values greater 
than 1 , the plane is considered to have a preferred orientation.
All X-ray diffraction analysis performed during this thesis was carried out on a PW1710 
Philips horizontal axis powder diffractometer (counter movement arranged in the 
vertical plane), computer controlled via automated powder diffraction software, utilising 
monochromatic Cu Ka radiation (A=1.542A) and Bragg-Brentano geometry.
3.5.2. Scanning electron microscopy.
Electrons are generated by a gun positioned above the microscope column which 
consists of a filament (usually W or LaB£) heated to incandescence at around 2850K to 
become a thermionic electron emitter which operates most efficiently at the point of 
saturation (10). The electrons on emission are affected by an electrostatic field provided 
by a wehnelt grid which has a small negative bias applied to it. This has the effect of 
deflecting the electrons in such a way as to focus them at a point just before an anode 
with a cross-over diameter of ~50pm.
The electron beam is then passed through the microscope column (figure 3.13) under a 
vacuum pressure of the order of lO^mbar, whose function is to produce a beam of 
coherent electrons focused to a very fine probe at the specimen surface (11). Disposed at 
various positions along the column are several electromagnetic condenser lenses and 
scanning coils to cause collimation, deflection, de-magnification, focusing and 
synchronous rastering of the electron beam in two orthogonal directions.
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Figure 3.13. Schematic of the SEM and its typical interaction volume.
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At every point on the scanned sample a signal is generated, however since the surface 
will differ in its efficiency at producing the given signal, contrast is developed and an 
image may be derived. An aperture is located at the pivot of the beam and may also be 
used to vary the intensity of the signal and the depth of field. The signals generated 
during scanning are detected and converted into electrical pulses which can be used to 
synchronously control the intensity of output of the electron gun in a cathode ray tube 
(CRT).
The most common mode used for imaging utilises the secondary electron signal 
emanating from the sample surface. The secondary electron detector consists of a 
positively biased grid attached to a scintillator/photomultiplier and positioned at an 
acute angle to the specimen surface. Contrast in secondary electron images is derived 
from the fact that secondary electrons are not energetic and may be considered to "drift" 
from the specimen. Therefore they will only be accelerated towards the detector if they 
experience a field on the grid which is strongly affected by topographical effects on the 
specimen surface. Thus regions of the specimen which are in the "shadow" of the field 
are not attracted into the detector and signals from such areas are low and appear dark in
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the image. Hence a secondary electron image provides information relating to surface 
topography.
Other interaction events which may take place when an electron beam impinges on the 
surface of a sample include back-scattering of energetic primary electrons and the 
liberation of characteristic X-rays. Back-scatter detectors are normally positioned above 
the sample encircling the final condenser lens, where contrast is developed from the fact 
that different elements have different back-scattering efficiencies. Therefore Back- 
scattered images are sensitive to elemental composition variations and fine scale 
topographical details.
If a high energy primary electron from the incident beam collides with an atom in the 
sample, an inner shell electron may be ejected causing excitation and the production of a 
vacancy. The atom can return to its ground state by an electron transition from a high 
energy shell to fill the vacancy, a process which generally occurs with the liberation of 
an X-ray photon. The X-ray energy is defined by the energy gap between the energy 
levels in the atom and hence is characteristic of the type of atom. The energy of the X- 
ray photon is element specific and provides information about the elemental 
composition of the sample. Thus energy dispersive X-ray detectors (EDX) are also 
mounted within the chamber to provide a capability for elemental analysis in tandem 
with imaging.
The equipment used for analytical scanning electron microscopy were either a Philips 
XL40 series ASEM comprising a Link eXL EDX and back-scatter facility or a Jeol 
840A microprobe analyser and Link AN10000 EDX facility.
3.5.3. Transmission electron microscopy.
One of the most powerful instruments for investigating the microstructural features of 
thin films such as grain size, defect types, inclusions and micro-voids is the 
transmission electron microscope (TEM). The main features of the conventional TEM 
are shown in figure 3.14 and, by comparison, it is obvious that many of the aspects are 
similar to the SEM. The elevated column contains the electron source, again usually a 
tungsten filament or LaB^ crystal, together with an assembly of condenser, objective 
and projector lenses. The electrons are emitted from the incandescent filament and 
accelerated by the application of a high negative potential typically 100-300KV which 
also acts as the first simple electrostatic lens which focuses the beam to a cross-over of 
about 10-50jjm (12). The first condenser lens then acts to reduce the focus point by
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approximately 1 0 0  times to form a de-magnified image of about 1 pm diameter whilst 
the second condenser (normally weaker ~2 x) acts to project the reduced image of the 
filament on the sample. The sample to be analysed is mounted in a eucentric goniometer 
directly above the objective lens which projects a magnified image ( ~ 2 0  times) of a 
small part of the sample to the objective plane of an intermediate lens. Here, a 
magnification occurs (variable times) further into the objective plane of a final 
projection lens which again magnifies ( - 1 0  times) and projects the image on a 
fluorescent screen or photographic plate. The effective changes in magnification which 
can be brought about by changes in the magnetic lens currents is typically in the range 
from 500-1000000 times (13).
Figure 3.14. Schematic of a transmission electron microscope.
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The sample to be analysed by the TEM technique must be electron transparent and 
provide a low level of inelastic scattering, criteria which limit its maximum thickness to 
approximately 200nm. For PVD films the sample is generally in the form of a 3mm disc 
obtained by a combined mechanical and ion beam polishing method which is illustrated 
in section 3.4.
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Bright field and dark field images are the basic mode for viewing crystalline specimens 
in the transmission electron microscope. A bright field image is produced when an 
objective aperture, typically 25-200pm in diameter, is positioned to allow all of the 
direct beam to form the image. However, for a parallel incident electron beam, the 
diffracted beams leaving the specimen are focused in the back focal plane of the 
objective lens, thus the diffraction pattern may be imaged if the back focal plane is 
projected onto the viewing screen by reducing the excitation of the first projector lens. 
Using interchangeable apertures positioned close to the back focal plane of the objective 
lens, a single diffracted beam may be selected and a dark field image produced.
A recent development to high resolution transmission electron microscopy is parallel 
electron energy loss spectroscopy and image filtering. Here the high energy electrons in 
the beam of the TEM lose energy in passing through the sample by several mechanisms. 
One such mechanism, the ionisation and ejection of inner shell electrons within the 
sample atoms, causes losses which have energy minima which are characteristic of the 
elements in the sample. The energy distribution of the transmitted beam can be 
displayed as a spectrum of intensity versus energy (or energy loss) by analysing with a 
sector magnet fitted below the viewing chamber of the microscope. A typical spectrum 
is shown schematically in figure 3.15. The positions of the characteristic energy loss 
edges are manifest as sharp increases in signal on a falling background, as the energy 
loss increases.
Figure 3.15. Schematic of a typical energy loss spectra showing position of the energy 
windows to form jump ratio images.
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A recent addition to the energy loss technique is the capability of selecting a narrow 
region of the spectrum and collecting an intensity map of the distribution of electrons 
across the sample from where the energy losses were incurred, this is known as "energy 
filtered imaging". Figure 3.16 shows schematically how this is achieved. The normal 
linear detector array is replaced by an aperture which is positioned to allow transmission 
only of the selected energy "window". Further lenses allow magnification control at a 2- 
dimensional solid state detector, which integrates the incident electron charge before 
being read into an index display/storage system.
Figure 3.16. Schematic of an electron energy loss image filter.
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If two images are acquired, one having an energy window just above an edge which is 
characteristic of an element of interest and the other just below that edge, the two 
images can be subsequently ratioed to reveal local increases of concentration of the 
selected element. This procedure can be repeated for all elements of interest. 
Alternatively, two images can be recorded using energy windows just below an edge, 
and a third just above the edge. The first two images are used to calculate an 
extrapolated background under the edge, which is then subtracted from the third image 
to leave an elemental map. Again, this is repeated for all elements of interest.
For this thesis a Philips CM20 series STEM instrument comprising a LaB^ crystal and a 
200KeV accelerating potential and a HP-501 TEM was used for high resolution analysis 
of coating cross-sections on stainless steel substrates.
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3.5.4. Glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy.
The GDOES technique has been designed to utilise an argon glow discharge to cause 
removal and stable excitation of atoms from the test sample and allow qualitative and 
quantitative determination of the metal and non-metal elemental composition as a 
function of depth.
If sufficient energy is transferred to an atom from the sample by an argon atom from a 
glow discharge, an increase in electron energy can occur such that a higher energy level 
or orbital transition takes place to provide an excited state and a lower energy level 
vacancy. This state is unstable and the atom relaxes back to the ground state by the 
transition of an electron to fill the vacancy, normally accompanied by the liberation of 
the excess energy in the form of a photon of wavelength defined by equation 3.4.
« EcK = ............   equation 3.4.E 1 - E 2
where; E 1&E2  = Energy states 
h = Planck’s constant 
c = Speed of light, X = Wavelength
Because each element has different electron orbital energy levels, the wavelength of the 
photon emissions will be characteristic of the elements present within the sample and 
the intensities of the emission lines will be proportional to the number of emission 
quanta and hence elemental concentration (14).
To produce clean line spectra without significant contribution from continuum energy in 
the form of thermal radiation or lattice vibrations, the atoms must be in the form of a 
low pressure gas, volatilised from a solid within a vacuum chamber. The glow discharge 
is ideally suited to provide this process since it naturally separates atoms from the solid 
surface and from the subsequent excitation and ionisation of those atoms to reduce 
matrix effects and sample-to-sample inconsistencies.
The GDOES equipment used was a Leco 750-GDS which consisted of a water cooled 
Grimm type (15) glow discharge source with standard 4mm diameter aperture and a 
hollow cylindrical anode under vacuum. The cathodic sputtering process of the Grimm 
lamp is created by applying a voltage to the sample (which acts as the cathode) under a 
controlled argon pressure across the sample surface. Surface atoms are removed by the 
sputtering process and diffuse into the argon plasma where excitation and photon
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emission occurs (figure 3.17). Separation of the atom removal and excitation provides 
spectra with a linear relationship between element concentration and spectral intensity.
Figure 3.17. The glow discharge lamp and polvchromator
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At one end of the glow discharge lamp is a focusing lens and entrance slit to the 
polychromator through which the emitted light passes. The spectrometer is of classical 
Paschen-Runge configuration where the polychromator, based on a Rowland circle 
containing a series of pre-etched slits, enables a range of spectral wavelengths to be 
focused on a surface simultaneously and allows detection of up to 44 elements through a 
series of photo-multiplier tubes accurately positioned around the spectrometer 
perimeter.
The system is generally operated in constant current or voltage mode (both are a 
function of emission line intensity) and quantification is performed against a range of 
certified standard reference materials of accurately known concentration. However the 
quantified depth profile results must be assessed with care as the following parameters 
can significantly affect accuracy:-
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• All spectra have compositions normalised to 100%.
• Non-uniform crater shape.
• Inaccuracies in sputter rate data for compound PVD films
• Surface roughness effects.
3.5.5. Vickers hardness test.
The hardness of a material generally implies a resistance to deformation or penetration 
by another body under a load. This resistance, often an excellent guide to the coatings 
suitability for wear resistance, is generally measured by techniques based on a 
standardised indentation technique first proposed by Brinell in 1900 (16).
Today, one of the most common methods to measure the bulk hardness properties of a 
material is the Vickers hardness test which uses a square-base diamond pyramid as an 
indentor, where the included angle between opposite faces of the pyramid is 136° (17). 
Here the indentor is brought into close proximity with the test sample and a known force 
(typically 0.5-1 OOKg) is applied to the indentor for a specific period of time to cause an 
indentation. The Vickers hardness may be calculated using equation 3.5 and is simply 
defined as the load divided by the surface area of the indentation, however in practise 
this area is calculated from reflected light microscopic measurement of the length of the 
diagonals of the impression (figure 3.18).
Vickers hardness (Kgmnr^) = 2PSinfQ/2i = 1.854P  equation 3.5.
L2  L2
where: P = Applied load in Kg.
L = Average length of diagonals in mm.
0  = Angle between opposite faces of diamond =136°
It should be noted that the deformation effect transmitted to the material by the indentor 
(known as the virtual indentor) extends to approximately 1 0  times the indentation depth, 
hence the thickness of the test material should be chosen accordingly.
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Figure 3.18. Vickers and Knoop diamond indentation.
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The Vickers hardness work carried out in this thesis was undertaken on a Vickers 
Armstrong tester using 20Kg standard loading and the mean of 10 measurements at 
separate sample locations was recorded.
3.5.6. Knoop microhardness test
The development of the Knoop indentor by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards 
combined with the introduction of mechanical equipment capable of delivering stable 
low loads ( l - 1 0 0 g) has allowed micro-hardness measurement on thin materials such as 
PVD coatings without contribution from the substrate (18). The Knoop indentor consists 
of a diamond ground to a pyramidal form that produces a diamond-shaped indentation 
with the long and short diagonals in the approximate ratio of 7:1 (figure 3.18) where the 
depth of the indentation is about 1/3 O^ 1 of the length of the longer diagonal under an 
applied load.
The Knoop hardness can be defined as the load divided by the unrecovered projected 
area of the indentation (equation 3.6). In practise, the long diagonal is measured by 
vernier optical microscopy:-
Knoop hardness = —  = —AP L2C equation 3.6.
where:- P = Applied load in Kg
Ap = Unrecovered projected area of indentation in mm.
L = Length of long diagonal in mm.
C = Indentor constant.
The low load used with the Knoop micro-hardness test requires extreme care when 
making measurements as changes in the level of surface asperities and roughness, 
elastic recovery of the sample, vibrations and operator error when viewing small indents 
can all significantly affect accuracy.
All Knoop micro-hardness values quoted in this thesis were recorded from the mean of 
10 separate measurements per sample and were taken using either a Tukon MO or a 
Mitutoyo MVK-G1 tester under lOg, 25g or 50g loading.
3.5.7. Coating thickness Calotest.
The thickness of the coating is clearly an important parameter in the optimisation of the 
coating process time and the mechanical properties of the film. An obvious method 
which can be utilised to obtain the coating thickness is cross-sectional investigation of 
coating-substrate fracture sections using the scanning electron microscope (sections 3.4 
and 3.5.2), however this process can be time consuming, expensive and inflexible. A 
more rapid method to determine the coating thickness is known as the Calotest (19,20).
The technique utilises a rotating steel ball-bearing (figure 3.19) , typically of diameter 
ranging from 10-5 0mm, which is coupled to the coated substrate in the presence of a 
diamond lapping compound and spun at relatively high velocity to create a shallow 
hemispherical taper section or "ball-crater".
The ball-cratering process develops a ring pattern which is measurable for coatings of 
thickness above ~ 0.3pm, where the lengths L \ and L2  can be determined using a 
vernier optical microscope. A simple relationship (equation 3.7) exists between the 
crater lengths (L1&L2 ) and the ball diameter(d) which allows approximation of the 
coating thickness (T).
T = ~ ~ ~  ..............equation 3.7.
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Figure 3.19. Schematic of the Calotest and a plan view of a ball-crater on a coated 
substrate.
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All calotest thickness measurements undertaken in this thesis were performed using a 
commercially available Eifeler Nord Caloprap tester using a stainless steel ball-bearing 
of 40mm diameter.
3.5.8. Scratch adhesion testing.
One of the primary requirements of a PVD coating is adequate adhesion of the coating 
to the substrate, a state which may be defined in which the two surfaces are held tightly 
together by interfacial forces throughout the systems working lifetime. Numerous 
evaluation techniques have been developed to examine coating adherence and failure 
modes, most of which induce adhesive failure of the coating-substrate composite by 
either scratching, indentation, particle erosion and shock-wave exposure (2 1 ,2 2 ).
Of these methods, the mechanical scratch test is perhaps the most widely used and of 
greatest commercial availability. The test involves the drawing of a Rockwell-C 
diamond stylus over the coated surface of a substrate at a constant velocity whilst the 
applied normal force is increased continuously or stepwise until spallation of the coating 
occurs (figure 3.20). The critical normal force at which the adhesive failure is first
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detected (the critical load Lc/N), neglecting extreme low load film detachments due to 
isolated flaws in the coating surface, is used as the measure of adhesion. In practise the 
critical load is detected directly by vernier optical microscopy of the scratch channel.
Figure 3.20. Schematic of scratch testing equipment and a typical scratch channel
Schematic of scratch test equipment
Cantilever
Load supplyConstant velocity motor drive
Power Supply & controllert  —Rockwell diamond
* r-*=T7Substrate & holder 
— ►____r C
Motorised table
Vibration damping'
Gross adhesive failureScratch direction Spallation at edge of channel
Scratch, channel
Sample surface
Velocity Load
Diagram of atypical PVD coating scratch channel
However, great care must be taken in the interpretation of scratch data due to the 
following variables (23-25):-
• Coating thickness and surface roughness.
• Substrate hardness.
• Indentor wear.
• Residual stress state.
• The subjective nature of Lc determination and operator error.
For this study a ST200 scratch tester manufactured by Teer Coating Services Ltd and 
Digiplan motor drive was used for all scratch adhesion trials. The system comprises a 
Rockwell-C diamond of tip radius 200pm which was used to scratch clamped coated 
high speed steel coupons (1^64) in two different modes;
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Mode 1: Continuous increasing load from 0-100N at a rate (dl/dx) of 10Nmm~l to 
obtain an approximate critical load value measured by vernier optical microscopy 
(Olympus Vanox).
Mode 2: Several further scratch tests were then performed using stepwise loading at 
new positions on the sample surface for accurate Lc determination. Mode 2 scratch trials 
started at a load slightly below the approximate Lc found by mode 1 and were increased 
in increments of 5N. The arithmetic mean of several critical load values found by 
microscopic failure determination was recorded.
3.5.9. Rockwell indentation adhesion testing.
A second method to examine the adhesion of a PVD coating to a substrate is the 
application of an excessive point load (greater than would normally occur) to the 
composite system. Such a method is the Rockwell-C indentation test (26). This 
technique develops a mechanically stable crack through the coating and into the 
substrate by means of a Rockwell-C diamond indentation under the application of a 
150Kg standard load. The resistance to propagation of the crack along the interface is 
then used as a measure of adhesion. Examination and comparison of the cracking profile 
against an adhesion criterion developed by Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (VDI) allows 
the classification of the cracking or spalling of the coating (figure 3.21) at the surface, 
subject to the following parameters:
• The coating thickness is less than 5 pm.
• The cracking profile is analysed using an optical microscope at magnification x 100.
• The substrate hardness is in excess of Rc54.
The VDI criterion predicts indentation classes from 1-4 represent an acceptable level of 
coating adhesion and indentation classes 5-6 are not acceptable, but no specific adhesion 
value is normally assigned. Rockwell indenting also allows examination of the cohesion 
of the coating and may also be used to investigate any annealing of heat sensitive coated 
substrates if an excessive etching or deposition temperature has been utilised.
Hence, all Rockwell indentation investigations presented in this thesis were performed 
on HSS substrates of Rc64 coated with films of l-5pm thickness using an Avery 1412 
indentor.
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Figure 3.21. The VDI Rockwell indentation adhesion criteria.
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3.5.10. Colourimetrv.
Colourimetry may be defined as the quantitative measurement of perceived colour, 
encompassing the illumination of the sample, its reflectance and the visual response of 
the observer. Determination of a sample's colour involves illuminating the sample 
surface with a standard source (normally from a xenon halogen discharge tube) and 
detecting the reflected light using a range of photocells, individually filtered to accept 
one of the primary colours. The colourimeter detects tristimulus values ( X,Y,Z - red, 
green, blue) over wavelengths ranging from 400-700nm, converts them into 
chromaticity components of colour (hue & intensity) and compares them against a 
reference calibration (white-black) where the deviation is calculated. The colour 
difference detected defines a position in CIELAB colour space based on human colour 
perception, established by the Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage in 1976 (27), 
which has 3 orthogonal axes (figure 3.22).
L*- The difference in lightness or reflectance (black to white).
a* - The difference in red to green, b* - The difference in blue to yellow.
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Figure 3.22. The CIELAB colour space.
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The colourimeter is a useful instrument in PVD technology enabling:-
• Colour matching of decorative coatings.
• Indications of changes in stoichiometry and composition (28,29).
• Detection of changes in surface roughness produced by ion bombardment.
• A standard, non-visual method of accurately describing film colour.
During this research project two types of colourimeter were utilised, a Dr.Lange micro- 
colourimeter and an Applied Colour Systems Chroma Sensor-3.
3.5.11. Surface roughness profiling.
The measurement of surface roughness, a parameter which can critically affect the 
decorative, frictional and tribological properties of the coating-substrate composite, 
involves the movement of a fine stylus across the surface of a sample at a constant 
velocity. The small vertical displacements transmitted to the stylus contact as it 
traverses the sample are monitored to produce a surface profile output of vertical 
displacement as a function of trace distance. Modem instruments are interfaced to
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computer control systems which allow various statistical analyses of the profile raw 
data.
Ra - The average roughness - Defined as the arithmetical mean of the absolute values of 
the profile's departures within a measuring length L.
Rz - Defined as the average value of the absolute values of the heights of the five
highest profile peaks (p) and the depths of the five deepest profile valleys (v) within 
a measuring length L.
Rt - Defined as the distance between the highest peak and the lowest valley within a 
measuring length L.
The surface profiler is a useful tool for the surface engineer to assess not only the 
coating roughness and hence its coefficient of friction, but also the extent of defects or 
voids within the film, the uniformity of coating coverage and macro-particle 
incorporation from arc etching or deposition techniques.
The surface roughness equipment used were Rank Taylor Hobson 120-L and Mitutoyo 
2 1 1  form taly surfs.
o
equation 3.8.
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3.6. Summary of equipment and techniques.
Evaporation and sputtering equipment.
• Experimental electromagnetic steered arc evaporation facility at S.H.U, U.K.
• Industrial scale unbalanced magnetron sputtering facility at F.E.M, F.R.G.
• Industrial scale Arc-Bond Sputter combined arc / magnetron facility at S.H.U, U.K.
Target manufacturing apparatus.
• Segmented targets- Autoclave Isohipper and National Forge HIP vessels.
• TiAl ABS targets- Powder metallurgical HIP route manufactured by Heraeus 
GmbH.
• Ti and Zr ABS targets- Melting and casting route manufactured by Titanium Inti 
Ltd.
Characterisation techniques.
• X-ray diffraction - Philips PW1710 CuKa powder diffractometer.
• Scanning electron microscopy - Philips XL40 and Jeol 840A.
• Transmission electron microscopy - Philips CM20 STEM.
• Optical microscopy - Olympus Vanox-T.
• Glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy - LECO GDS-750.
• Vickers hardness test - Vickers Armstrong engineering tester.
• Knoop micro-hardness test - Tukon MO and Mitutoyo MVK-G1.
• Calotest - Eifeler Nord Caloprap.
• Scratch adhesion test - ST200 Teer Coating Services Ltd.
• Rockwell-C indentation test - Avery 1412.
• Colourimetry - Dr.Lange micro-colourimeter and Applied Colour Systems Chroma 
Sensor-3.
• Surface roughness profile - Rank Taylor Hobson Form 120-L and Mitutoyo 211 
taly surfs.
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CHAPTER FOUR
INVESTIGATION OF TiZr. TiMo AND ZrMo SEGMENTED 
TARGETS.
This chapter presents the results of metallurgical and physical investigations on various 
vacuum arc melted TiZr alloys and TiZr, TiMo and ZrMo segmented targets 
manufactured by a Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) diffusion bonding process for use in 
steered arc, unbalanced magnetron and arc-bond sputter PVD trials. Prior to the 
manufacture of the segmented targets, a detailed examination of the alloy properties was 
undertaken which also provided some of the appropriate parameters used in HIPping. 
After target fabrication, fundamental characterisation of the target properties and 
performance in evaporative and sputtering trials was evaluated.
4.1. TiZr model alloy investigations.
4.1.1. Alloy manufacture, sample preparation and equilibrium studies
Phase equilibrium investigations by Fast (1) & Duwez (2) identified that the TiZr 
system can exhibit two series of complete solid solutions (figure 4.1) comprising a low 
temperature alpha phase (close packed hexagonal structure) and an elevated temperature 
beta phase (body centred cubic structure). The a-p transformation was found to have 
been depressed to a minimum in 50/50at % alloys at a temperature of 535°C and the 
liquidus reached a minimum at 67at% Zr at 1610°C.
Metallurgical and physical property investigations on the TiZr system were performed 
using a series of 50g button melts of compositions 20Ti / 80Zr, 50Ti / 50Zr and 80Ti / 
20Zr atomic % (Ti purity >99.7% , Zr purity >99.6%) manufactured in vacuum arc 
melting facilities at Hallam University and the University of Sheffield. The 
homogeneous melts were sectioned for analysis using a Struers Accutom II 
metallurgical rotary saw comprising an alumina (AI2 O3 ) cutting wheel to provide 
samples of dimensions 25mm x 15mm x 5mm and examined by a range of bulk and 
micro-analysis techniques including SEM, optical reflective microscopy, XRD, X-ray 
fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) and Vickers hardness testing (20Kgf).
mvesugauuii ui i  1^1, i  nviv aau z^ nviu segmented targets.
F igure 4 .1 . T iZ r binary a llo y  eq u ilib riu m  p h ase diagram
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For determination of alloy thermal stability, variation in mechanical properties and 
confirmation of phase equilibrium, two types of elevated temperature trials were 
initiated:-
(i) Samples of the three compositions were evacuated, purged and sealed in a pure argon 
atmosphere before temperature elevation to constant 450°C (just below the a-p  transus) 
for a period of 72 hours prior to analysis.
(ii) Samples of the three compositions were evacuated, purged and sealed in a pure 
argon atmosphere before thermal cycling above and below the a-P transus using the 
regime:-
(a) 20°C -(b) 300°C & 2 hours -(c) 900°C & 2 hours -(d) 300°C & 2 hours -(e) 20°C
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4.1.2. Results of 20%Ti / 80%Zr alloy investigations.
In the as cast condition, the 50g button melt appeared metallic silver in colour and 
smooth in texture under initial visual examination. Microstructural investigation using a 
standard electro-polishing technique (Struers A3 electrolyte) revealed a complex cross­
networking of fine needle crystals characteristic of a martensitic transformation (figure 
4.2), i.e. a rapid transformation involving a shear process but without diffusion. X-ray 
diffraction studies confirmed the alloy had a hexagonal close packed (hep) crystal 
structure with the (1 0 1 1 ) reflection as the major intensity peak and lattice parameters 
a = 3.17A±0.01 A and c = 5.06A±0.0lA providing an axial ratio of 1.59 (figure 4.3). A 
series of Vickers hardness indentations showed that the alloy was relatively soft at 
244HV±40HV.
Figure 4.2. 20/80 TiZr allov microstructure (as-cast condition).
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Figure 4.3. X-rav diffraction traces from 20/80 TiZr alloy.
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Figure 4.4. 20/80 TiZr allov microstructure f450°C treated condition^
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X-ray diffraction analysis of the specimen elevated to 450°C for 72 hours (figure 4.3) 
indicated that the crystal structure remained hexagonal close packed although small 
peak shifts were observed due to annealing and stress relaxation effects. An increase in 
major peak (1 0 1 1 ) intensity was noted, whilst calculation of the lattice parameters 
showed that the extent of the peak shifts were sufficient to cause only slight changes in 
unit cell dimensions. SEM and OM analysis of electro-polished samples showed that the 
microstructure remained dominated by the martensite networks with no evidence of 
secondary component or phase generation (figure 4.4). Vickers indentation 
measurements revealed that the increase in temperature had also caused a modest 
reduction in hardness to 233HV±40HV.
Elevation and depression of the temperature forcing allotropic transformation of the 
20/80 alloy provided several significant property changes. X-ray diffraction revealed 
that the crystal structure remained single phase hexagonal close packed but 
recrystallisation effects had provided a change in texture such that the (1 1 2 0 ) plane 
produced the major intensity reflection (figure 4.3). Negligible variation in lattice 
parameters was recorded. Microstructural assessment showed that the alloy had adopted 
a more acicular, pseudo-Widmanstatten morphology caused by a series of martensitic 
transformations during the cooling phases of the thermal cycling regime (figure 4.5). 
Vickers hardness analysis demonstrated that thermal cycling of the alloy had further 
reduced the hardness to 200HV±40HV.
Figure 4.5. 20/80 TiZr alloy microstructure f300-900°C cycled condition).
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4.1.3. Results of 50%Ti / 50%Zr allov investigations.
As-cast 50%Ti / 50%Zr alloys revealed major structural and morphological differences 
between the individual Hallam University and University of Sheffield samples. X-ray 
diffraction analysis of the 50/50 button melt produced at Hallam University (where the 
arc melting unit was only rotary pumped to a pressure ~lxlO"^mbar and did not 
comprise a Zr getter) indicated the presence of a two phase system, predominantly 
metastable body centred cubic (P-phase) with a lattice parameter of a = 3.45A±0.0lA 
with evidence of lower intensity h.c.p (a-phase) reflections (figure 4.6). Similar analysis 
on the 50 /50 alloy produced at the University of Sheffield (where the arc melting unit 
was rotary and diffusion pumped to a pressure ~ lx l0 “^ mbar and comprised a Zr getter) 
indicated only a single phase hexagonal close packed structure was formed (figure 4.7), 
similar to the 20/80 alloy, where a reduction in lattice parameter occurred such that 
a = 3.08A±0.0lA and c = 4.9lA±0.0lA giving an axial ratio of 1.59. Analysis revealed 
that the oxygen impurity concentration in the Hallam University sample (2600ppm) was 
significantly higher than the University of Sheffield sample (890ppm). Microstructural 
investigations revealed that the Hallam University sample had an equiaxed grain 
structure (figure 4.8) whilst the University of Sheffield alloy demonstrated a martensite 
grain structure. Vickers indentations showed that the bulk hardness of the Hallam 
University sample had significantly increased to 566HV±40HV whilst the University of 
Sheffield sample remained lower at 290HV±40HV.
Figure 4.6. X-ray diffraction traces from 50/50 TiZr alloy (Hallam University!
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Figure 4.7. X-ray diffraction trace from as-cast 50/50 TiZr alloy ^Sheffield University^)
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Figure 4.8. 50/50 TiZr alloy microstructure (as-cast condition).
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Constant thermal treatment at 450°C did not provide any major change in structure of 
both the Hallam University or University of Sheffield samples. The Hallam University 
alloy remained b.c.c structured and (110) textured (figure 4.6), however the intensity of 
the h.c.p reflections was found to have significantly increased. The University of 
Sheffield sample continued to exhibit a single phase h.c.p structure. SEM and OM 
investigations provided evidence of a granular equiaxed structure in the Hallam 
University sample (figure 4.9) whilst the University of Sheffield sample exhibited 
martensite. Vickers hardness measurements showed that the hardness of both alloys had 
reduced to 535HV±40HV and 265HV±40HV respectively.
Figure 4.9. 50/50 TiZr alloy microstructure f450°C treated condition).
j
Thermal cycling of the Hallam University alloy resulted in the hexagonal phase 
becoming dominant with the (101 1) reflection becoming the major intensity peak 
(figure 4.6). No change in unit cell structure was detected for the h.c.p University of 
Sheffield alloy. Microstructural investigations revealed that the Hallam university 
sample had adopted a combined martensite and equiaxed morphology (figure 4.10) 
whilst the University of Sheffield grain structure remained unchanged. Vickers 
indentation testing showed that the hardness of both alloys had again decreased to 
507HV±40HV and 245HV±40HV respectively.
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Figure 4.10. 50/50 TiZr alloy microstructure f300-900°C cycled condition).
4.1.4. Results of 80%Ti / 20% Zr alloy investigations.
The 80Ti / 20Zr alloy properties were found to have many similarities with those of the 
20Ti / 80Zr alloy. As-cast X-ray diffraction analysis revealed a hexagonal close packed 
crystal structure with lattice parameters a = 3.00A±0.01 A and c = 4.77A±0.01 A giving 
an axial ratio of 1.59 and major intensity peak due to the (1011) plane (figure 4.11). 
Microstructure assessment revealed a characteristic martensite needle cross network 
pattern (figure 4.12) and hardness measurements indicated values typically 
260HV±40HV.
Figure 4.11. X-rav diffraction traces from 80/20 TiZr alloy.
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Figure 4.12. 80/20 TiZr allov microstructure (as-cast condition).
Thermal treatment at 450°C produced little change in the alloy mechanical and physical 
properties. The alloy crystal structure remained h.c.p (figure 4.11) with small amounts 
of peak shift due to stress relaxation effects. The major intensity peak was due to the 
(1 0 1 1 ) plane whilst the microstructure remained the same as in the as-cast state (figure 
4.13). A modest reduction in Vickers hardness was recorded (240HV±40HV) due to 
annealing effects.
Figure 4.13. 80/20 TiZr allov microstructure f450°C treated condition^.
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Thermal cycling of the 80Ti / 20Zr alloy produced X-ray diffraction traces which fitted 
well to the 450°C trace with h.c.p. structure, peak positions remaining unaltered and 
comparable texturing and peak intensities (figure 4.11). Microstructural examinations 
showed a more expanded and regular martensite morphology (figure 4.14), whilst 
Vickers indents indicated a further reduction in hardness to 213HV±40HV.
Figure 4.14. 80/20 TiZr allov microstructure (300-900°C cycled condition).
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4.2. Mechanical and Physical properties of TiZr. TiMo. ZrMo segmented targets.
Metallurgical investigation of the TiZr binary alloy system demonstrated its suitability 
for use as a target material in the production of PVD metal nitride hard coatings. Similar 
properties could also found in certain stable regions of the TiMo and ZrMo phase 
diagrams. Thus a range of TiZr, TiMo and ZrMo segmented targets (section 3.2) were 
fabricated by a HIP diffusion bonding process at a temperature of 1280°C (above the Ti 
and Zr a-p transus) and pressure of 103MPa. Characterisation and comparison of the 
targets was initiated prior to use in steered arc evaporation and sputtering trials.
(i) Two 045mm diameter x 5mm thick TiZr targets were HIP diffusion bonded using 
2 Ti and 2 Zr strips with roughened bonding faces in intimate contact. Target 1 
contained Ti / Zr interfaces located centrally and 15mm offset. Target 2 contained Ti /
Zr interfaces symmetrically offset 7.5mm either side of the centre (the purpose of the 
offset interfaces was to cause steered arc crossing angles ^90°).
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(ii) 0150mm diameter x 5mm thick TiZr, TiMo and ZrMo targets were HIPped with 
mirror polished faces in intimate contact and a centrally located Ti / Zr interface.
(iii) A 600mm x 190mm x 12mm thick TiZr ABS target was HIPped using 18 strips of 
Ti and 18 strips of Zr with mirror polished faces in intimate contact.
4.2.1. X-ray diffraction results from TiZr. TiMo and ZrMo segmented targets.
The grade 2 titanium prior to HIPping exhibited a hexagonal close packed A3 crystal 
structure with lattice parameters a = 2.95A±0.01 A and c = 4.68A±0.01 A giving an axial 
ratio of 1.59 (figure 4.15). The major intensity peak was associated with the (1011) 
reflection. After HIPping the peaks remained closely aligned with the original inter- 
planar spacings, the crystal structure remained hexagonal and the (1 0 1 1 ) intensity 
increased (figure 4.16).
Figure 4.15. Titanium X-ray diffraction trace prior to HIP process.
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Figure 4.16. Titanium X-ray diffraction trace after HIP process.
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Grade 702 zirconium similarly exhibited a hexagonal close packed A3 crystal structure 
prior to HIPping with lattice parameters a = 3.23A±0.01 A and c = 5.15A±0.01 A again 
giving an axial ratio of 1.59 and (1011) major intensity peak (figure 4.17). Post HIPping 
analysis revealed little change in crystal structure, stronger (1 0 1 1 ) texturing and no 
change in lattice parameter (figure 4.18).
Figure 4.17. Zirconium X-ray diffraction trace prior to HIP process.
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Figure 4.18. Zirconium X-ray diffraction trace after HIP process.
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Molybdenum prior to HIPping exhibited a b.c.c crystal structure with lattice parameter 
a = 3.14A±0.0lA and (110) texturing (figure 4.19). After HIPping, the inter-planar 
spacings remained closely aligned to their original positions but a change in material 
texture led to the (211) reflection exhibiting the major peak intensity (figure 4.20).
Figure 4.19. Molybdenum X-ray diffraction trace prior to HIP process.
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Figure 4.20. Molybdenum X-rav diffraction trace after HIP process.
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4.2.2. Microstructural analysis of TiZr. TiMo and ZrMo segmented targets.
Prior to hot isostatic pressing the titanium segments exhibited an equiaxed grain 
structure which altered to a complex cross-needle network due to a martensitic 
transformation during the cooling phase of the HIPping cycle (figure 4.21a&b).
Figure 4.21a. Ti prior to HIP process. Figure 4.21b. Ti after HIP process
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Before HIPping the zirconium also had a well defined equiaxed grain structure which 
altered to a pseudo-Widmanstatten morphology after the HIP process (4.22a&b).
Figure 4.22a. Zr prior to HIP process. Figure 4.22b. Zr after HIP process
Molybdenum prior to HIPping exhibited an elongated grain structure due to rolling of 
the bulk metal during the manufacturing process (figure 4.23a). HIPping caused the 
development of a near equiaxed grain structure due to tempering effects (figure 4.23b).
Figure 4.23a. Mo prior to HIP process. Figure 4.23b. Mo after HIP process
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4.2.3. Interfacial microscopy of TiZr. TiMo and ZrMo segmented targets.
Microscopic examination of TiZr segmented target interfaces formed with mirror 
polished and rough (standard machined) bonding faces revealed extensive differences in 
their diffusion mechanisms. HIPped TiZr targets with smooth bonding faces exhibited a 
large intermixed diffusion zone which extended over a distance of approximately 
250pm until the pure titanium and zirconium boundaries could be defined (figure 4.24). 
The intermetallic TiZr grain structure could be distinguished within the diffusion region 
and a martensitic transformation had been undertaken. Conversely, the TiZr target 
HIPped with rough bonding faces showed a surprisingly low level of diffusion had 
caused the formation of an abrupt TiZr intermetallic bonding zone which extended over 
a distance of approximately 5pm (figure 4.25).
Figure 4.24. TiZr inter-diffusion zone.
Figure 4.25. TiZr abrupt segment junction.
H'-fPr
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Investigation of TiMo HIPped junctions showed a relatively abrupt (~30pm), short 
range diffusion zone had been created. Inspection revealed that diffusion of titanium had 
occurred along grain boundary network of the molybdenum causing the formation of 
large TiMo intermetallic pockets at the junction (figure 4.26).
Figure 4.26. TiMo diffusion bonded interface.
Analysis of the ZrMo HIP bonded interface demonstrated a well defined, central 
diffusion zone, comprising the ZrMo intermetallic, had been produced over a region 
extending approximately 70-80pm (figure 4.27). The pure Zr and Mo boundaries were 
clearly defined.
Figure 4.27. ZrMo diffusion bonded interface.
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4.2.4. Interfacial diffusion analysis by X-ray linescanning
Energy dispersive X-ray linescans were performed across the interfacial regions of the 
TiZr, TiMo and ZrMo segmented targets to provide inter-diffusion data. Analysis on 
TiZr targets with rough bonding edges correlated well with microscopic evidence and 
revealed the formation of an abrupt interface (figure 4.28a) with little sign of inter- 
diffusion (~5pm). Improvements in the surface roughness of the bonding faces resulted 
in a significant diffusion profile in both the Zr and Ti segments (figure 4.28b). The line 
scan revealed that the extent of diffusion was even further than was observed during 
microscopic imaging (~400pm). Clearly, the more intimately the strips could be brought 
into contact during HIPping with high thermal energies and pressures, the greater the 
extent of diffusion.
Figure 4.28a. TiZr abrupt junction linescan. Figure 4.28b. TiZr inter-diffusion linescan.
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Linescan spectra obtained from the TiMo target identified that the range of diffusion 
was significantly less than in the equivalent TiZr target. The linescan plot confirmed 
that titanium had diffused into the molybdenum over a 40-50pm region (figure 4.29).
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Figure 4.29. TiMo interface X-ray linescan.
Linescans from ZrMo targets indicated that the range of diffusion was less than in TiZr 
targets but greater than in TiM6 . Spectra showed that the distinct, well defined diffusion 
zone indicated from the microscopy which was predominantly caused by zirconium 
inter-diffusion and extended over a distance of approximately 100pm (figure 4.30).
Figure 4.30. ZrMo interface X-ray linescan.
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t
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4.2.5. Hardness measurements on TiZr. TiMo and ZrMo segmented targets.
Both titanium and zirconium showed modest increases in hardness (Vickers diamond at 
2 0 kgf) after hot isostatic pressing due to a combination of a reduction in porosity (a 
result of the encapsulation and the HIPping pressure) and a martensitic transformation 
(figure 4.31). In all cases the hardness values were lower than TixZry values reported in 
section 4.1.2 - 4.1.4. However, molybdenum exhibited a significant decrease in hardness 
due to tempering effects.
Figure 4.31.
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4.3. Target performance in steered arc evaporation trials.
The experimental conditions and magnetic field profiles used during the electro­
magnetic steered arc evaporation trials are described in section 3.1.1.
4.3.1. TiZr target performance.
Cathode conditioning (using random arc evaporation) prior to all evaporation trials, 
ensured the use of a type II cathode spot, indicated by the characteristic discharge colour 
and erosion track. Despite the production of targets with significantly differing inter- 
diffusion profiles, little change in target performance was noted.
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In both cases, a single cathode spot was observed to reduce in velocity and "stall" for a 
short period of time (~0.4mS stall time out of ~10mS total time to make 1 revolution 
observed by 6000 frame per second high speed camera) when crossing the segment 
interface from titanium to zirconium (figure 4.32). As a result, a significant increase in 
the volume of cathode material evaporated at the junction region occurred and 
deleterious erosion trenches were formed at the near-interface region of the titanium 
segments. However, the cathode spot appeared to cross the junction in the opposite 
direction, from zirconium to titanium, without impediment or formation of an erosion 
trench.
Figure 4.32. Steered arc evaporation of abrupt interface TiZr segmented target.
The highest degree of arc control was maintained on targets which allowed the cathode 
spot to cross segment interfaces perpendicular to the junction. Offset interfaces, which 
provided crossing angles less than 90°, occasionally allowed a phenomenon of cathode 
spot propagation along the segment interface towards the boron nitride passive barrier 
when traversing from titanium to zirconium. An increase in cathode spot intensity and 
multiple track formation was also observed.
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The erosion depths at various positions on the Ti-Zr segmented target were assessed by 
high precision point micrometer measurements and talysurf profiling (figure 4.33). 
Generally, the erosion tracks were found to be deeper on the titanium segments than on 
the adjacent zirconium segments. The trench depths at segment crossing positions were 
typically a factor of three times larger than the normal arc track and clear evidence of 
enhanced interfacial erosion on offset junctions was also obtained.
Figure 4.33. Erosion track depth measurements.
Cathode No.2 Arc erosion depths 
Alter 10 minutes evaporationCathode No.l Arc track depths Alter 20 minutes evaporation
DEPTHS +- 0.02rom 0.09 0.090.290.06 0.12
0.46 0.08 0.080.14 Direction oi arc motion
0.42, Direction oi arc motion
0.09 0.09o.i4 Ti
0.3: 0.060.14 0.07
0.13 0.070.16 0.250.22 0.66
The ABS TiZr segmented target showed an identical performance to the small steered 
arc targets used during the evaporation trials. However, the standard ABS technique 
generally utilised the steered arc evaporation process as a cyclic metal ion etch substrate 
pre-treatment prior to sputter coating. Hence the extent of deleterious erosion at the Ti 
to Zr interfaces was minimised and thus the longevity of the target was only slightly 
reduced.
4.3.2. TiMo target performance.
The TiMo target, which had the largest mismatch of intrinsic vapour pressures (table
4.1), showed a similar cathode spot stalling phenomena when crossing from the titanium 
to molybdenum segment. This provided an excessive volume of cathode material 
evaporated at the junction region and formed more extensive deleterious erosion 
trenches (0.65mm maximum trench depth after 20 minutes) than in TiZr targets at the 
near-interface region of the titanium segments. Again, the cathode spot appeared to
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cross the junction in the opposite direction, from molybdenum to titanium, without 
impediment or formation of an erosion trench.
4.3.3. ZrMo target performance.
The ZrMo target, which had the smallest mismatch of intrinsic vapour pressures (table
4.1), also showed the least severe cathode spot stalling phenomena when crossing from 
the zirconium to molybdenum segment. This produced the lowest volume of cathode 
material evaporated at the junction region and formed the least deleterious erosion 
trenches (0.20mm maximum trench depth after 20 minutes) when compared to TiZr and 
TiMo targets at the near-interface region of the zirconium segment. The cathode spot 
appeared to cross the junction in the opposite direction, from molybdenum to zirconium, 
without impediment or formation of an erosion trench.
Table 4.1.
Physical property Titanium Zirconium Molybdenum
Melting point (°C) 1667 1850 2607
Boiling point (°C) 3317 4507 5557
Temperature in °C at vapour 
pressure of lxlO^mbar
1760 2370 2490
Electrical resistivity at 25°C 
(pQcm)
42 40 98.4
Thermionic work function 
(eV)
3.95 4.16 4.20
Atomic number (Z) 2 2 40 42
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4.4. Computer simulation of segmented target sputter performance.
The "Trim95" (Transport of Ions in Matter) Monte-Carlo simulation code (3,4) allowed 
the rigorous treatment of elastic scattering, explicit consideration <of surfaces and 
interfaces and the determination of energy and angular distributions of particles during 
interactions with matter. Computer simulations were undertaken to derive probable 
sputtering yields (Y), lateral ranges (ion penetration depths) and analyse the effects of 
high substrate bias voltage etching. Thus, the following constants and assumptions were 
applied:-
(a) Bombarding ions - Ar, Ti, Zr, Mo.
(b) Angle of ion incidence - 90°.
(c) Target voltage - -400V.
(d) Substrate voltage (typical coating condition) -100V.
(e) Substrate voltage (arc etching condition) - -1200V.
(f) Target materials - Ti, Zr, Mo.
(g) Substrate material - Fe.
(h) Mean density - Ti=4520Kgm~3, Zr=6470Kgm“3, Mo=10200Kgm"3.
(i) The surface binding energy » Heat of sublimation.
(j) Heat of sublimation:- Ti=4.88eV, Zr=6.32eV, Mo=6.82eV.
(k) Number of interaction events = 500.
(1) Arc etch mean ion charge states = Ti^-1+, Zr^*6 +? M o^^+.
(m) Glow discharge argon etch charge state = Ar+
(n) Straggle, Skewness & Kurtosis values were related to the second, third and fourth 
moments of the ion distribution i.e.
where;
Straggle (a) is square root of variance:-a = [ ( ^ .  x f ) / N - R2 j =< (Ax; ) 2 >m .
Skewness:- y =< Ax3 > / < Ax2 > 3/2 and Kurtosis:- p =< Ax4 > I < Ax2 > 2 .
<x> = mean projected range of all ions.
Xj /N  = mean projected range of N ions.
J '  Xj = sum of ion ranges and a Gaussian distribution has p=3.
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4.4.1. Sputter yields and ion ranges.
Monte-Carlo simulations were carried out to predict the sputter yields and typical ion 
ranges taking place during argon ion bombardment of the surface of Ti, Zr and Mo 
targets at a potential of -400V. A typical ion interaction analysis is shown in figure 4.34 
and the simulation results are summarised in table 4.2.
Figure 4.34. TRIM-95 titanium sputter yield simulation.
I TRIM - 1995 (95.xx) | Calculation Complete C 508 Ions )
Ion Type = Ar C 40 anu)Ion Energy = 400 eVIon Angle = 0 degrees TARGET LAVERS DeptJ. Density Titaniun 100A 4.519
AtomColors=Ar/Ar Ti
Ion Conpleted= 500C Backscattered Ions = Transnitted Ions =
»  SPUTTERING VIELD « <Esurface = 4.89 eV(Atoms/Ion) (eU/Atom)Ti = 0.4180 13.9
1—D e p th  v s .  Y—A xia 2 —D e p th  v s .  Z —A xia
'T r a n a x e r a e  Y iewJ —Io n  T r a j e c t o n e a
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The data indicated that the Mo target exhibited the highest sputter yield of the three 
materials examined and was typically a ratio of 1.81:1 greater than Ti and 1.41:1 larger 
than Zr.
Table 4.2
Ti sputter Zr sputter Mo sputter
Target Ti Zr Mo
Ion Ar+ Ar+ Ar+
Target potential -400V -400V -400V
Sputter Yield (Y) 0.42 0.54 0.76
Number of backscattered ions 13 50 81
Mean ion range / A 14 15 1 0
Maximum ion range / A 45 45 35
Straggle / A 7 8 6
Skewness 0.79 0.55 0.79
Kurtosis 3.72 2.87 3.63
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4.4.2. Simulation of substrate ion etching.
Monte-Carlo simulations were carried out to predict the typical levels of ion 
implantation and sputter etching undertaken during cathodic arc metal ion etching of 
iron substrates at a bias potential of -1200V. The mean charge state of the metal vapour 
flux was taken from earlier work by Brown and Godechot (5). A typical ion interaction 
plot is shown in figure 4.35 and the simulation results are summarised in table 4.3.
Figure 4.35. TRIM-95 titanium arc etch simulation.
TRIM - 1995 (95.xx) Calculation Complete ( 508 Ions ) ■■
Ion Type = Ti (48 anu)Ion Energy = 2.5 keUIon Angle = 0 degrees TARGET LAVERS Depth Density Iron 100A 7.866
AtomColors=Ti/Ti Fe
Ion Completed= 500( Backscattered Ions = Transmitted Ions =
»  SPUTTERING VIELD « <  Esurface = 4.34 eU(Atoms/Ion) (eU/Atom) Fe = 2.00 74.6
..-Vr-Depth. J£—Axi»
J —Io n  T r a j e c t o r i e a500)
— Depth —> 100A
The Trim-95 trials identified a significant level of metal ion implantation within the iron 
substrate with mean ion ranges of the order of 25 A and maximum ion ranges typically 
65 A. Extensive collision cascades were formed within a 100A sub-surface region of the 
substrate and high iron sputter yield values (Y >1.50) were recorded indicating a high 
degree of sputter etching.
Table 4.3.
Ti arc etch Zr arc etch Mo arc etch Ar ion etch
Substrate bias potential -1200V -1200V -1200V -1200V
Substrate Fe Fe Fe Fe
Ion Ti2.1+ Zr2.6+ Mo3-1+ Ar+
Sputter Yield (Y) 2 .0 0 1.58 1.52 1.57
Number of backscattered ions 11 1 0 23
Mean ion range / A 24 23 25 16
Maximum ion range / A 67 67 65 45
Straggle / A 13 1 0 1 0 9
Skewness 0.61 0.59 0.59 0.69
Kurtosis 3.01 3.56 3.46 3.11
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4.4.3. Simulation of substrate sputter coating.
Monte-Carlo simulations were undertaken to examine the levels of iron substrate 
sputtering and the ion interaction depths under typical unbalanced magnetron sputter 
coating conditions. For the purposes of Trim calculations, the metal vapour flux had to 
be at minimum in a 1+ charge state, however sputter processes will typically have a flux 
characteristic of ~1% ionised species. A typical result from the simulation trials is 
shown in figure 4.36 and analysis is provided in table 4.4.
Figure 4.36. TRIM-95 titanium sputter coating simulation.
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The data indicated that the ion interaction range and the extent of the collision cascade 
volume was only in the near surface region of the iron substrate. The sputter yield 
values recorded for the iron substrate and hence the levels of sputter etching were also 
found to be very low.
Table 4.4.
Ti sputter Zr sputter Mo sputter
coating coating coating
Substrate Fe Fe Fe
Substrate bias voltage -100V - 1 0 0 V -100V
Ion Ti+ Zr+ Mo+
Sputter Yield (Y) 0 .2 2 0.03 0 .0 2
Number of backscattered ions 6 0 0
Mean ion range / A 5 5 5
Maximum ion range / A 1 2 1 2 1 2
Straggle / A 2 1 1
Skewness 0.69 0.87 0.61
Kurtosis 3.48 3.98 3.20
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4.4.4. Simulation of substrate arc coating.
The final set of simulations were carried out to examine the levels of iron substrate 
sputtering and the ion interaction depths under typical cathodic arc evaporation coating 
conditions. The titanium arc coating plot is shown in figure 4.37 and a summary of the 
simulation data is illustrated in table 4.5.
Figure 4.37. TRIM-95 titanium
I TRIM ~ 1995 (95.xx) |
Ion Type = Ti (48 anu)Ion Energy = 280 eVIon Angle = 0 degrees TARGET LAVERS Depth Density Iron 100A 7.866
AtonColors=Ti/Ti Fe
Ion CompIeted= 500( 500)Backscattered Ions = 24Transmitted Ions =
»  SPUTTERING VIELD « <  Esurface = 4.34 eM(Atoms/Ion) (eU/Atom) Fe = 0.4320 8.6
The data recorded were found to be similar to magnetron sputter coating in that the ion 
interaction range and the extent of the collision cascade volume was only in the near 
surface region of the iron substrate. The sputter yield values recorded for the iron 
substrate and hence the levels of sputter etching were also found to be higher than 
sputter coating but significantly lower than in etching trials.
Table 4.5.
Ti arc coating Zr arc coating Mo arc coating
Substrate Fe Fe Fe
Substrate bias voltage -100V -100V -100V
Ion Ti2.1+ Zr2.6+ Mo3-1+
Sputter Yield (Y) 0.43 0.17 0.15
Number of backscattered ions 24 0 0
Mean ion range / A 6 7 8
Maximum ion range / A 15 18 2 1
Straggle / A 3 3 3
Skewness 0.78 0.52 0.88
Kurtosis 3.67 2.92 4.46
arc coating simulation.
Calculation Complete ( 500 Ions )
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4.5. Target performance in unbalanced magnetron sputtering trials.
The performance of segmented targets in unbalanced magnetron sputter processing, the 
effects of preferential target poisoning in co-sputter deposition and the composition and 
spatial distribution of the coating flux was investigated.
4.5.1. The influence of preferential target poisoning.
The role of preferential poisoning on segmented targets was investigated using the 
TiMo and ZrMo segmented targets which exhibited strong differences in elemental 
reactivities with nitrogen. A series of constant power unbalanced magnetron deposition 
processes (table 4.7) were undertaken with increasing nitrogen partial pressures and 
nitrogen flow rates using quadrupole ion probe current increments of 0.5x10“^A m p 
(for process control the frequency of the quadrupole ion mass separator was adjusted 
such that only N+ ions were allowed to pass to the ion registration probe).
Table 4.6
Coating 
(RGA current x 10" 10 A)
Approximate N2  flow rate 
(seem)
Atomic composition 
±5%
TiMo (0) 0 Tio.42Mo0.58
TiMoN (0.5) 4.5 Ti0.36Mo0.58N0.06
TiMoN (1.0) 8.5 Tio.32M°0.57N0.11
TiMoN (1.5) 11.1 Ti0.28Mo0.56N0.16
TiMoN (2.0) 15.0 Tio.25M°o.56N0.19
TiMoN (2.5) 17.0 Tio.2lM°o.60N0.19
TiMoN (3.0) 21.0 Tio.2 0 M° 0 .6 0 N0 .2 0
TiMoN (3.5) 22.4 TiO.1 9 Moo.6 0 No.2 i
TiMoN (4.0) 24.1 TiO.i7 Moo.6 lNo . 2 2
ZrMo (0) 0 Zr0.43Moo.57
ZrMoN (0.5) 5.1 Zro.3 7 Moo.5 8 No .0 5
ZrMoN (1.0) 9.0 Zro.3 2 Moo.5 7 N o.il
ZrMoN (1.5) 12.8 Zr0.30Mo0.57N0.13
ZrMoN (2.0) 16.4 Zr0.26Mo0.57N0.17
ZrMoN (2.5) 18.9 Zr0.22Moo.56No.22
ZrMoN (3.0) 23.0 Zr0.20Mo0.55N0.25
ZrMoN (3.5) 24.7 Zr0.18Mo0.55N0.27
ZrMoN (4.0) 29.8 Zr0.i7Moo.53No.30
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Table 4.7. TiMoN and ZrMoN process parameters
Static TixMoyN and ZrxMoyN unbalanced magnetron sputter process
parameters (Z-700)
(1) Chamber pump down and radiant heating 
Substrates rotated directly in front of heaters 
Time = 75 mins 
Pressure = < lxlO'^mbar 
Temperature = 350°C 
("21 Glow discharge target cleaning 
Substrates rotated through 270°
Shutter directly inffont of target 
Substrate bias voltage = 0V 
Power =1KW  
Ar flow = 150seem 
Pressure = ~4xl0"^mbar 
Time = 5 mins 
Temperature = 300°C 
("31 Glow discharge substrate ion etching 
Substrates rotated through 270°
Substrates directly between double magnetron cathodes 
Power = 0.15KW 
Ar flow = 300sccm 
Substrate bias voltage = -1000V 
Time = lOmins 
Pressure = ~6xl0"^mbar 
Temperature = 350-400°C 
f41 Unbalanced magnetron sputtered metal interlaver deposition 
Substrates rotated through 270°
Substrates directly in front of circular unbalanced magnetron sputter source
Power =1.1KW 
Ar flow = 150sccm 
Time = 2mins 
Substrate bias voltage = -100V 
Pressure = ~4.5xl0"^mbar 
Temperature = 350°C 
("51 Unbalanced magnetron reactive sputter deposition 
Substrate position as in stage 4 
Power =1.1KW 
Ar flow = 150sccm 
Quadrupole RGA partial pressure control current = 0 - 4.0x10“^ A  
RGA quadrupole ion probe current increments = 0.5x10"^A  
N2  flow = 0-30seem 
Time = 30mins 
Substrate bias voltage = -100V 
Pressure = ~4.5xl0“^ mbar - ~5xl0“^ mbar 
Temperature = 350°C
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GDOES analysis revealed that with increasing nitrogen composition, the highly reactive 
Ti and Zr segments rapidly became poisoned, resulting in a strong group IV transition 
metal depletion in the alloy. However, the molybdenum segment yield remained 
relatively constant leading to the formation of near M0 2 N films in high N2  partial 
pressure processes (table 4.6).
X-ray diffraction analysis confirmed the GDOES data and indicated that the TiMo 
(a0  = 3.18A) and ZrMo (a0  = 3.30A) metal alloys exhibited single phase body centred 
cubic structures (figure 4.38 and 4.39). As the nitrogen flow was increased (~9sccm), 
both systems showed significant increases in b.c.c lattice strain through peak broadening 
until transition to a <1 0 0 > orientated single phase face centred cubic structure occurred. 
As the nitrogen partial pressure was further increased (10-30sccm N2 ), a reduction in 
the lattice parameter of TiMoNx and ZrMoNx was recorded (figure 4.40) due to 
preferential poisoning of the Ti and Zr target segments arid the system approached the 
unit cell dimensions of Y-M0 2 N (a0  = 4.163 A).
Figure 4.38. X-ray diffraction analysis of TiMoN as a function of N2  flow.
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Figure 4.39. X-ray diffraction analysis of ZrMoN as a function of N2  flow.
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4.5.2. Mechanical and physical properties of TiMoN and ZrMoN ternary coatings
The mechanical and physical properties of TiMo and ZrMo alloys with increasing 
nitrogen content are shown in table 4.8. The film thickness, deposition rate and ductility 
was found to decrease as a function of increasing nitrogen partial pressure. In general all 
coatings exhibited excellent Rockwell adhesion, surface roughness (~0.02pm) and L* 
values. Colour measurements showed a trend of decreasing L* with increasing N2  
partial pressure, whilst an opposing increasing / decreasing a* trend was observed for 
TiMoN and ZrMoN. The hardness of the alloy generally increased as a function 
increasing nitrogen flow due to solid solution strengthening prior to preferential target 
poisoning. As the level of titanium or zirconium was significantly reduced at high 
nitrogen flow rates, the hardness of the films was steadily found to reduce.
Table 4.8.
Coating 
(N2 flow rate) 
seem
Thickness 
/ pm 
± 0 .1pm
Rc
quality
Scratch
L c /N
±2N
Hardness
(^0 .0 2 5 )
±200Kgmm'2
L*
±0 .1
a*
±0 .1
b*
±0 .1
ZrMo (0) 6 .0 0 1 1 0  d 820 80.54 0.46 3.89
ZrMoN (5.1) 5.79 1 2 0  d 1460 78.79 0.46 3.58
ZrMoN (9.0) 5.59 1 -2 50 2400 78.05 0.34 2.89
ZrMoN (12.8) 5.36 1 -2 55 3150 77.36 0.29 2.78
ZrMoN (16.4) 4.52 1 -2 50 3050 75.88 0.25 2 .8 6
ZrMoN (18.9) 4.20 1 -2 50 2900 75.54 0.25 2.91
ZrMoN (23.0) 4.15 2 50 2770 75.43 0.25 2.91
ZrMoN (24.7) 4.07 2 45 2700 74.96 0.35 3.15
ZrMoN (29.8) 4.05 2 40 2600 74.57 0.46 3:77
TiMo (0) 5.71 1 1 0  d 780 79.41 0.95 3.69
TiMoN (4.5) 5.64 1 25 d 1600 79.30 0.73 2.56
TiMoN (8.5) 5.60 1 -2 50 2600 78.99 0.63 2.77
TiMoN (11.1) 5.36 1 -2 50 2780 77.77 0.63 3.22
TiMoN (15.0) 4.93 1 -2 50 2900 77.39 0 .6 6 3.29
TiMoN (17.0) 4.57 1 -2 55 2860 77.13 0 .6 8 3.38
TiMoN (21.0) 4.36 1 -2 55 2750 76.89 0.74 3.58
TiMoN (22.4) 4.29 1 -2 55 2650 76.78 0.79 3.83
TiMoN (24.1) 3.43 1 -2 60 2500 76.66 0.81 3.85
d - ductile failure
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Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy revealed identical structural trends in both 
the TiMo and ZrMo films. Pure metal coatings were found to be the most columnar and 
exhibited a zone-1 structure (figure 4.41). As the quadrupole probe current was 
increased to 2x1 (HOA (N2 flows 15-16.4sccm), the film densified, reduced in 
thickness, became smoother and grain size refining allowed a reduction in columnar size 
(figure 4.42). Coatings generated at high nitrogen partial pressures (4x10" 10A) were the 
least thick and exhibited a clearly visible, highly columnar pure metal interlayer below a 
highly dense zone-T pseudo-ceramic structure (figure 4.43).
Figure 4.41. SEM cross-section micrograph of TiMo alloy.
Figure 4.42. SEM cross-section micrograph of TiMoN (2x10"10a  probe current).
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Figure 4.43. SEM cross-section micrograph of TiMoN t4xlO~lQA probe current!.
4.5.3. Flux distribution analysis.
A series of high speed steel substrates, which extended 90mm in total horizontal length 
and 30mm in height, were positioned directly in front of the TiZr, TiMo and ZrMo 
segmented targets (figure 4.44), at a fixed target to substrate distance o f 80mm, such 
that the centre of the substrate was directly aligned with the centre of the target (where 
the segment interface ran in the vertical direction). After a series of non-reactive 
unbalanced magnetron deposition processes (table 4.7), the relative composition of the 
coating fluxes were assessed by quantitative GDOES analysis across the substrates in 
horizontal increments of 10mm from the centre. Figures 4.45, 4.47 & 4.49 show the flux 
composition distributions as a function of position in front of TiZr, TiMo and ZrMo 
targets and the typical variations in their associated GDOES spectra (figures 4.46a&b, 
4.48a&b and 4.50a&b) .
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Figure 4.44.
Schematic of flux distribution process arrangement
Segmented target
Segment interface
Target to substrate distance of 80mm a—Substrate
90mm
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Figure 4.45. TiZr target
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Figure 4.46a. TiZr GDOES depth profile.
ElenentCR2 Range 100.0 iDATE CLOCK 00-00-00 00:00 MTH.NAME PRESSURE PVDC0AT Endlevel. EXITATI0N700 V Contrl : 30 nA
Elenent Range FE 100.0 %TI 100.0 XZR 100.0 *0 100.0 XN 100.0 XC 100.0 X
V - Average : 691 V
I - Average : 31.1 aA
P - Average : 21.5 K
Materials Research Inst. 
Sheffield Hallai Univ.
Tel. 0114 2533500
F : \UEC0\S0PA\DATA\TIZBF4.CBH
1.000
0.900
0.800
0.700
0.600
0.500
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000
6.162 
Depth in  urn
3.081 ■4.313 5.5452.465 3.697 4.9290.6160.000
Figure 4.46b. TiZr GDOES depth profile.
DATE CLOCK 00-00-00 00:00 MTH.NAME PRESSURE PVDC0AT Endlevel EXITATI0N700 V Contrl : 30 nA
Elenent Range FE 100.0 XTI 100.0 XZR 100.0 X0 100.0 XN 100.0 XC 100.0 5!
Range 100.0 XElenentCR2 V - Average : 693 VI - Average : 31.2 «A
P - Average : 21.6 V
Materials Research Inst. 
Sheffield Kalian Univ.
Tel. 0114 2533500
F: \LEC0\S0PA\DATA\TIZBF-4.CRH
1.000
0.900
0.800
0.700
£0.600
S  0.500
0.400
0.300
0.200
0.100
0.000
2.3101.732 2.8871.155 3.464 5.774
Depth in urn
5.1970.5770.000
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Figure 4.47. TiMo target.
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Figure 4.48a. TiMo GDOES depth profile.
DATE 00-00-00 00:00 MTH.NAME PRESSURE PVDCOAT Endlevel EXITATION 700 V Contrl : 30
CLOCK Elenent Range FE 100.0 1!TI 100.0 XMO 100.0 X0 100.0 %N 100.0 XC 100.0 X
ElementCR2 Range 100.0 X V - Average : 693 VI - Average : 31.2 tA
P - Average : 21.6 V
Materials Research Inst 
Sheffield Hallai Univ.
Tel. 0114 2533500
F: \LEC0\S0PA\QATA\TIH0F-2.CBH
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Figure 4.48b. TiMo GDOKS depth profile.
DATE CLOCK 00-00-00 00:00 MTH.NAME PRESSURE PVDCOAT Endlevel. EXITATI0N700 V Contrl : 30 bA
Elenent Range FE 100.0 XTI 100.0 XM0 100.0 %0 100.0 %N 100.0 XC 100.0 X
ElementCR2 Range 100.0 X V - Averagej_693 V I - Average : 31.2 *A 
P - Average : 21.6 V
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Figure 4.49. ZrMo target
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Figure 4.50a. ZrMo GDORS spectrum.
Elenent Range FE 100.0 XZR 100.0 XHO 100.0 X0 100.0 XN 100.0 XC 100.0 X
DATE CLOCK 00-00-00 00:00 MTH.NAME PRESSURE PVDC0AT Endlevel EXITATI0N700 V Contrl : 30 nA
V - Average : 683 V 
I - Average : 31.2 aA 
P - Average : 21.6 V
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Sheffield Kalian Univ.
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Figure 4.50b. ZrMo GDORS spectrum.
Elenent Range FE 100.0 XZR 100.0 XHO 100.0 X0 100.0 XN 100.0 XC 100.0 X
ElementCR2 Range 100.0 XDATE CLOCK 00-00-00 00:00 MTH.NAME PRESSURE PVDCOAT Endlevel EXITATION 700 V Contrl : 30
V - Average : 693 V
I - Average : 31.2 lA
P - Average : 21.6 V
Materials Research Inst 
Sheffield Hallaa Univ.
Tel. 0114 2533500
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0.800
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S  0.500
0.400
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0.871
0.000
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Depth in urn
2.612 4.354 6.966 7.8370.000
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Analysis illustrated a highly linear composition distribution and hence strong line-of- 
sight nature of the sputtering process. At positions directly in front of each segment, the 
flux composition became dominated by that associated element (table 4.9), especially in 
the case of molybdenum which exhibited a significantly higher sputter yield (Y) than 
titanium or zirconium. Composition analysis at the central position, aligned with the 
metal / metal interfaces, also revealed elemental constitutions which related well to 
values predicted by Monte-Carlo simulations (section 4.4.1).
Table 4.9
Target composition GDOES coating 
sputter measurement
TRIM coating 
sputter prediction
Ti0.57Zr0.43 Ti0.47Zr0.53 Ti0.49Zr0.51
Tio.4 7 Moo.5 3 Ti0.40Mo0.60 Tio.3 4 Moo.6 6
Zr0.40Mo0.60 Zr0.38Mo0.62 Zro.3 4 Moo.6 6
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CHAPTER FIVE
INVESTIGATION OF THE TixZryN SYSTEM.
This chapter presents the results of various investigations on the fabrication and 
characterisation of TixZryN thin films deposited on high speed steel and stainless steel 
substrates. The intention of the study was to critically examine the relationships between 
micro-structure, composition and the mechanical and physical properties of TixZryN 
films produced from pure metallic and segmented targets by steered cathodic arc 
evaporation (SCAE), unbalanced magnetron sputtering (UBM) and arc-bond sputtering 
(ABS) techniques and compare against first generation ZrN and TiN binary coatings. 
This section also presents typical results from repeated analyses on the effects of 
changing two variable parameters during reactive UBM processing : reactive gas partial 
pressure and substrate bias voltage. Also included are the results of coating trials where 
partial substitution of A1 into the TixZryN lattice was undertaken to improve oxidation 
resistance properties.
5.1. Examination of TixZryN coatings deposited by SCAE. UBM and ABS techniques.
A single HTC 1000-4 ABS PVD unit had the flexibility to deposit all coatings in the 
trial. For this study 600 x 190 xl2mm targets were used of the following compositions 
(chapter 3.2);
(a) Grade 2 titanium (purity > 99.7%)
(b) Grade 702 zirconium (purity > 99.6%)
(c) Tio.8 ZrQ 2  HIPped segmented target.
The reactive gas used was nitrogen (purity 99.999%) and the working gas used to 
sputter the targets or aid arc ignition was argon (purity 99.999%). The gas flow was 
controlled by the P.I.D system with feedback to total pressure whilst the argon flow was 
kept constant. In the UBM and ABS coating modes, the reactive gas partial pressure 
required was determined by hysteresis analysis (figure 5.1a-c). In the SCAE coating 
mode, the partial pressure required was determined by a preliminary quantitative 
GDOES depth profiling where the reactive gas partial pressure had been varied as a 
function of deposition time.
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Figure 5.1a
Figure 5.1h.
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Figure 5.1c. Nitrogen flow (scent)
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Co-sputtered and co-evaporated films developed from 
multiple target deposition processes, segmented target and binary coatings developed from 
single target processes.
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Table 5.2. TixZryN 
deposition conditions.
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Standard polished HSS stubs, drill blanks and stainless steel coupons were chosen for 
use in the trial and individually cleaned using the routine outlined in section 3.3, before 
mounting onto one of six sub-turntable assemblies at a nominal distance of 250mm 
from the targets.
The SCAE, UBM and ABS deposition regimes used are illustrated in table 5.1 and 
produced a range of compositions by manipulation of the cathode power, arc current and 
coating pressure as shown in table 5.2.
5.1.1. X-ray diffraction results.
X-ray diffraction traces developed using Cu K a radiation between 20-100°2@ showed 
that all coatings exhibited a preferred orientation in the < 1 1 1> direction irrespective of 
the coating system or deposition technique. Steered cathodic arc evaporated (SCAE) 
coatings had the strongest <1 1 1> orientation with minimal contribution to the traces 
from (200), (220) and (311) reflections (figure 5.2-5.4). However, both the unbalanced 
magnetron sputtered (UBM) and arc-bond sputtered films (ABS) showed modest 
increases in (2 2 0 ) and (311) peak intensities and significant increases in the (2 0 0 ) 
reflections (figures 5.5 and 5.6) (table 5.3).
Figure 5.2. TiN X-ray diffraction traces.
* 1 0 3
5 . 3 45 . 3 4 .
S t a i n l e s s  S t e e lSS
T i
C ou n ts
1_. 3 41 . 3 4
(b)
T i SS 222
2 0 0 SS220SS
0.000.00
°20 1 0 0 . 0 06 0 .  0 0 6 0 .  0 04 0 .  0 02 0 . 00
(a) ARC TiN, (b) UBM TiN, (c) ABS TiN
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Figure 5.3. ZrN X-ray diffraction traces. 
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(a) ARC ZrN, (b) UBM ZrN, (c) ABS ZrN 
Figure 5.4. Steered arc evaporation TixZryN X-rav diffraction traces.
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1 , 6 21 .62.
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(a) ARC TixZryN Segm ented target
(b) ARC TixZryN Co-evaporation 1.
(c) ARC TixZryN Co-evaporation 2.
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Figure 5.5. Unbalanced magnetron sputter TixZryN X-ray diffraction traces.
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(a) UBM TixZryN Segmented target
(b) UBM TixZryN Co-sputter 1.
(c) UBM TixZryN Co-sputter 2.
(d) UBM TixZryN Co-sputter 3.
Figure 5.6. Arc bond sputter TixZryN X-ray diffraction traces.
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(d) ABS TixZryN Co-sputter 3.
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Table 5.3. X-rav diffraction relative intensity and unit cell data.
Coating 111
(%)
200
(%)
220
(%)
311
(%)
222
(%)
400
(%)
ao/A
±0.01-
Expansion
(%)
Structure
SCAE TiN 100 0.9 0.4 0.3 7.9 0.2 4.25 0.23 f.c.c
UBM TiN 100 9.3 9.4 1.8 6.6 0.1 4.26 0.47 f.c.c
ABS TiN 100 9.1 8.3 2.9 6.3 0.3 4.29 1.18 f.c.c
SCAE ZrN 100 4.2 1.1 6.9 5.2 0.4 4.63 1.53 f.c.c
UBM ZrN 100 53.8 9.4 18.0 5.1 3.7 4.61 1.09 f.c.c
ABS ZrN 100 30.3 3.2 17.3 5.6 2.5 4.62 1.32 f.c.c
SCAE SEG 
TiZrN
100 3.4 1.0 5.3 6.8 1.4 4.40 0.73 f.c.c
UBM SEG 
TiZrN
100 18.3 8.1 4.8 4.2 0.8 4.40 0.73 f.c.c
ABS SEG 
TiZrN
100 18.7 6.9 5.1 5.0 0.8 4.40 0.73 f.c.c
SCAE TiZrN 
(ARCCOl)
100 6.1 2.3 4.0 6.2 0.9 4.55 1.89 f.c.c
SCAE TiZrN 
(ARCC02)
100 5.4 2.2 2.5 1.7 1.1 4.59 2.05 f.c.c
UBM TiZrN 
(UBMCOl)
100 41.0 4.7 4.2 3.0 1.5 4.52 1.95 f.c.c
UBM TiZrN 
(UBMC02)
100 15.2 2.5 5.3 2.9 1.2 4.59 2.05 f.c.c
UBM TiZrN 
(UBMC03)
100 30.5 3.6 5.0 4.8 1.2 4.38 0.27 f.c.c
ABS TiZrN 
(ABSCOl)
100 35.4 4.5 4.0 4.0 2.1 4.53 2.16 f.c.c
ABS TiZrN 
(ABSC02)
100 32.8 3.7 5.7 4.0 1.7 4.59 2.05 f.c.c
ABS TiZrN 
(ABSC03)
100 31.5 2.3 2.2 2.0 1.0 4.38 0.27 f.c.c
Where SEG indicates the TiZr segmented target used to deposit the film and CO 
indicates co-deposition from Ti & Zr pure metal targets.
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Diffraction patterns from TixZryN coatings (figures 5.4-5.6) indicated that in all cases 
only one f.c.c phase was present, confirming that the complete solid solubility exhibited 
by the Ti-Zr alloy system was also shown by the TiN-ZrN thin film system and 
indicated that the behaviour of the nitride system was isotropic. .
Further examination revealed that the Zr content in the coatings was given by y =l-x 
(where x = titanium fractional composition and y = zirconium fractional composition) 
and the unit cell dimensions followed Vegard's law, i.e. the linear dependence of ternary 
lattice spacings on composition follow a straight line joining the values for the binary 
system spacings (figure 5.7). Lattice parameter measurements showed that in all cases 
the unit cell dimensions were in excess of JCPDS unstressed powder standard data, 
indicating that lattice expansion had occurred causing the development of a compressive 
residual stress.
Measurements on the level of lattice expansion as a function of composition when 
compared against unstressed powder diffraction data ( JCPDS No. 6-6042 & 2-0956) 
indicated the largest increases in unit cell dimensions, and hence the highest 
compressive residual stresses occurred when the Zr content of the film was high.
Figure 5.7.________________________________________________________________
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5.1.2. GDOES results.
The GDOES spectra showed that all coatings deposited were of similar thickness 
(3-4pm) and stoichiometric, i.e. the reactive gas : metal was 1:1 (±0.05) (figures 5.8a-c). 
TixZryN sputtered coatings co-deposited from pure metal targets showed significant 
variation in the metal ratio as a function of applied power (figure 5.9 and 5.10). 
However, the metal ratio developed from the 80at% Ti, 20at% Zr segmented target 
proved constant at approximately 60at% Ti, 40at% Zr as the zirconium had a higher 
intrinsic sputter yield.
The results were in good agreement with Monte-Carlo sputter yield simulations 
conducted in the previous chapter using the TRIM-95 code. Alteration of the elemental 
composition of co-evaporated TixZryN coatings deposited from pure metal targets could 
also be achieved by variation of the individual arc currents.
Figure 5.8a. GDOES depth profile of TiN on a steel substrate.
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Figure 5.8b. GDOES depth profile o f ZrN on a steel substrate.
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Figure 5.8c. GDOES depth profile of TixZryN ("segmented target") on a steel substrate.
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Figure 5.9. GDOES depth profile o f co-sputtered TixZiyN on a steel substrate.
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Figure 5.10. GDOES depth profile of co-sputtered T ix Z ry N  on a steel substrate.
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5.1.3. Scanning electron microscopy results.
The SEM was used to analyse both the surface topography of the coatings, i.e. to 
measure the number of macro-particles and surface deformation,-and the film micro­
structure and density using the cross-sectional technique.
The highest density of macro-particles was recorded on SCAE coatings, significantly 
reduced in the ABS processes (incorporated only by the cyclic metal ion etch stage prior 
to deposition) and almost totally removed in the UBM films. The macro-particle density 
was also dependent on the type of target material, with the highest numbers of particles 
per centimetre recorded on SCAE TiN, intermediate numbers of smaller dimensions on 
arc evaporated TixZryN films and the lowest number recorded on steered arc ZrN 
coatings (figures 5.1 la-c). This behaviour is probably related to the individual target 
melting points and arc stalling at segmented target interfaces.
5.1 la. Macro-particles on the surface of a SCAE TiN coating.
investigation 01 me i iztin system. 
5.11b. Macro-particles on the surface of a SCAE ZrN coating.
Acc.V . Spot D et. WD Exp I :— I 100 pm
20.0 kV 6.0 SE ’ 9.3 262< " - '  '
5.11c. Macro-particles on the surface of a SCAE TixZryN (segmented targetl coating.
Apc.V Spot Det WD Exp I • ■— T"H 100 pm .*. •
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Cross-section analysis showed that all coatings exhibited a zone-T dense columnar 
micro-structure with the TixZryN showing a finer grain size than the binary systems 
(figure 5.12).
Figure 5 .1 2 . S E M  cross-section micrograph of S C A E  T ix Z r y N  coating on H S S .
5.1.4. Mechanical and physical properties.
A series of coating adhesion trials were undertaken using 150Kgf Rockwell-C indents 
which revealed that all coatings demonstrated HF1 standard indents at 100 times 
magnification with no signs of surface cracking, spallation and adhesive or cohesive 
failure (figures 5.13 and 5.14). The indentations also showed that the M2 high speed 
substrate hardness had not been altered during processing and remained at minimum 
Rc64. The results were verified by the scratch adhesion technique (figure 5.15 and 5.16) 
which showed that all coatings failed via a brittle fracture mechanism at critical loads 
which varied between 45-65N. SCAE and ABS coatings exhibited the highest critical 
load values and were comparable, whilst films deposited by the UBM technique had 
generally lower adhesion values (table 5.4). The investigations revealed that the critical 
loads of TixZryN ternary coatings showed small increases over the binary systems, 
particularly when the titanium content in the coating was high.
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Figures 5.13. UBM TixZryN Rc indent.
Figures 5.14. ABS TixZryN Rc indent.
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Figures 5.15. UBM TixZryN scratch.
Figures 5.16. ABS TixZryN scratch
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Table 5.4. Binary and ternary coating properties.
Coating Ra/pm
±0.01
Rz/pm
±0.05
R^/pm
±0.05
(Hk0.025)
±200Kgmm"2
Composition 
. ±5%
Lc /N
±2N
SCAE TiN 0.105 2.73 3.45 2400 1:1 55
UBM TiN 0.063 1.04 1.26 2300 1:1 50
ABS TiN 0.073 1.67 2.66 2300 1:1 55
SCAEZrN 0.095 2.67 3.25 2200 1:1 55
UBM ZrN 0.065 0.68 0.93 2000 1:1 45
ABS ZrN 0.070 2.15 2.45 2200 1:1 55
UBM SEG 
TiZrN
0.026 0.83 1.05 2950 Ti0.6Zr0.4N 50
ABS SEG 
TiZrN
0.057 1.58 2.32 3600 Ti0.6Zr0.4N 55
SCAE SEG 
TiZrN
0.098 2.70 3.45 3450 Ti0.6Zr0.4N 65
SCAE TiZrN 
(ARCCOl)
0.083 2.52 3.48 2800 Ti0.3Zr0.7N 55
SCAE TiZrN 
(ARCC02)
0.081 2.51 3.46 2750 Ti0.2Zr0.8N 55
UBM TiZrN 
(UBMCOl)
0.060 2.00 3.18 3100 Ti0.4Zr0.6N 50
UBM TiZrN 
(UBMC02)
0.065 2.08 3.35 2800 Ti0.2Zr0.8N 50
UBM TiZrN 
(UBMC03)
0.065 2.08 3.47 3250 Ti0.6Zr0.4N 55
ABS TiZrN 
(ABSCOl)
0.070 2.31 3.45 3000 Ti0.4Zr0.6N 60
ABS TiZrN 
(ABSC02)
0.072 2.32 3.42 2800 Ti0.2Zr0.8N 55
ABS TiZrN 
(ABSC03)
0.070 2.31 3.46 3300 Ti0.6Zr0.4N 60
Where SEG indicates TiZr segmented target used to deposit the film.
Where CO indicates co-deposition from Ti & Zr pure metal targets.
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Talysurf profiles across coated HSS substrates revealed several surface roughness 
trends. The highest Ra, Rz and R{ values were always obtained from SCAE coatings 
deposited on static substrates and correlated well with the SEM investigations. The 
lowest surface roughness was developed from UBM coatings which were highly 
smooth, particularly when using the segmented target in static deposition mode. 
Comparison of static and rotating deposition shows that UBM and ABS Ra values were 
comparable but Rz and R* values increased when the coating was co-sputtered. SCAE 
coatings exhibited a considerable decrease in surface roughness when rotational 
deposition was undertaken due to lower macro-particle incorporation in the growing 
film.
Knoop indentation measurements identified little change in coating hardness as a 
function of PVD processing technique; however, in all cases the TixZryN films showed 
significantly higher hardness values when compared with either of the binary coatings 
deposited under equivalent process conditions. In general, TixZryN coatings with near 
equal T i : Zr ratios gave the highest hardness values (figure 5.17), demonstrated by the 
ABS Tio.6 ZrQ.4 N coating from the TiZr segmented target exhibiting ~3600Hk. This 
increased hardness in the ternary system was probably due to a solid solution 
strengthening mechanism which provided an energy barrier to the movement of 
dislocations throughout the crystals by distortion of the periodic lattice.
Figure 5.17.
Knoop microhardness as a function of composition
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L*a*b* data indicated only small variations in film colour and lustre as a function of 
deposition technique (figure 5.18 and 5.19). ZrN coatings exhibited the highest L* and 
the lowest a* values of all coatings examined, whilst TiN showed the lowest L* and the 
highest a* values. Colour data recorded from TixZryN coatings generally varied as a 
function of the metallic composition (x,y).
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5.2. Parameter study.
This section presents the results from a series of investigations on the influence of 
reactive gas pressure and substrate bias voltage on the mechanical and physical 
properties of TixZryN coatings deposited by a static unbalanced magnetron sputtering 
technique (Leybold Z-700). The coating parameters were developed from a systematic 
5x3 process matrix which comprised 5 different substrate bias voltages (ranging from 0 
to -200V in increments of -50V) and 3 different N2  pressures (figure 5.20), whilst all 
other deposition conditions remained constant (table 5.5). High speed steel and stainless 
steel substrates were cleaned and degreased using the standard method (section 3.3) and 
mounted on assemblies which could be rotated around the perimeter of the chamber to 
positions directly in front of a radiant heater, a double cathode glow discharge etching 
source or the circular unbalanced magnetron sputter coating source at a target to 
substrate distance of 80mm.
Figure 5.20. 5x3 process parameter matrix.
-200V
-150V
Substrate bias voltage -100V
-50V
0V
-3 -3 -34.5x10 mbar 4.8x10 mbar 5.0x10 mbar
"Working pressure
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Table 5.5
Static TixZrvN unbalanced magnetron sputter process parameters (Z-700)
(1) Chamber pump down and radiant heating 
Substrates rotated directly in front of heaters 
Time = 75 mins 
Pressure = < lxlO"^mbar
________________________Temperature = 350°C________________________
(2) Glow discharge target cleaning 
Substrates rotated through 270°
Shutter directly infront of target 
Substrate bias voltage = 0V 
Power =1KW  
Ar flow = 150sccm 
Pressure = ~4xl0"^mbar 
Time = 5 mins 
Temperature = 300°C 
(3) Glow discharge substrate ion etching 
Substrates rotated through 270°
Substrates directly between double magnetron cathodes 
Power = 0.15KW 
Ar flow = 300sccm 
Substrate bias voltage = -1000V 
Time = lOmins 
Pressure = -6x10~3 mbar 
Temperature = 350-400°C 
(4^ 1 Unbalanced magnetron sputtered metal interlaver deposition 
Substrates rotated through 270°
Substrates directly in front of circular unbalanced magnetron source
Power =1.1KW 
Ar flow = 150sccm 
Time = 2mins 
Substrate bias voltage = 0 to -200V 
Pressure = ~4.5xl O'^mbar 
Temperature = 350°C 
Unbalanced magnetron reactive sputter deposition 
Substrate position as in stage 4 
Power =1.1KW 
Ar flow= 150sccm
Quadrupole RGA partial pressure control ion probe current = 0.8 - 3.2x10"^ A
N2  flow = 9-22sccm 
Time = 30mins 
Substrate bias voltage = 0 to -200V 
Pressure = -4.5x10'^mbar - ~5xl0"^mbar 
Temperature = 350°C
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5.2.1 X-rav diffraction results.
All coatings were found to exhibit a single phase face centred cubic NaCl type structure 
with unit cell parameters (ao) which varied as a function of substrate bias voltage and 
nitrogen gas flow (figures 5.21 a-c).
In general, films deposited using the lowest nitrogen gas pressure showed the smallest 
lattice parameters, coatings fabricated using the intermediate gas pressure showed 
modest increases over its low pressure equivalent, whilst films deposited at the highest 
nitrogen pressure exhibited the largest unit cell dimensions.
Figure 5.21a. X-ray diffraction analysis of TixZryN f9sccm ISb. 4.5x10'^ mbafl
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Figure 5.21b. X-rav diffraction analysis o f TixZrYN (15sccm N2- 4.8x10"3mbar)
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Figure 5.21c. X-ray diffraction analysis of TixZryN (22sccm N2 . 5xlO~3mbar)
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All coatings demonstrated an increase in unit cell dimension as a function of increasing 
substrate bias voltage from 0-150 V caused by an increase in the level of energetic ion 
bombardment during film growth which provided greater lattice expansion and an 
increase in compressive residual stress (figure 5.22). However for films deposited with 
intermediate and high reactive gas pressures at a substrate bias voltage of -200V, the 
level of adatom mobility, re-sputtering rate and ion bombardment became excessive, 
producing coating annealment, a reduction in compressive stress and a decrease in 
lattice parameter.
The texture and lattice strain of the TixZryN coatings was also found to be strongly 
influenced by combination of substrate bias voltage and nitrogen gas pressure. Coatings 
produced at the lowest nitrogen gas pressure (4.5x1 O^mbar & 9sccm N2  flow) 
generally exhibited a <100> preferred orientation which generally became stronger with 
increasing negative substrate bias voltage (table 5.6). These deposition conditions 
correspond to the greatest metal vapour flux, the most metallic film nature and energetic 
ion impingement on the substrate surface. At increased nitrogen pressures, the films 
always showed a preferred orientation in the <111> direction which became strongest in 
coatings deposited at 5xl0"^mbar (22sccm N2  flow).
Figure 5.22.
Lattice parameter as a function of substrate  bias voltage and 
nitrogen gas flow
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Table 5.6. TixZrvN parameter study relative intensity and structure data
TixZryN 
coating parameters
111
(%)
200
(%)
220
(%)
311
(%)
Structure
OV 9sccm N2 91.7 100 6.2 13.3 . f.c.c.
-50V 9sccm N2 100 68.4 4.3 14.7 f.c.c.
-100V 9sccmN2 94.3 100 14.5 5.0 f.c.c.
-150V 9sccmN2 60.4 100 20.2 12.4 f.c.c.
-200V 9sccm N2 55.0 100 23.3 5.6 f.c.c.
OV 15sccmN2 100 7.0 1.9 22.9 f.c.c.
-50 V 15sccmN2 100 58.2 5.1 15.3 f.c.c.
-100V 15sccmN2 100 48.7 6.0 5.3 f.c.c.
-150V 15sccmN2 100 60.2 11.4 4.6 f.c.c.
-200V 15sccmN2 100 7.5 6.7 0.4 f.c.c.
0 V 22sccm N2 100 45.2 4.7 25.8 f.c.c.
-50 V 22sccm N2 100 6.8 1.3 0.6 f.c.c.
-100V 22sccm N2 100 2.7 1.7 0.5 f.c.c.
-150V 22sccm N2 100 0.9 0.8 0.3 f.c.c.
-200V 22sccm N2 100 8.1 4.0 12.1 f.c.c.
Full width at half maximum analysis on (200) reflections [(200) chosen as TiZr 
interlayer peaks often caused interference with TixZryN (111) reflection] showed that 
the largest peak widths (fig 5.23) were generally exhibited by the low pressure, under 
stoichiometric films which exhibited <100> preferred orientation. Peak widths were also 
generally found to significantly increase as a function of increasing bias voltage.
Figure 5.23.
200 p e a k  FWHM a s  a f u n c t i o n  of  s u b s t r a t e  b i a s  v o l t a g e  a n d  
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5.2.2. GDOES results.
Quantified GDOES analysis of the 15 TixZryN films revealed that coatings deposited at 
the lowest reactive gas pressure (4.5xl0"^mbar & N2  flow ~9sccm) were slightly sub- 
stoichiometric, films deposited at the intermediate gas pressure (4.8x10'^mbar & N2  
flow ~15sccm) were stoichiometric and coatings processed at the high gas pressure 
(5xl0"3mbar & N2  flow ~22sccm) were slightly over stoichiometric (figure 5.24a-c).
In general, all coatings showed a small degree of surface porosity and low level oxygen 
ingression, whilst the alloy interlayer deposited prior to reactive deposition was -0 .5pm 
thick.
Figure 5.24a. GDOES depth profile of T ix Z r y N  f-100V. 9sccm No) on HSS
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Figure 5.24b. GDOES depth profile o f Ti.,7.r,.N ( -IQ n V . 1 ‘isr.r.m Not nn HSS
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Figure 5.24c. GDOES depth profile of TiyZiyN MOOV. 22sccm N2 ) on HSS.
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The composition and thickness (measured at the mid point of the coating and iron 
profiles) of the films was found to be dependent on the level of substrate bias voltage 
and reactive gas pressure. The Zr content in both the interlayer and ceramic portions of 
the films increased as a function of increasing bias voltage such that at OV bias the alloy 
composition was Ti rich whilst at bias greater than -100V the system became Zr rich. 
The film thickness decreased as a function of increasing bias voltage and gas pressure 
due to enhanced densification, increased re-sputtering and cathode poisoning effects 
(figures 5.25-5.30).
Figure 5.25. GDOES depth profile of TixZryN (OV. 9sccm N2>) on HSS.
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Figure 5.26. GDOES depth profile o f TixZryN f-200V. 9sccm on HSS.
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Figure 5.27. GDOES depth profile of TixZryN TOY. 15sccm N2  ^on HSS.
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Figure 5.28. GDOES depth profile o f TixZryN r-200V. 15sccm No'l on HSS.
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Figure 5.29. G D O E S  depth profile of TixZryN fO V . 22sccm N2 ) on H S S .
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Figure 5.30. GDOES depth profile of TixZryN (-200V. 22sccm N2^ on HSS.
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The coating thickness values were found to be in good agreement with calotest values, 
where any discrepancies originated from depth resolution limits of the GDOES 
instrument (non-uniform analysis crater shape, surface roughness effects and high 
nitrogen composition standardisation).
5.2.3. Scanning electron microscopy results.
All films in cross-section appeared columnar and generally exhibited zone-T structures 
(figures 5.31-5.39). However, coatings deposited without bias (OV) appeared the most 
columnar (zone-1), porous and roughest of all coatings examined within the parameter 
study. The density, surface finish and porosity of the coatings was found to significantly 
improve at bias potentials between -50V and -150V, whilst coatings deposited at -200V 
became rougher as a result of excessive ion bombardment and re-sputtering effects. At 
high nitrogen partial pressures a tendency to produce more columnar structures was also 
observed due to an increase gas scattering and energy loss collisions.
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Figure 5.31. TixZryN TOY. 9sccm No).
Figure 5.32. TixZryN MOOV. 9sccm No).
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Figure 5.33. TivZryN f-200V. 9sccm No l
Figure 5.34. TixZryN TOY. 15sccm N2V
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Figure 5.35. TixZryN (-100V. 15sccmN2).
Figure 5.36. TixZryN (-200V. 15sccmN2)-
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Figure 5.37. TixZryN TOY. 22sccm N2).
Figure 5.38. TixZryN MOOV. 22sccm N2).
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Figure 5.39. TixZryN (-200V. 22sccmN2)-
5.2.4. Mechanical and physical properties.
All coatings exhibited satisfactory Rockwell-C indentation when related against the 
VDI criteria at 100 times magnification (table 5.7). Surprisingly, the worst indents were 
observed on films which were approximately stoichiometric at high or no substrate bias 
voltage (OV and -200V), whilst the best adhesion results were found on films which 
were slightly over-stoichiometric. Scratch testing showed that all coatings failed via a 
brittle fracture mechanism, with the lowest critical loads again recorded on the 
approximately stoichiometric, high or no substrate bias voltage films.
The coating hardness was found to be lowest in films deposited at OV bias due to the 
lack of energetic ion bombardment during growth which caused the formation of an 
open, porous structure. The application of a negative bias voltage created significant 
film densification which resulted in substantial increases in Knoop hardness, typically in 
the range 3300-37001^, comparable with results found in section 5.1.4 for films of 
similar composition. However, coatings deposited at -200V exhibited a reduction in 
hardness due to excessive ion bombardment and annealing effects, whilst stoichiometric 
and slightly overstoichiometric films were generally harder when compared against 
substoichiometric coatings.
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Table 5.7.
Coating Rockwell
quality
Lc /N
±2N
Hk0.025
±300Kgmm"2
L*
±0.1
a*
±0.1
b*
±0.1
Ra / jim 
±0.01
OV 
9sccm N2
1-2 50 2450 68.37 . 4.84 26.83 0.039
-50V 
9sccm N2
1-2 60 3440 74.77 3.63 28.19 0.027
-100V 
9sccm N2
1-2 60 3560 74.80 3.45 26.74 0.027
-150V 
9sccm N2
1-2 50 3545 75.77 2.90 25.67 0.029
-200V 
9sccm N2
1-2 45 3380 75.80 2.69 24.90 0.039
OV 
15 seem N2
2-3 40 2550 66.18 6.19 26.04 0.036
-50V 
15 seem N2
1-2 60 3530 72.86 5.24 29.37 0.023
-100V
15sccmN2
1-2 50 3765 73.16 5.19 30.34 0.022
-150V
15sccmN2
1-2 50 3735 73.98 5.04 30.58 0.022
-200V
15sccmN2
2-3 45 3600 72.25 5.69 30.21 0.040
OV 
22sccm N2
1 50 2410 66.08 7.76 25.14 0.033
-50V 
22sccm N2
1 60 3480 71.08 6.43 27.70 0.025
-100V 
22sccm N2
1 60 3700 71.29 6.94 29.60 0.024
-150V 
22sccm N2
1 50 3720 72.22 6.96 29.65 0.029
-200V 
22sccm N2
1 45 • 3300 70.07 7.93 27.59 0.033
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The surface roughness of all coatings was found to be very low, with Ra values 
considerably smaller than typical ABS or steered arc evaporated coatings. The highest 
surface roughness was demonstrated by OV and -200V bias films due to the production 
of open porous structures and excessive re-sputtering and ion bombardment 
respectively.
Several trends could be detected from colour measurements performed during the trials. 
The lowest L* values were recorded on the OV bias films due to the formation of a 
porous, open columnar structure through the removal of energetic ion bombardment 
during deposition. Reduced L* data could also be recorded on high bias, high N2  flow 
films due to excessive ion bombardment and target poisoning effects. The L* value 
(brightness) was found to steadily increase as a function of increasing bias voltage, 
whilst the a* (red-green) values generally decreased as the films became less red and 
more zirconium rich. The yellow levels (b* = blue-yellow) within the films also 
increased with the use of a substrate bias voltage.
Coating thickness data generated using the calotest confirmed that all coatings reduced 
in thickness as a function of increasing substrate bias voltage and gas pressure as 
indicated in the GDOES analysis (figure 5.40).
Figure 5.40.
TiZrN coating th ickness as a function of su bstra te  bias voiatge 
and nitrogen gas flow
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5.3. Investigation of the TiAlZrN system.
Research has shown that although the oxidation resistance of TiAIN coatings decreased 
if zirconium was incorporated as a substitute for aluminium (1), substantial increases in 
microhardness could be achieved making the film of academic and commercial interest 
(2). However, adhesion problems encountered during these earlier trials could only be 
satisfactorily resolved on cemented carbide substrates whilst films deposited on HSS 
were consistently inferior. This section reports on TiAlZrN coatings deposited on HSS 
and stainless steel substrates by ABS technology and examines their mechanical and 
physical properties and any improvements in film adhesion developed by a steered arc 
etching pre-coating stage and the deposition of a magnetron sputtered graded base layer.
5.3.1. Experimental conditions.
A single HTC 1000-4 ABS unit was used to deposit all coatings in the trial and for this 
study 600 x 190 x 12mm targets were used for co-sputter deposition processing of the 
following compositions:-
3 TiQ.5 Alo 5  produced by a powder metallurgical route (section 3.2).
1 Zr grade 702 (purity >99.6%).
The reactive gas used was nitrogen (purity 99.999%) and the working gas used to 
sputter the targets or aid arc ignition was argon (purity 99.999%). Gas flow was 
controlled via a proportional integrating differential (P.I.D) controller with feedback to 
total pressure whilst the argon flow was kept constant. The reactive gas partial pressure 
required during deposition was determined from a nitrogen gas flow against total 
pressure hysteresis measurement (figure 5.41 a&b).
Figure 5.41a.
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Figure 5.41b.
3.6 r ABS TiAlZrN hysterlsls plot - 3TIAI &1Zr at 8KW
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Standard polished HSS stubs, drill blanks and stainless steel coupons were chosen for 
use in the trial and individually cleaned using the routine outlined in section 3.3, before 
mounting onto one of six sub-turntable assemblies at a nominal distance of 250mm 
from the targets.
The deposition trial consisted of two coating processes where ABS TiAlZrN coatings 
were deposited both with and without a graded sputtered base layer between the 
quaternary coating and the metal ion etched substrate (figure 5.42). The coating regimes 
used are illustrated in table 5.8.
Figure 5.42.
ABS TiAlZrN coating architectures
U BM
------- TiAlZrN layer------
------Graded Zr layer
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5.3.2. X-rav diffraction results
X-ray diffraction analysis using Cu K a radiation was performed on each coated 
stainless steel coupon over a scan range from 2O-1OO°20. Both TiAlZrN coatings 
exhibited a single phase NaCl type face centred cubic structure and <100> preferred 
orientation (figure 5.43 and 5.44).
Figure 5.43. X-ray diffraction trace from ABS TiAlZrN coating on stainless steel.
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Figure 5.44. X-ray diffraction trace from ABS TiAlZrN using a sputtered base layer.
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The lattice parameter of the ABS TiAlZrN coating deposited with a graded base layer 
was lower than the standard TiAlZrN coating due to the influence of the smaller TiAIN 
unit cell, however the (200) full width at half maximum was significantly reduced in the 
film comprising the base layer due to grading of the compressive residual stresses at the 
coating / substrate interface (table 5.9).
Table 5.9.
Coating type Orientation ao / A 
±0.01
(200) FWHM 
±0.10°2©
ABS TiAlZrN <100> 4.31 1.89
ABS TiAlZrN 
+ base layer
<100> 4.27 1.54
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5.3.3. GDOES results
Glow discharge depth profiles showed that the films were stoichiometric, of similar 
thickness (~2pm) where the metal ratio was predominantly composed of Ti and Al, with 
the Zr content typically around 10 atomic% (Ti~18%, Al~22%, N~50%) as a result of 
single zirconium target utilisation and target poisoning effects.
Figure 5.45. ABS TiAlZrN GDOES depth profile.
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5.3.4. Scanning electron microscopy results
All films in cross-section appeared columnar and exhibited dense zone-T structures 
(figure 5.46). TiAlZrN coatings deposited with a TiAIN / graded Zr base layer showed 
evidence of increasing grain refinement as the Zr composition was increased due to 
further solid solution strengthening.
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Figure 5.46. ABS TiAlZrN SEM cross-section micrograph.
5.3.5. TiAlZrN mechanical and physical properties
Adhesion measurements undertaken using the complementary scratch and Rockwell 
indentation techniques were found to be entirely consistent. TiAlZrN films deposited on 
high speed steel without an intermediate graded base layer were found to have poor 
adhesive properties due to the high levels of residual stress at the coating /substrate 
interface (table 5.10). However, the TiAlZrN coating using a base layer demonstrated a 
strong increase in film adhesion to levels comparable with standard ABS coatings such 
as ZrN and TiAIN.
Table 5.10.
Coating type Indent
quality
Lc /N
±2N
Hk0.025
±300Kgmm~2
L*
±0.1
a*
±0.1
b*
±0.1
Ra / p m
±0.01
ABS TiAIN 1 55 2400 42.66 2.39 -0.25 0.14
ABS ZrN 1 50 2300 88.61 -1.57 17.65 0.07
ABS
TiAlZrN
3-4 20 3600 40.08 3.16 -0.65 0.13
ABS 
TiAlZrN 
+ base layer
1-2 50 3100 44.57 0.38 -1.12 0.13
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Knoop hardness values indicated a significant increase in TiAlZrN film hardness over 
TiAIN and ZrN. Films deposited with the aid of a base layer had lower hardness than 
standard process films due to the influence of a softer (slowly increasing in hardness 
from TiAIN at 24OOH0 intermediate layer and lower interfacial stress. The level of 
average surface roughness (Ra) was also found to be consistent with TiAIN at 0.013pm 
and was higher than ZrN (~0.07pm) due to development of a higher macroparticle flux 
during the arc metal ion etching phase using the high aluminium content Tio.5 Alo.5  
targets. CIE lab colour measurements revealed that the films exhibited a blue-grey 
appearance of lightness, a* and b* similar to ABS TiAIN.
195
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CHAPTER SIX
THE GROWTH AND CHARACTERISATION OF TiAIN-ZrN 
ANT) TiAIN-TiN MIITTT-EAYER THIN FIEMS.
This chapter presents a new PVD technique for the reactive deposition of third 
generation TiAlN-ZrN and TiAIN-TiN multi-layer thin films at industrial scale by a 
combined steered arc evaporation and unbalanced magnetron sputtering process. The 
results from mechanical and physical characterisation of the coatings by a range of bulk 
and surface analysis techniques are illustrated along with bias current density 
measurements and computer modelling of the complex substrate rotation and 
normalised coating flux density.
6.1. Multi-layer process conditions.
Earlier investigations by Vyskocil et al (1) on the consumption of nitrogen gas per unit 
power (4>N2^P) as a function of nitrogen partial pressure per unit power (p ^ /p ) in 
reactive magnetron sputtering and steered arc evaporation trials demonstrated the 
importance of target deposition mode determination (figure 6.1).
Figure 6.1. Evaporation and sputter deposition mode behaviour.
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Examination of the magnetron sputter process data obtained during TiN coating trials 
illustrated an initial sharp increase in ( ^ / p  prior to target poisoning which rapidly lead 
to a decrease in secondary electron and sputter yield, deposition rate and N2  gas 
consumption after titanium target poisoning. Conversely, the arc evaporation trial under 
taken at equivalent levels of p ^ P  showed a sharp and larger magnitude rise in (J^/p  
which was maintained near the maximum value and was clearly significantly less 
sensitive to poisoning.
The effect is the result of fundamental differences between arc evaporated and 
magnetron sputtered vapour properties, outlined in chapter 2, which may be briefly 
summarised with the following arc flux characteristics:-
• High levels of mean charge state (2) e.g. Ti^ -1+, Zr^-6+ and Nb^-^+.
• High levels of metal ion energy typically ~50eV, metal atom energy ~0.1-1 .OeV.
• High current density (~ 10^ Am"2) by a small active emitting area (cathode spot).
• Increased maximum vapour emission rates over sputtering.
• Macro-particle generation.
• High levels of radiant heating.
These reaction behaviours and physical properties are of key significance in multi- 
component processing and identify a basic mechanism which may be used in an original 
industrial scale technique for the deposition of pseudo ceramic - pseudo ceramic multi­
layer films.
The multi-layer deposition technique relies on the flexibility of arc-bond sputter 
technology to simultaneously deposit a coating by the modulation of TiAIN layers from 
three unbalanced magnetron sputtering sources with ZrN or TiN layers from a single 
steered arc evaporation source. The method adopts a simple strategy in which materials 
of high reactivity with nitrogen (easily poisoned in high reactive gas partial pressures) 
are used in steered arc mode (i.e. group IVa transition and refractory metals such as Zr 
& Ti), and materials with less extreme nitrogen reactivity and hence less sensitive 
hysteresis behaviour (i.e. TiAl) are deposited in magnetron mode.
Following the results from investigations on TiAlZrN films demonstrated in section 5.3, 
processing consisted of a six step operation which incorporated a steered arc ion etch 
phase and an unbalanced magnetron sputtered graded base layer to control the high 
residual stresses generated at the coating / substrate interface. The optimum coating 
pressure (3.5x10'^mbar) was obtained by performing a hysteresis test of gas flow
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against total pressure and operating near the critical point (close to the "knee") prior to 
the onset of TiAl target poisoning (figure 5.41, chapter 5.3). Below this pressure 
insufficient gas scattering, excessive ion bombardment, sub-stoichiometry and 
deleterious levels of residual stress were developed. The chamber configurations and 
full process parameters are illustrated in figure 6.2.a&b and table 6.1.
Figure 6.2a Closed field unbalanced magnetron sputtered base laver configuration.
oro oro
Figure 6.2b Combined arc / magnetron multi-laver coating configuration.
5 3  IhJ LSI lnl
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Table 6.1. Multi-layer process parameters.
Combined steered arc / magnetron sputter deposition steps 
1. Pump down and chamber heating 
Time = 75 mins 
Base pressure = 3xl0"^mbar & Leak rate < 1 xlO"^mbar.l.s"l 
Temperature (radiant heating) = 400°C 
2. Glow discharge target cleaning 
Time = 15minutes 
Shutter position = directly in front of targets 
Power to each target = 5KW 
Argon flow = 220 seem 
Working pressure = 2.7x1 O^mbar 
Substrate bias voltage = 0V & Unbalancing coil current = 0A 
Temperature = 400°C 
3. Steered arc ion etching 
Arc etching using 2 TiAl targets only 
Fixed magnet array position = moved away from targets 
Shutter position = moved away from targets 
Arc current = 100A 
Substrate bias voltage = -1200V 
Substrate temperature = 450°C 
Argon flow = 220 seem & Working pressure = 2.7x10'^mbar 
Coil current = 0A 
10 cycles of 1 minute duration
4. Unbalanced magnetron reactive sputtered base layer.
Fixed magnet array position = moved directly behind targets 
Shutter position = moved away from targets 
All targets in magnetron mode 
Power to 3 TiAl targets = 8KW 
Power to 1 Zr (or Ti) target = 0-8KW ( increments of 1 KW every 7.5minutes)
Substrate bias voltage = -80V 
Temperature = 450°C 
Working pressure = 3.5 xl0"^mbar 
Reactive gas = Nitrogen 
Argon flow = 220 seem 
Unbalancing coil current = 8A per coil (closed field geometry)
Coating time = 1 hour
2 0 0
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5. Combined reactive steered arc / unbalanced magnetron sputtering 
3 TiAl targets in magnetron mode, 1 Zr (or Ti) target in steered arc mode 
Magnetron power = 8KW, Arc current = 80A (unless stated) 
Substrate bias voltage = -80V 
Unbalancing coil current = 8 A on magnetron cathodes, 0-2A on arc cathode
Argon flow = 220 seem 
Reactive gas = Nitrogen 
Working pressure = 3.5 xlO^mbar 
Temperature = 450°C 
Coating time = 1 hour 
6. Cooling cycle 
Cooling time = 45 minutes 
Purging = Argon 
Pressure = 2.7 x 10"^mbar 
Temperature = 450-150°C
During the deposition of the sputtered base layer, the standard closed field linking 
configuration of the four cathodes was adopted and the power applied to the Zr or Ti 
target increased in increments of 1KW every 7.5 minutes to create a graded film 
composition prior to arc evaporation. However, in the multi-layer deposition stage of 
step five, the field linkage was only between the 3 TiAl targets operating in magnetron 
mode (figure 6.2b). The result was a film of architecture shown in figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3. Schematic of the combined arc / magnetron film structure.
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TiAlN-ZrN multi-layer coatings were deposited in a trial consisting of several processes 
where variation in the deposition rate was achieved by altering the substrate rotation 
velocity, the type of rotation (1-fold & 3-fold) and the arc current. The TiAIN-TiN trial 
involved a single combined arc / magnetron deposition process involving steered arc 
evaporation of a titanium target and 3-fold rotation at a primary rotation velocity of 6 
r.p.m (80%).
6.2. The effect of rotation velocity and type of rotation on TiAlN-ZrN multilayer 
films.
The coating trial consisted of five reactive deposition processes each with a different 
primary turntable rotation velocity, increasing in increments of 1.5 r.p.m (20%) to a 
maximum of 7.5 r.p.m.(figure 6.4). Each test sample was individually cleaned, de­
greased and rinsed using the standard method (section 3.3) and positioned in one of six 
sub-turntable assemblies to undergo three fold rotation at a nominal distance of 250mm 
from the targets. The 2n^ fold of rotation was a 3.6:1 increase in velocity over the single 
fold and turned in the same anti-clockwise direction, whilst the 3r^ fold revolved in a 
clockwise direction 1/6^ of a revolution every foil rotation of the 2nc* fold. In each 
coating trial a 304 stainless steel coupon was also mounted in a fixed position to 
undergo single fold rotation with a target to substrate distance of 250mm.
Figure 6.4.
Rotation time as  a function of percentage of turntable 
maximum velocity
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6.2.1. X-ray diffraction results.
The period of a multi-layer / superlattice can be calculated in the high angle region of an 
X-ray diffraction trace using the equation:-
Sin©a = Sin©b ± (nX / 2A)  equation 6 .1.
where; ©a and © 5  are the diffraction angles of the relative satellite peaks.
X is the X-ray wavelength.
A is the multi-layer / superlattice period, 
n is the order.
However, direct measurement of the layer period can also be made in the low angle 
region using the standard Bragg equation:-
A = (nX / 2Sin©)  equation 6.2.
Hence, Cu K a X-ray diffraction was performed on all coated stainless steel coupons 
using two different scan ranges:-
(1) High angle scan (20-100° 2©) for lattice strain and preferred orientation analysis.
(2) Low angle scan (2-5° 2©) for layer confirmation and period measurement.
Figure 6.5a&b shows the high angle traces from TiAlN-ZrN films deposited in 3-fold 
and 1-fold rotation at five different rotation velocities. All coatings exhibited a face 
centred cubic (f.c.c) unit cell structure and texture analysis indicated a < 1 0 0 > preferred 
orientation. Full separation of the peaks corresponding to TiAIN and ZrN was only 
observed in the largest period film undergoing single fold rotation at a velocity of 1.5 
r.p.m (20%). At the higher rotation velocities, individual peaks corresponding to TiAIN 
and ZrN could not be resolved and traces showed single peaks at positions of the 
weighted average of the constituent layers.
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Figure 6.5a High angle X-ray diffraction traces of 1-fold rotation TiAlN-ZrN
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Figure 6.5b High angle X-ray diffraction traces of 3-fold rotation TiAlN-ZrN
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Figure 6.6.
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Inverse pole figure analysis of X-ray traces from 60% (4.5 r.p.m) velocity TiAlN-ZrN 
films deposited under 1 and 3-fold rotation identified a strong <100> orientation for 
both films (figure 6.6). Examination of P* values revealed a higher ratio o f200/111 
probability when deposited using 3-fold rotation (4.02 for a layer period of 36A) than 
single fold rotation (3.04 for a layer period of 64A). Further analysis of the single fold 
rotation film deposited at 1.5 r.p.m (figure 6.7) showed that the ZrN layers exhibited 
more peak broadening than the TiAIN layers i.e. mean FWHM of 3.54° of 2© and 1.27° 
of 2© for ZrN and TiAIN respectively, indicating higher lattice strain, grain size effects 
and inter-diffusion.
Figure 6.7. FWHM analysis of 1-fold rotation 1.5 r.p.m TiAlN-ZrN film.
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The average (111) peak full width at half maximum (FWHM) in single fold rotation was 
also found to be significantly less than in 3-fold rotation due to the production of a 
larger and more uniform layer period (figure 6.8).
Figure 6.8.
(111) Peak widths as a function of rotation velocity
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The FWHM data revealed a reduction in (111) peak width with increasing rotation 
velocity between 20-60% caused by a diminishing multi-layer period and subsequently 
greater superposition of the individual TiAIN and ZrN peaks. At velocities greater than 
60% an increase in peak width was observed due to reducing grain size and higher 
lattice strain effects.
Lattice parameter measurements were performed using equation 6.3.
a0 = d (h2 + k2 + 12)0-5 ..... equation 6.3.
where: ao = Lattice parameter for a particular set of planes & d = Interplanar spacing.
Analysis of the ZrN and TiAIN peaks shown in figure 6.7, indicated a ZrN unit cell 
smaller than the unstressed JCPDS standard data due to the development of an opposing 
residual stress state from constraining TiAIN layers and interfacial mixing of elements 
with smaller atomic radii. The TiAIN unit cell dimension was larger than that predicted 
by a Vegards law calculation (the linear dependence of ternary lattice spacings on 
composition follows a straight line joining the values for the binary system spacings) 
indicating a compressive residual stress (table 6.2).
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Table 6.2.
TiAIN lattice param eter ± 0.01 A ZrN lattice param eter ± 0.01 A
Vegards law prediction - a0 = 4.17A JCPDS data - a0 = 4.56A
Measured data - a0 = 4.19A Measured data - a0 = 4.55A
Percentage of expansion = 0.4% Percentage of reduction = 0.2%
Analysis of the lattice parameters from the films exhibiting single peaks demonstrated a 
highly repeatable unit cell dimension of 4.26±0.01 A which remained constant with 
increasing velocity in both single and 3-fold rotation.
Low angle scan spectra from TiAIN-ZrN films deposited in 1-fold and 3-fold rotation at 
five different rotation velocities are shown in figures 6.9a&b. The 3-fold rotation 
showed only 1st order reflections (n=l) whilst 1-fold rotation films showed higher order 
satellite reflections (n=2,3,etc) due to a higher interfacial quality and improved 
uniformity of the multi-layer period. The general lack of strong high order reflections, 
the presence of peak broadening and the low relative intensities also suggests that a 
significant level of interfacial mixing and roughness and micro-grain size is present in 
the films.
Figure 6.9a. Low angle X-ray diffraction traces of 1-fold rotation TiAIN-ZrN
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Figure 6.9b. Low angle X-ray diffraction traces of 3-fold rotation TiAIN-ZrN
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In both single and 3-fold rotation, increasing the rotation velocity caused a decrease in 
the multi-layer period (figure 6.10). The coatings produced by single fold rotation had 
systematically larger periods than the 3-fold coating deposited at the equivalent rotation 
velocity. Control of the planetary rotation velocity and the type of rotation led to 
variation in the multi-layer period from 19-13 2A.
Figure 6.10.
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6.2.2 GDOES results.
Figure 6.11 shows a typical qualitative profile of the metal contribution in the 3-fold,
1.5 r.p.m slow rotation TiAIN-ZrN film with a multi-layer period of approximately 90A. 
The GDOES trace shows alternating TiAl and Zr rich layers where the TiAl maxima 
coincide with the sharp Zr minima. Further examination also reveals small doublets or 
secondary peaks which are believed to be produced from the influence of the second and 
third folds of rotation.
Figure 6.11. GDOES depth profile through 3-fold rotation 1.5rpm TiAIN-ZrN film.
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Quantification of the depth profiles against a range of metal standards containing 
different nitrogen contents showed that all coatings were stoichiometric, demonstrated 
the existence of the graded Zr level to 9at% in the base layer and revealed that all the 
mutli-layer regions had very similar average compositions of Ti0 .1gAl0 .2 4 Zr0 .0 8 N0 .5 0  
(figure 6.12). The quantified spectra indicated that the ZrN layers were significantly 
thinner than the TiAIN layers and when related to low angle X-ray data allowed 
prediction of the mean layer thickness (figure 6.13). The results also demonstrate that 
films composed of only 2-3 monolayers of ZrN may be formed. However, a systematic 
error will occur in these calculations due to the influence of the 3-fold planetary rotation 
and the accuracy of measurement and calibration when using low angle XRD and 
GDOES.
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Figure 6.12. Quantified GDOES spectra from 3-fold rotation 1.5rpm TiAIN-ZrN.
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Figure 6.13.
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6.2.3 Scanning electron microscopy results.
Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy to examine coating structure revealed in 
all cases highly dense, smooth, uniform and featureless fracture faces where columnar 
morphology from even the largest multi-layer period had a lack o f image contrast and 
was below the resolving power o f the SEM (figure 6.14). Further analysis revealed 
surface and embedded macro-particle inclusions in the film o f dimensions typically 
ranging from 0.1 -3.0pm in diameter.
Figure 6.14. Cross-section micrograph o f 3-fold rotation TiAIN-ZrN film.
Acc.V Spot Magn Det WD Exp I--------------
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Microscopic analysis o f the surfaces o f the films revealed a significantly higher 
macroparticle incorporation when deposition occurred under 1-fold rotation (figure 
6.15a&b) than 3-fold rotation (6.16a&b). However no significant difference in 
macroparticle ingression as a function o f increasing 3-fold rotation velocity was 
detected.
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Figure 6.15a 1.5rpm 1-fold rotation. Figure 6.15b 7.5rpm 1-fold rotation.
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Figure 6.16a 1,5rpm 3-fold rotation. Figure 6.16b 7.5rpm 3-fold rotation.
Examination of the cutting edges of coated drills also showed that the optimum negative 
bias voltage was -80V, as above this a red discoloration could occur from excessive re- 
sputtering of aluminium from the film.
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6.2.4 Transmission electron microscopy results.
Transmission electron microscopy was employed to study the structure o f the coatings 
at high resolution. Fig 6.17a shows a bright field cross-sectional TEM micrograph 
(consistent with GDOES depth profiles) o f the lamella nature, 6.0 r.p.m 3-fold rotation 
multi-layer film and clearly indicates that the thickness o f the layers are unequal, the 
TiAIN (light layers) being larger at ~16±2A whilst the ZrN layers (dark) measure 
~8±2A, giving a period o f ~24±2A. This is in excellent agreement with GDOES results 
(section 6.2.2) and the low angle X-ray diffraction analysis which measured the layer 
period (distance from the centre o f a TiAIN layer to the centre o f an adjacent ZrN layer) 
at ~23±2A.
Figure 6.17a.XTEM micrograph (x250Ki Figure 6.17b. XSTEM micrograph (x200Ki
The columnar grain boundaries o f the film, where the long axis is parallel to the flux 
direction and normal to the surface o f the substrate, are ju st visible along with clear 
evidence o f crystallographic high angle boundaries. The micrograph also reveals 
substantial long range integrity o f the layers and implies that the growing front is 
extremely uniform.
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Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) on the same cross-section again 
revealed the lamella nature of the coating and showed clear evidence of columnar 
morphology. In addition, evidence of a secondary contrast mechanism was observed 
believed to be a result of a secondary beat frequency developed as a result of 3-fold 
planetary rotation of the substrate during deposition (figure 6.17b). Figure 6.18a&b 
show the selected area electron diffraction pattern taken from the region indicated on 
figure 6.17a and a schematic representation of the pattern. Consistent with the X-ray 
diffraction data, a series of spots appear close to the zero order spot representing the 
first, second and third order reciprocal lattice vectors of the layer period. These spots are 
sharp and therefore suggest that there is a high degree of coherency between the two 
layer structures and that the period possesses long range order. Layer spacing 
calculations taken from the inner set of spots gives a period of ~26±2A and is again in 
good agreement with X-ray diffraction results.
6.18a. SAED pattern. 6.18b. Schematic diagram.
S u p erla ttice  s p o ts
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Figures 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21 show the parallel electron energy loss (PEELS) jump ratio 
and filtered images performed on an outer region of the sample shown in figure 6.17a. 
These maps clearly indicate the presence of alternate layers of Zr and Ti rich material of 
the order of 8A and 16A respectively (demonstrating the remarkable spatial resolution 
obtained by this technique considering a sampling time of only a few seconds).
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Figure 6.19. Ti PEELS jum p ratio image.
Figure 6.20. Zr PEELS jum p ratio image
'I V--’
Zr ratio image
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Figure 6.21. Combined PEELS jum p ratio image.
O verlay map o f  Ti (red) elemental map and Zr (green) ratio map. These m aps w ere shading 
corrected (rem oving gradual changes in overall brightness; note that this produces artefacts in 
the area o f  the substrate, but w ithout the correction Z r is to strong in the bottom  section and 
Ti in the m iddle section to give a good overlay map), aligned on the basis o f  the background 
images, and then put together in such a way that the brightest pixel o f  each map determ ines 
the colour.
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Figure 6.22 shows a PEELS Ti and Zr linescan along a line normal to the film growth 
direction in the vacinity of the substrate. This result indicates distinct modulations of the 
compositions of both species again confirming the lamella nature of the multi-layer.
Figure 6.22. PEELS linescan across TiAlN-ZrN layers.
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6.2.5. Knoop micro-hardness results.
Examination of the mean Knoop micro-hardness of the multi-layer coatings at 25gf 
(Hk0.025) loading, deposited on high speed steel substrates undergoing 3-fold rotation 
are shown in figure 6.23. The mean hardness and standard deviation was found to 
increase steadily with decreasing period before reaching a maximum of approximately 
4100Hk at a superlattice period between 30-50A. At periods less than 30A a significant 
reduction in microhardness was recorded.
Figure 6.23.
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Typical Knoop indentation lengths were of the order of 9pm, hence the virtual 
indentation depths (3) were of the order of 3pm ({9/30}xl0). As the film thickness was 
typically 1.5-2.0pm, the data was clearly influenced by the hardness of the HSS 
substrate. However, indentations made at a lower load of lOgf (HkO.010) proved 
unreliable due to the small indent size, the resolution limits of the vernier optical 
microscope and the surface roughness.
6.2.6. Surface roughness results.
The surface roughness data correlated well with the topographical studies carried out by 
scanning electron microscopy. Comparison of the Ra, Rz and R{ values measured as a 
function of 3-fold rotation velocity revealed very similar and relatively low roughness 
values for all coated samples on polished HSS substrates despite arc evaporation for 1 
hour (figure 6.24). The results were similar to values found earlier for various ABS 
coatings and indicated that the <100> preferred orientation and high bias current 
densities obtained by combined arc / magnetron processing may have a beneficial 
smoothing effect and a low macroparticle flux was generated from Zr targets.
Figure 6.24.
Surface roughness as a function of rotation velocity
Percentage of maximum velocity (% )
□ Ra
m Rz
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6.2.7. Thickness and deposition rate.
Calotest and GDOES measurements on films deposited under 3-fold rotation showed 
that all coatings were of similar thickness at 1.5 pm and were developed at a mean 
sputtered base layer deposition rate of 0.65pmhr“l and a multi-layer deposition rate of
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0.85 pm hr'l. Coatings deposited using single fold rotation showed in all cases a 
significantly enhanced thickness, typically around 3.5pm, generated at a mean base 
layer rate of 1.5 pmhr“l and a multi-layer deposition rate of 2.0 pmhr"l. The relatively 
small rise in deposition rate achieved under combined arc / magnetron conditions was 
probably due to collimation of the cathodic arc vapour flux by a well worn erosion 
trench on the surface of the Zr target.
6.2.8. Rockwell and scratch adhesion results.
In general, the investigations showed little alteration in the scratch critical load and VDI 
indent quality with varying high speed steel rotation velocity. The application of a 
sputtered base layer prior to multi-layer deposition provided average critical load values 
of approximately 50N (figure 6.25) which correlated well with a consistent indent 
quality for all coatings of 1-2 at 100 times magnification. The Rockwell tests 
consistently showed no signs of spallation around the circular indent (figure 6.26), 
however a phenomenon of very fine, concentric circular cracking was occasionally 
observed at the perimeter of the indentation thought to be consistent with the diameter 
of the deformation zone ("virtual indentor") created by the Rockwell-C diamond (3).
Figure 6.25
Plot of scratch  adhesion critical load as a function of rotation
velocity
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Figure 6.26a.
Analysis o f the scratch channels (figure 6.27) revealed in all cases failure occurred via a 
brittle fracture mechanism.
Figure 6 .21 .
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6.2.9. Colour measurements.
Direct investigation of the variation in film colour with type of rotation could only be 
undertaken on coated 304 stainless steel substrates (grade 2B) which had a duller 
surface finish than the mirror polished HSS substrates. All TiAlN-ZrN coatings were 
found to have a high lustre metallic blue appearance and exhibited near constant a* and 
b* values as a function of single and 3-fold rotation velocity. The highest L* values 
were recorded from 3-fold rotating substrates due a reduction in macro-particle 
incorporation from metal ion etching and combined arc / magnetron deposition (figure 
6.28). Films deposited on HSS substrates under 3-fold rotation generally had L*~49, 
a*~-l and b*—4.
Figure 6.28.
CIE L*a*b* values as a function of rotation type and velocity
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6.3. The effect of arc current on the period of TiAlN-ZrN superlattice films.
The effect of deposition rate on the period and properties of the TiAlN-ZrN multi-layer 
system was examined by comparison of coatings utilising steered arc currents of 80A 
and 100A during combined arc / magnetron deposition at 80% of the maximum rotation 
velocity (6 r.p.m).
6.3.1. X-ray diffraction results.
Low angle X-ray analysis revealed a significant increase in layer period with increasing 
arc current (figure 6.29 and table 6.3).
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Figure 6.29. The effect of arc current on multi-laver period.
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High angle X-ray diffraction revealed an f.c.c unit cell structure where lattice parameter
(ao) increased slightly with increasing arc current (figure 6.30). Texture analysis 
demonstrated both coatings had a strong <100> preferred orientation.
Figure 6.30. High angle X-ray diffraction trace 100A arc current TiAlN-ZrN.
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Table 6.3.
Coating Orientation aQ /  A  ± 0.01 A Period / A  ±  2A
TiAlN-ZrN (80A) <100> 4.25 23
TiAlN-ZrN (100A) <100> 4.26 34
6.3.2. Mechanical and physical properties.
Examination of the mechanical and physical properties of the films revealed that the 
microhardness reduced with increasing arc current, despite an increase in layer period, 
due to more extensive interfacial mixing, enhanced ion bombardment and higher bias 
current density which led to annealing of the film (table 6.4). Surface profiling data also 
showed an increase in average surface roughness with increasing arc current due to a 
higher number of macro-particles generated at the target and incorporated within the 
growing film. Scratch and Rockwell adhesion values remained constant and correlated 
well, whilst colourimetry revealed an increase in L* value and a decrease in a* and b* 
values at 100 A arc current indicating the formation of a brighter and more blue 
appearance of the coatings. Calotest investigations demonstrated that the higher arc 
current caused an increase in thickness from 1.5 pm to 1.8 pm.
Table 6.4.
Analysis. TiAlN-ZrN (80A) TiAlN-ZrN (100A)
Knoop microhardness (H^0.025) ± 350Hk 3800 3500
Rockwell-C indent classification 1-2 1-2
Scratch adhesion Lc / N ± 2N 50 50
Appearance Metallic blue Metallic blue
L* ± 0.1 48.93 49.34
a* ±0.1 -0.96 -1.08
b* ± 0.1 -3.37 -3.76
Substrate bias current I / A ±1A 22 27
Ra / pm ± 0.01pm 0.12 0.14
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6.4. The deposition and properties of arc / magnetron TiAlN-TiN coatings.
Utilisation of titanium as an unbalanced magnetron sputtering and steered arc 
evaporation source instead of zirconium, using identical deposition conditions to those 
outlined in section 6.1, allowed fabrication of TiAlN-TiN multi-layer coatings. The 
films were deposited on standard high speed steel and stainless steel substrates 
undergoing 3-fold rotation at a primary velocity of 6 r.p.m (80%) and analysed by a 
range of bulk and micro-analysis techniques.
6.4.1. X-ray diffraction results.
High and low angle X-ray analysis (figure 6.31 and 6.32) indicated that small period, 
reproducible multi-layer TiAlN-TiN films could be fabricated by the same technique 
utilised in the production of the TiAlN-ZrN system. The TiAlN-TiN coatings exhibited 
<100> orientation, face centred cubic structure and unit cells of dimension 4.21 A  (table 
6.5).
Figure 6.31. High angle X-ray trace from 6rpm 3-fold rotation TiAlN-TiN
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Table 6.5.
Coating Orientation a0 / A ±  0.01 A Period / A  ± 2 k
TiAlN-TiN <100> 4.21 21.0
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Figure 6.32. Low angle trace from 6rpm 3-fold rotation TiAlN-TiN
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6.4.2. GDOES analysis.
Quantitative depth profiling through 3-fold rotation arc / magnetron TiAlN-TiN 
revealed a stoichiometric film had been developed of thickness similar to TiAlN-ZrN, 
metal composition ratio rich in titanium and a less well defined coating / substrate 
interface (figure 6.33).
Figure 6.33. Quantitative GDOES profile on arc / magnetron 6rpm 3-fold TiAlN-TiN.
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6.4.3. Mechanical and physical properties.
Knoop diamond indentation data revealed that the TiAlN-TiN multi-layer structure had 
caused only a modest increase in microhardness (table 6.6) over standard ABS TiAIN 
values (220014^0.025) were significantly less than the corresponding TiAlN-ZrN 
coating (380014^0.025)* These values are in excellent agreement with the reduction in 
lattice mis-match (TiAlN-TiN -1.6%, TiAlN-ZrN -9.3%). Adhesion measurements 
showed that the scratch and Rockwell values were comparable to TiAlN-ZrN values and 
colour measurements demonstrated a change towards a shiny, charcoal grey appearance. 
Talysurf profiles revealed an increase in roughness over the equivalent TiAlN-ZrN film 
due to the production of a higher macro-particle density from the lower melting point 
titanium target.
Table 6.6.
Analysis. TiAlN-TiN data
Knoop microhardness (H^0.025) ± 300H^ 2500
Rockwell-C indent classification 1-2
Scratch adhesion Lc / N ± 2N 45
Appearance Charcoal grey
L*±0.1 49.54
a* ±0.1 1.12
b* ± 0.1 -2.21
Ra / pm ± 0.01pm 0.16
6.5. Multi-Iaver fabrication by co-sputter deposition without combined steered arc 
evaporation.
The importance of the combined arc / magnetron coating strategy when operating with 
highly reactive metals such as titanium or zirconium was demonstrated during 
investigations of TiAlN-ZrN and TiAlN-TiN films fabricated by four cathode 
unbalanced magnetron co-sputter deposition. Processing was identical to stages 1-4 of 
the regime outlined in section 6.1, however the second hour of deposition (stage 5) was 
changed to allow all four targets (3TiAl plus 1 Zr or Ti) to continue to operate in closed 
field unbalanced magnetron mode at a power 8KW.
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6.5.1. X-rav diffraction results.
High angle X-ray diffraction analysis of ABS deposited films (figure 6.34 and 6.35) 
revealed an increase in (111) peak intensities and in the case of TiAlN-TiN a change in 
preferred orientation to the <111> direction. The low angle diffraction traces identified 
small but discernible reflection peaks (figure 6.36 and table 6.7). The lack of intensity of 
the peaks is probably due to the ZrN or TiN based phase being very thin (because of a 
much reduced growth rate from sputtering a poisoned target) and thus mass effect 
considerations would generate only very weak reflections.
Figure 6.34. High angle X-ray diffraction trace on ABS TiAlN-ZrN
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Figure 6.35. High angle X-ray diffraction trace on ABS TiAlN-TiN.
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Figure 6.36. Low angle diffraction trace on ABS TiAlN-ZrN
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Table 6.7.
Coating Orientation a0 / A ±  0.01 A Period / A ± 2A
ABS TiAlN-ZrN <100> 4.27 23
ABS TiAlN-TiN <111> 4.23 24
6.5.2. GDOES analysis.
ABS TiAlN-ZrN and TiAlN-TIN coatings both showed a reduction in Ti and Zr content 
within the films when compared against the equivalent arc / magnetron coatings due to 
enhanced reactive gas poisoning effects during sputter deposition. In both cases the 
result of co-sputtering was the formation of slightly over-stoichiometric films.
6.5.3. Mechanical and physical properties.
The effect of sputtering a poisoned zirconium or titanium target in a high nitrogen 
partial pressure, producing a weakly pronounced and low period multi-layer structure, 
had important consequences for the coating properties (table 6.8). Microhardness values 
in both cases showed significant reductions over the equivalent combined arc / 
magnetron multi-layer coating. The graded base layer still maintained good levels of 
scratch and Rockwell adhesion, however the reduction in bias current density and Ti or 
Zr deposition rate caused a reduction in coating brilliance. TiAlN-ZrN coatings suffered 
a decrease in L*, a* and b* values whilst TiAlN-TiN showed a similar decline in L* and 
b and a small increase in a . Co-sputter deposition also generally created a lower 
degree of surface roughness than arc / magnetron processing.
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Table 6.8.
Analysis. ABS TiAlN-ZrN ABS TiAlN-TiN
Knoop microhardness (H^O.025) ± 350Hk 3300 2300
Rockwell-C indent classification 1-2 1
Scratch adhesion Lc / N ± 2N 50 50
Appearance Blue/grey Charcoal grey
L* ± 0.1 44.57 43.60
a* ±0.1 0.38 3.69
b*±0.1 -1.12 -0.33
Ra / p.m ± 0.01 gm 0.10 0.13
6.6. Bias current measurements
Bias current measurements were performed within the arc-bond sputter chamber to 
determine the plasma uniformity with varying position of the rotating substrate 
turntable.
Figure 6.37. Chamber arrangement for bias current density measurement.
C losed  field magnetic linkage
A B S  C athode-
-A B S  Cathode
Single spindle-
NTumtable skirt
Substrate turntable
Bias current intensity as a function of time measurements were made under slow 
rotation TiAlN-ZrN combined arc / magnetron and ABS co-sputter deposition 
conditions where the chamber contained only a single substrate spindle linked directly 
to an X-Y plotter (figure 6.37).
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Figure 6.38.
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The plot of bias current density as a function of angular position clearly demonstrates a 
significantly higher normalised bias current density in combined arc / magnetron 
processes when compared against all four cathodes operating in UBM deposition mode 
(figure 6.38). The bias current density was found to peak in intensity when the substrate 
spindle moved directly in front of each target (positions at 45°, 135°, 225°, 315°). 
However, examination of the standard UBM mode plot over the range 30-60° illustrates 
the effect of sputtering a poisoned Zr target, whilst investigation of the arc / magnetron 
process over the same range reveals an increased bias current density due to evaporation 
of the Zr target.
6.7. Modelling of the substrate rotation and coating flux density.
Adaptation of an original mathematical treatment by Rother et al (4,5) allowed vector 
analysis and computer modelling of the 3-fold rotation path, normalised vapour flux 
density and film growth rate (to a first approximation) on a substrate positioned at a 
nominal distance of 250mm from each cathode as it was periodically exposed to four 
orthogonal sources within an arc-bond sputter chamber.
The calculation model (appendix 1) was implemented using a MATHCAD™ 
commercial PC-based programming package and the calculation program developed 
permitted the computation and visualisation of the normalised magnitude of the particle 
current densities and growth rates of the source material. Because of the markedly 
differing numbers of revolutions of the individual contributions to the substrate rotation
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and to reduce processing time, the coating conditions were computed in a finite time 
scale.
Figure 6.39 shows a typical result from modelling the path of a substrate undergoing 3- 
fold rotation at a primary turntable velocity of 5.2 r.p.m in a HTC 1000-4 ABS chamber 
over a period of 90 seconds when started from the position (dj, d2 , d3 ) = (0,0,0).
Figure 6.39.
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Knowledge of the exact position of a substrate with respect to the four orthogonal 
sources at any moment in time allowed three sets of flux density and growth rate 
modelling experiments to be carried out.
Figures 6.40a-6.40d illustrate the normalised coating flux density and growth rate 
delivered by four sources delivering identical vapour yields, simulating a standard ABS 
TiAIN or TiN deposition process on a 3-fold rotating substrate, as a function of various 
starting position (dj, d2 , d3 ).
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Figure 6.40a.
Simulation of the normalised flux density at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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Figure 6.40b.
Simulation of the normalised growth rate at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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Figure 6.40c.
Simulation of the normalised flux density at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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Figure 6.40d.
Simulation of the normalised growth rate at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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Figures 6.4 la-6.4 Id illustrate the normalised coating flux density and growth rate 
delivered by three sources delivering identical vapour yields and the fourth delivering 
twice the yield, simulating arc / magnetron deposition of TiAlN-ZrN on a 3-fold 
rotating substrate, as a function of various starting position (dj, d2 , d3 ).
Figure 6.41a.
Simulation of the normalised flux density at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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Figure 6.41b.
Simulation of the normalised growth rate at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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Figure 6.41c.
Simulation of the normalised flux density at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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Simulation of the normalised growth rate at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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Figures 6.42a-6.42d illustrate the normalised coating flux density and growth rate 
delivered by three sources delivering identical vapour yields and the fourth delivering 
half the yield, simulating UBM deposition of TiAlN-ZrN on a 3-fold rotating substrate, 
as a function of various starting position (d j, d2, d3 ).
Figure 6.42a.
Simulation of the normalised flux density at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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Figure 6.42b.
Simulation of the normalised growth rate at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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Figure 6.42c.
Simulation of the normalised flux density at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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Figure 6 A2A.
Simulation of the normalised growth rate at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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The normalised flux density spectra illustrates how the substrate rotation frequencies 
were directly replicated in the oscillations of the arriving vapour fluxes to produce a 
strong beat frequency. The influence of substrate starting position served to simply 
create a shift in the time axis, whilst the effect of increasing or decreasing target yield 
caused a proportional change in flux density.
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Analysis of the normalised growth rate spectra illustrates the large variations which can 
be caused by changes in starting position or target yield. The data again demonstrate a 
beat frequency from an oscillating coating flux and explains the production of non- 
uniform superlattice periods during 3-fold rotation processes. Further examination 
reveals that the highest deposition rates occur when the substrate is directly in-line with 
a target and its vapour flux and the minimum rates occur at positions 45° between 
targets and positions where the substrate points directly away from the target (e.g. at 
positions such as dj&d2 = 7c/4,d3=57i/4).
Investigations using one target with a lower yield than the other three targets (simulating 
ABS TiAlN-ZrN when sputtering a poisoned Zr target) in 3-fold rotation gives an 
explanation of the production of thin, non-uniform thickness ZrN layers and the 
development of a weak superlattice structure.
Analysis of slower rotation velocity (~3.8rpm) revealed a beating behaviour in the 
normalised flux density and normalised growth rate but with reduced frequency (figures 
6.43a&b).
Figure 6.43a.
Simulation of the normalised flux density at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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Figure 6.43b.
Simulation of the normalised growth rate at the surface of a substrate 
undergoing 3-fold rotation in a 4-target ABS chamber
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
DTSCIJSSTON AND CONCLUSIONS
7.1. The fabrication and performance of segmented targets.
Metallurgical investigation of appropriate stable alloy systems suitable for the 
production of transition and refractory metal nitride hard coatings has been undertaken 
prior to the manufacture of a range of TiZr, TiMo and ZrMo segmented targets by an 
original diffusion bonding hot isostatic pressing technique. Target performance was 
evaluated during a series of steered arc evaporation, unbalanced magnetron sputtering 
and arc-bond sputter trials which allowed examination of the cathode spot motion across 
dissimilar metal junctions, study of the evaporative and sputter yields, investigation of 
preferential target poisoning effects and characterisation of coating properties.
The initial aim of the project was to produce segmented targets which could provide a 
high level of flexibility in steered arc coating material and allow the controlled 
production of second and third generation films without utilising co-evaporative 
techniques. Hence the first objective was simply to establish the metallurgical properties 
of a range of transition and refractory metals and study the viability of a segmented 
target manufacturing route utilising a hot isostatic pressing technique. The final goal 
was to produce a series of concentric circular segmented targets which could be sliced 
from a large cylindrical billet (thereby reducing HIPping costs) and utilised in 
electromagnetic steered arc evaporation to deliver binary, alloy and multi-layer coatings 
by control of the arc radii through variation in local coil currents (figure 7.1). Prior to 
large scale target production, performance trials were initiated to study the fundamental 
interaction of the steered cathode spot across a variety of dissimilar metal junctions and 
analyse the effect of variation in interfacial crossing angle.
Metallurgical and physical property analysis of titanium, zirconium and molybdenum 
revealed that the materials exhibited appropriate elemental and thermal stability for use 
in HIP diffusion bonding provided adequate levels of material purity and vacuum 
pressure were used. Elevated temperature studies indicated that a HIPping temperature 
above the a/p transus (1280°C chosen) could be used to initiate a diffusion bonding 
mechanism without a reduction in mechanical properties, whilst HIPping trials 
demonstrated that a range of target geometries could be developed where the degree of 
surface roughness of the bonding faces significantly affects the range of inter-diffusion.
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Figure 7.1. Schematic of concentric circular segmented target.
1 | Material No. 1
|Sill] Material No. 2 
HH Material No. 3 
□  Material No.4
HTPped cyclindrical billet
Concentric circle HIPped segmented target
The critical aspect observed from steered arc evaporation trials was the propensity for 
the cathode spot to "stall" for a short period of time when traversing across an interface 
from a material with higher vapour pressure to lower vapour pressure, yet having no 
problem in traversing the junction in the reverse direction. Results have indicated that 
the larger the difference in segment material vapour pressures, the greater the arc dwell 
time at the interface region and the more extensive the deleterious erosion trench 
formed. However, other physical and chemical properties of the individual metals may 
be responsible for the complex differences in cathode spot behaviour and likely 
interrelated properties are thought to be variations in work function, heat of 
vapourisation, electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity.
This interfacial behaviour appears to agree with a possible adaptation of a simplified 
model first postulated by Ecker (1). Asymmetric confinement of the arc plasma by self 
and confining fields causes low energy positive charged ions to be drawn back to the 
cathode (target) with a circular deflection on the retrograde side. This creates 
energetically favourable sites for new spot ignition in the direction opposite to that 
given by J A B (Ampere's law). Work carried out by Beilis on the temperature field at
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the cathode spot has also shown that the radius of the heated region around the spot is of 
the order of 0.5mm and independent of the current density (2).
As the cathode spot approaches close to the segment junction in the high-low vapour 
pressure direction, within a distance of the heating radius, the local temperature of the 
target materials will rise. This sets up a competitive mechanism between evaporation of 
the higher vapour pressure segment material, which requires a lower cathode voltage to 
volatilise material at energetically favourable evaporation sites, and increasing 
resistivity of the high vapour pressure material. Whilst sites on the high vapour pressure 
segment remain favourable, the cathode spot (maintained at current of 85A) velocity 
decreases and deleterious erosion at the interface region occurs. After a short period of 
time the local resistance of the high vapour pressure segment is such that an increase in 
cathode voltage is required if emission levels from the target are to be maintained. 
Hence, sites on the lower vapour pressure segment become energetically favourable and 
the arc crosses the junction. The extent of the vapour pressure mismatch (refractory 
nature of the materials) simply serves to increase or decrease the cathode spot dwell 
time required to form energetically favourable sites across the junction. When traversing 
in the opposite direction, evaporation sites on the higher vapour pressure segment will 
always remain energetically favourable and the cathode spot crosses the junction 
without impediment.
Sputtering yield investigations undertaken by GDOES analysis and Monte-carlo 
simulation using TRIM95 software were found to be in excellent agreement. Variable 
N2  partial pressure trials showed a strong tendency for preferential segment poisoning 
of the high reactivity metals (Ti or Zr) and serve to identify a basic dis-advantage in 
unbalanced magnetron co-sputter processing which may limit the materials which can 
be accommodated in such reactive sputtering systems. Analysis of the coating 
composition distribution from a range of segment targets has indicated the line-of-sight 
nature of the sputtered vapour flux. GDOES investigation of the composition of a series 
of directly aligned substrates at constant substrate-target distance has illustrated a highly 
linear decay in elemental content as a function of substrate angular position.
Characterisation of the PVD films developed from TiZr, TiMo and ZrMo segmented 
target coating trials has confirmed the possibility of their use in reactive steered arc 
evaporation, unbalanced magnetron sputtering and hybrid arc-bond sputter processing. 
The properties of original TixMoyN and ZrxMoyN coatings have been investigated as a 
function of increasing nitrogen partial pressure. The results indicate that greatest
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optimisation of hardness, adhesive and colour properties occurred just prior to the onset 
of group IV segment poisoning.
However, the use of segmented targets in both arc evaporation and unbalanced 
magnetron sputter processes continues to exhibit intrinsic and economic disadvantages 
which make the use of homogeneous alloy and powder metallurgical targets more 
desirable. Deleterious erosion problems at bi-metallic junctions and preferential segment 
poisoning still remain inherent which have prevented full scale manufacture of 
cylindrical billets. The need for a more flexible steered arc evaporation process, capable 
of producing a wide range of second and third generation coatings remains essential and 
possible methods to reduce the interfacial erosion may lie in the use of preferential 
localised segment heating to reduce the extent of apparent vapour pressure mismatch.
7.2. The TiZrN system.
The mechanical and physical properties of the second generation TiZrN ternary coating 
system has been investigated as a function of substrate bias voltage, nitrogen gas partial 
pressure and deposition technique.
The TiZrN system was found to simultaneously exhibit two stable forms of solid 
solution, that is a homogeneous mixture of two or more species of atoms in the solid 
state (figure 7.2). A complete substitutional solid solution across the entire phase field 
was formed by the TiZr alloy as the titanium and zirconium atoms were of similar radii, 
whilst an interstitial solid solution was also produced, where the solute atoms (nitrogen) 
entered into the octahedral interstices between the solvent atoms (titanium or zirconium) 
as the ratio of titanium or zirconium to nitrogen was high.
Metal structure Interstitial site Min radius ratio Max radius ratio
f.c.c octahedral 0.41 0.59
f.c.c tetrahedral 0.23
Atomic radius of titanium = 0.146nm 
Atomic radius of zirconium = 0.160nm 
Atomic radius of nitrogen = 0.07 lnm 
Radius ratio N / Ti = 0.486 
Radius ratio N / Zr = 0.444 
Radius ratio Ti / Zr = 0.913
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Figure 7.2.
Schematic diagram of idealised Tig solid solution
Face centred cubic structure
O -  Ti atoms 
0 ~  Zr atoms 
• — N atoms
The exact nature of bonding in solid solution systems is not fully understood. However, 
it is clear that solid solution additions generally result in a significant hardening which 
tends to vary as a function of ratio of solute : solvent atomic radii, differences in valency 
and the extent of preferential grouping of solute atoms around dislocations and stacking 
faults. In the TiZrN system, the maximum solid solution strengthening was exhibited as 
the ratio of Ti :Zr approached 1:1. This may be explained in terms of a maximising of 
the dislocation density in the 60 /  40 alloy which allowed interstitial atoms to collect in 
expanded regions around the slip planes of positive edge dislocations. Because the local 
energy is lower when a dislocation is surrounded by solute atoms, a higher stress is 
required to make the dislocation move than would be required if there were no 
interaction between the dislocation and the solute atom (3). Thus a locking mechanism 
('’Cottrell locking") is generated from elastic interactions between solute atoms and 
dislocations which provides an energy barrier to the movement of dislocations 
throughout the crystals by distortion of the periodic lattice and this is manifest as a 
hardness increase. The hardness of the TiZrN films was typically found to be of the 
order of lOOOH  ^larger than the equivalent TiN, ZrN or TiAIN film which provides 
obvious benefits for cutting tool operations.
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The adhesion of the coatings was generally excellent, with the best Rockwell adhesion 
and critical load values found on steered arc and arc-bond sputtered films. This can be 
attributed to the influence of high bias voltage metal ion etching of the substrate, prior 
to coating. Trim-95 computer simulations have indicated that low level implantation 
(<100A) of metal ions may occur as a result of arc etching which can be followed by a 
strong thermal diffusion of the metal significantly further into the substrate matrix 
(substrate temperature of 450°C corresponds to a significantly higher surface 
temperature). Hence the metal ion etching step engineered a graded layer in the 
substrate surface region which allowed greater lattice matching to the PVD film, a 
reduction in residual stress at the coating / substrate interface and provided a clean and 
slightly roughened surface giving greater surface area and the possibility of keying. The 
use of pure metal and alloy interlayers prior to reactive deposition also served to provide 
good coating adhesion to high speed steel substrates. Adhesion values appeared to 
maximise when the composition of the interlayer was titanium rich, which may be 
attributed to relatively close lattice spacings of the face centred cubic TiZrN (111) plane 
and the hexagonal close packed (0 0 0 2 ) titanium plane.
X-ray diffraction analysis has indicated that the TiZrN system was isotropic and always 
exhibited a single phase, <1 1 1> preferred orientation and an enlarged lattice parameter 
following Vegard's law indicating a compressive residual stress. The strongest <111> 
orientation was shown by steered arc evaporated and ABS coatings. Unbalanced 
magnetron sputtered coatings developed under process conditions of high substrate bias 
voltage (-200V) or low reactive gas partial pressure (4.5x10 '^mbar & 9sccm N2  flow) 
both underwent changes in preferred orientation towards <100> direction. This 
behaviour corresponds to an increased ion flux density and ion energy impinging on the 
substrate surface i.e. higher bias-higher accelerating potential, lower pressure-reduced 
target poisoning, higher yield and less gas scattering.
GDOES depth profiles on unbalanced magnetron sputter deposited TiZrN coatings 
revealed that a range of metal to nitrogen gas ratios could be achieved through variation 
in the reactive gas flow. Films generated at intermediate gas flows (15sccm) provided 
sufficient nitrogen to form fully filled interstitial TiZrN. However, at low nitrogen flows 
insufficient filling provided sub-stoichiometric coatings and exhibited a more metallic 
nature, whilst at high gas flows over-stoichiometric films were observed due to gas 
entrapment within the growing film (in voids or pores etc). Coatings grown by the 
steered arc technique where always stoichiometric and exhibited remarkable tolerance to 
any variation in reactive gas flow. The profiles also showed a slight drop in nitrogen 
concentration with depth throughout the reactive deposition region of the traces, due to
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outgassing and water vapour contamination effects. The spectra also demonstrated an 
increase in oxygen signal near the coating surface due to GDOES anode / vacuum 
sealing effects and the possibility of a small degree of micro-porosity within the 
coatings.
The best TiZrN mechanical and physical properties appeared to be provided by coatings 
generated from the HIPped segmented target. This is be attributed to greater 
homogeneity and uniformity of the coating flux from the segmented target and the 
possible development of a layered and hence higher stressed film by the co-sputter or 
co-evaporation process technique
Coatings deposited using unbalanced magnetron sputtering at low bias voltages and 
high nitrogen flows, producing low ad-atom mobility and high levels of gas scattering, 
appeared porous and highly columnar in structure, corresponding to a zone-1 
morphology. However, as the bias voltage was increased, a microstructure transition to 
a zone-T morphology was evident where the level of porosity decreased and the film 
density and surface finish improved significantly. Low nitrogen flow coatings appeared 
highly dense and smooth due to the more metallic nature of the films. At extreme 
biasing conditions, the microstructure reverted to a dense, fibrous morphology due to 
excessive ion bombardment, formation of inter-granular voids and re-sputtering effects. 
This allowed micro-structure optimisation of the TiZrN to be undertaken as the best 
morphology was generated in the medium bias (-50V & -100V) stoichiometric films. 
Steered arc and arc-bond sputter films demonstrated significant increases in surface 
roughness when compared to magnetron sputtered films as a result of macro-particle 
incorporation during the evaporation process. The highest macro-particle densities were 
always recorded on steered arc coatings whilst ABS films exhibited less incorporation 
due to shorter evaporation times (arc only running during cyclic ion etching for 10 
minutes).
The TiZrN films deposited showed a peak in both the reflectance (or lightness L*) and 
the yellowness (b*) which coincided with the optimised deposition conditions in terms 
of substrate bias and stoichiometry. At low (0V) and excessive bias voltages (-200V) 
and high nitrogen flows (2 2 sccm) enhanced ion bombardment and over stoichiometry 
produced a reduction in film colour properties due to the formation of open and porous 
columnar structures, preferential poisoning effects and re-sputtering effects. Little 
variation in optimum colour properties were found as a function of deposition 
technique, however variation in the m etal: nitrogen and alloy content (Ti:Zr ratio) 
provided significant changes in L*, a* and b*.
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In general, stoichiometric TiZrN had a platinum gold appearance which could be varied 
between the yellow gold of TiN to the champagne gold colour of ZrN through alteration 
of the alloy composition. Thus, the film could also be utilised as a bright candidate 
system for the decorative coating industry which also exhibits high levels of wear 
resistance.
The arc-bond sputter technique could essentially be characterised as a hybrid process 
which utilised the flexibility of the closed field unbalanced magnetron sputter technique 
(wide variety of target materials which can be sputtered, large degree of composition 
and micro-structure control, etc) combined with adhesion levels comparable to the 
steered arc evaporation technique and generally higher than unbalanced magnetron 
sputtering. The arc evaporation technique proved very well suited for the deposition of 
first generation binary coatings such as TiN and ZrN. However, the controlled 
production of complex alloy nitride or carbide coatings and third generation coatings by 
arc techniques remains considerably more difficult. The main drawback involved in 
both the steered arc and ABS techniques was an undesirable increase in surface 
roughness (ABS Ra values significantly higher than UBM processing but considerably 
less than steered arc evaporative coating) due to macro-particle incorporation during the 
cyclic steered arc ion etch phase. This may mean that for some coating applications (e.g. 
decorative, medical) the system should be used in closed field unbalanced magnetron 
mode only.
7.3. The growth and characterisation of pseudo-ceramic multi-layer thin films.
Most reported investigations on the physical vapour deposition of multi-layer and 
superlattice thin films have been undertaken at experimental scale using dual 
unbalanced magnetron or evaporation sources in opposed cathode or multiple crucible 
configurations which have limited the substrate size, geometry and quantity which can 
be accommodated. These systems often required complex and expensive reactive gas 
partial pressure control and chamber reciprocating shutters to create controlled 
atmosphere separation and restrain cross-contamination and preferential target 
poisoning. In many cases ultra high vacuum and interrupted deposition conditions had 
to be applied and a compromise was required between the deposition rate and coating 
uniformity.
Following earlier investigations by Vyskocil et al (4) on the consumption of nitrogen 
gas per unit power as a function of nitrogen partial pressure per unit power in reactive 
magnetron sputtering and steered arc evaporation trials, an understanding of the
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importance of target deposition mode determination was obtained. The effect of 
fundamental differences between arc evaporated and sputtered vapour properties (charge 
state, ion energy, current density etc) and their reaction behaviours identified a basic 
mechanism which was developed for the deposition of pseudo-ceramic multi-layer thin 
films.
If the coating requirement was a combination of materials which exhibited large 
differences in the target reactivity, such that excessive poisoning of individual materials 
may occur when sputtering at high reactive gas partial pressures (group IVa metals such 
as Ti or Zr), then deposition using the high reactivity materials in steered arc 
evaporation mode can be achieved whilst continuously coating the less reactive 
materials by an unbalanced magnetron sputtering technique. The utilisation of a multi­
cathode geometry, where the spacial arrangement is such that the vapour sources are at 
90° to one another, combined with the strong line-of-sight nature of the metal vapour 
fluxes can cause coating modulation and multi-layered films to be developed.
The recent development of arc-bond sputter technology provided a capability to 
simultaneously deposit by independent steered arc evaporation or unbalanced 
magnetron sputtering at industrial scale. Hence, examination of the ion assisted growth 
and characteristics of TiAlN-ZrN and TiAlN-TiN multi-layer systems fabricated by 
combined steered arc evaporation and unbalanced magnetron sputtering could be 
undertaken.
The deposition parameters for a range of multi-layer structured hard coatings have been 
outlined and the influence of target deposition mode, substrate rotation velocity and 
rotation type and composition has been studied. The application of relatively simple 
tests such as hardness and roughness, combined with the sophistication of X-ray and 
electron beam techniques has provided a powerful method of examining and evaluating 
the sub-structure of multi-layer coatings. An understanding of the crystallography and 
elemental distribution nearing the atomic scale has produced a detailed interpretation of 
the mechanisms responsible for enhanced coating properties and allowed initial 
optimisation of the coating process parameters. Much of this work is in its infancy, but 
the analysis carried out has already lead to a clearer understanding of the mechanisms 
which produce hard coatings by understanding the role of dislocations and vacancies.
The complex relationships between the effect of solute gradients and the nature of low 
and high angle boundaries within the sub-structure of iso-morphous Ti AIN and ZrN 
layers, produced simultaneously by an adapted ABS process has been analysed.
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The investigations have indicated that a reproducible and coherent multi-layered film 
structure can be fabricated without special means of atmosphere separation and 
shuttering. The strong line-of-sight nature of the PVD fluxes meant that significant 
modification (19-132A) of the layer period can be achieved simply by control of the 
planetary turntable rotation velocity and the type of rotation (one-fold and three-fold).
X-ray diffraction, GDOES, XTEM and XSTEM techniques have confirmed the 
presence of distinct, coherent TiAlN-ZrN and TiAlN-TiN alternating layers. Whereas 
first and second generation coatings generally exhibited a <1 1 1> orientation, combined 
arc / magnetron multi-layer coatings, developed at significantly higher bias current 
densities, always showed a <100> orientation. The <100> preferred orientation was 
found to provide beneficial surface roughness properties however, its effect on wear 
resistance properties is as yet unclear as the closest packed plane for an f.c.c structure is 
(111) and Sue (5) has shown that the erosive wear resistance of TiN coatings increases 
when the (200) component is minimised relative to the (111) component. Analysis of 
the (111) and (2 0 0 ) interplanar spacings has indicated the presence of a mutual 
constraint mechanism from opposing residual stresses and interfacial mixing of the 
coating species shown schematically in figure 7.3. Investigation has demonstrated that 
lattice expansion of the magnetron deposited TiAIN layer created a compressive 
residual stress which combined with incorporation of elements with small atomic radii 
at layer interfaces caused a reduction in the ZrN lattice parameter to a level below 
JCPDS standard data.
Figure 7.3. Schematic of the interfacial stress mechanism
Distorted
interface
Edge
dislocation
Edge
dislocation
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Full peak width at half maximum (FWHM) analysis of TiAlN-ZrN films has shown that 
the greatest period uniformity existed in single-fold rotation coatings and the highest 
lattice strain is produced by the arc deposited ZrN layers. The large degree of lattice 
mismatch (TiAlN-ZrN~9.3%, TiAlN-TiN~1.2% ) between individual layers caused the 
formation of high lattice strain fields and dislocation pile-up at layer interfaces. Hence 
the TiAlN-ZrN films were always significantly harder than the equivalent TiAlN-TiN 
film. However, differences in shear modulus and dislocation line energy, the level of 
layer coherency, interfacial mixing and composition fluctuations and Hall-Petch 
relationships also critically affect coating hardness. Results have shown that a hardness 
maximum occurs in the TiAlN-ZrN system as periods typically between 30-50A 
followed by a significant reduction in hardness at lower periods. The hardness 
maximum is thought to be due to an optimised interaction of overlapping dislocation 
strain fields whilst the subsequent decrease in hardness at periods <30A can be 
explained by a rapidly reducing dislocation density in the significant thinner ZrN layers 
i.e. a period of 20A corresponds to a ZrN approximate layer thickness of 5A (less than 2 
unit cells).
Transmission electron microscopy has confirmed the lamella nature of the multi-layer 
films and established the existence of unique reciprocal lattice vectors. Energy loss 
image filtering has separated the layers in terms of elemental composition and 
demonstrated remarkable elemental resolving power. XTEM and XSTEM techniques 
have demonstrated the long range integrity of the individual layers and the highly 
uniform nature of the growing front. This has led to layer formation remaining parallel 
to substrate surface at distances of several micrometres, unlike dual magnetron coatings 
which generally show distinct layer curvature which increases as a function of film 
thickness. This behaviour is thought to be due to the significant enhancements in 
substrate bias current densities, higher ad-atom mobility and distinct re-nucleation 
events which occur due to the differing reaction behaviours of steered arc and 
magnetron sputtering processes. Dual magnetron systems generally produce films with a 
more "graded layer" type nature and are developed at lower bias current densities.
The TiAlN-ZrN multi-layer coatings investigated have shown significant enhancements 
in their mechanical and physical properties over first and second generation coatings 
and has clearly provided a number of academic and commercial possibilities. The 
application of a sputtered base layer, to control high residual stresses developed at the 
coating / substrate interface, has enabled acceptable adhesion levels to be reached on a 
variety of engineering components. The use of an arc evaporation technique generally 
leads to an increase in surface roughness from the development of metallic droplets or
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macro-particle incorporation. Film growth with a <100> preferred orientation, where the 
deposition occurs such that face-centred cubic unit cells are arranged cube on cube 
(figure 7.4), meant that a relatively low roughness coefficient was developed. This, 
combined with the use of zirconium as the arc target material which produces a 
relatively macro-particle density flux, produced coatings of roughness similar to 
standard ABS films. CIE lab colour measurements also indicated that a range of high 
lustre, metallic colours could be produced which may be of commercial interest.
Figure 7.4. Schematic of a <100> preferred orientation f.c.c film
< 100>
Monte-carlo simulation of the three-fold substrate rotation path, normalised flux density 
and growth rate has provided an understanding of the different vapour phase 
relationships. The formation of a strong beat frequency from orthogonal vapour sources 
has been predicted from a series of modelling trials and experimental confirmation of 
secondary periods due to the influence of second and third fold rotation has been 
achieved by scanning transmission electron microscopy.
The modulation of ZrN layers within the TiAIN coatings significantly influences the 
oxidation resistance properties of the TiAlN-ZrN system (unbalanced magnetron 
sputtered second generation TiAlZrN ~ 550°C compared to TiAIN ~800°C) such that
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the coating may not be suitable for application on components which operate in high 
temperature environments (i.e. dry cutting at high speeds and feed rates). A possible 
modification to the coating composition to increase the aluminium content, by 
sputtering Tio.4 Alo.6  targets, may produce improved oxidation resistance properties. 
However, the present coating should be ideally suited to lower temperature wear and 
erosion resistance, decorative and possibly corrosion resistance applications. At present 
there is insufficient evidence available to critically assess coating performance on real 
devices (cutting, drilling operations and other wear resistance applications). However, 
preliminary results reported on similar multi-layer / superlattice systems (TiAlN- 
TiNbN) when deposited on cemented carbide and fine-blanking tools have shown 
outstanding performance when compared against <111> orientated TiAIN coatings 
(6,7). Clearly, the deposition technique can be used to produce a range of other coating 
systems and their application for commercial applications is enormous. The grain 
structure and micro-columnar nature of the films also makes them an ideal candidate 
system for corrosion resistance operations.
• Improving the hardness properties of CrN by multi-layering with lattice mis­
matched second generation hard coatings (e.g. TiAIN) as a replacement for hard 
chrome plate.
• The development of carbo-nitride layered systems for improved wear and erosion 
resistance.
The target material - deposition mode philosophy which has been developed means that 
materials with less extreme differences in nitrogen reactivity can be successfully 
deposited in all magnetron sputtering processes. Publications on the deposition and 
characteristics of TiAlN-CrN and TiN-W2N superlattice thin films are already in press 
and component testing trials are already proving successful (8,9).
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7.4. Conclusions.
The following conclusions may be drawn from the research outlined in this thesis:-
• A hot isostatic pressing technique can be used to form TiZr, TiMo and ZrMo 
diffusion bonded segmented targets.
• Steered arc evaporation trials identified a propensity for the cathode spot to "stall" 
for a short period of time when traversing across an interface from a material with 
higher vapour pressure to lower vapour pressure, without the phenomenon occurring 
when traversing the junction in the reverse direction.
• Physical properties which may affect cathode spot motion across segment junctions 
are thought to be mis-matches in vapour pressure, electrical resistivity, thermal 
conductivity and work function.
• Reactive sputtering trials have identified a preferential segment poisoning 
mechanism on TiMo and ZrMo targets.
• All TixZryN coatings exhibited single phase, <111> orientation, compressive 
residual stress and lattice parameters which followed a Vegard's law relationship.
• TixZryN coatings showed significant improvements in coating hardness over binary 
TiN and ZrN films due to substitutional and interstitial solid solution strengthening 
mechanisms.
• ABS TiN, ZrN and TixZryN coatings utilising a steered arc ion etch phase prior to 
reactive unbalanced magnetron sputter (UBM) deposition showed modest increases 
in scratch adhesion critical loads over standard UBM values and were comparable to 
steered arc coatings.
• ABS cyclic steered arc metal ion etching provided macro-particle incorporation 
within the growing films, giving increases in surface roughness (R^) to levels above 
UBM coatings but below steered arc evaporation coatings.
• ABS TiAlZrN coatings deposited with a (TiAIN- graded Zr content) base layer 
provided scratch adhesion critical loads above 5 ON on high speed steel substrates 
and 1-2 VDI Rockwell-C indent quality.
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• Industrial scale deposition of a range of multi-layer thin films can be achieved using 
a combined steered arc evaporation and unbalanced magnetron sputter PVD 
technique without atmospheric separation or reciprocating shutter mechanisms.
• Control of the multi-layer period and hence the mechanical and physical properties 
can be achieved by modification of the planetary rotation velocity, the type of 
rotation and the deposition rate.
• The TiAlN-ZrN multi-layer system can exhibit hardness greater than 400011k, 
scratch adhesion critical load values on high speed steel in excess of 5ON and a 
highly dense, coherent and uniform lamella micro-structure.
• A coating strategy based on the reactivity of individual target materials allows a 
variety of third generation films to be deposited without a productivity loss in 
comparison to first and second generation coatings.
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7.5. Further work.
Examination of the results and discussion chapters has led to several areas requiring 
more detailed study. In addition to this several ideas are presented on research that 
might have been performed had this project moved in a different direction.
(1) Elevated temperature studies on steered arc segmented targets and investigation of 
cathode spot motion across interfaces when subjected to localised heating of the low 
vapour pressure material.
(2) Investigation of TiZrN and TiAlZrN coating performance in milling and low- 
moderate temperature cutting operations.
(3) Plasma diagnostics evaluation of combined arc / magnetron deposition processing.
(4) Studies on the mechanical and physical properties (hardness by nano-indentation 
etc) of multi-layer films with equal layer thicknesses. Epitaxial growth investigations by 
deposition on lattice matched substrates (e.g. MgO).
(5) Multi-layer coating performance evaluation on a range of engineering components.
(6 ) XTEM characterisation of multi-layer thermal stability, inter-diffusion and growth 
mechanisms.
(7) Improved Monte-carlo simulation of flux density and growth rate calculations to 
allow layer period prediction by growth rate integration calculations.
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Appendix 1. ABS coating flux density and substrate rotation model.
Primary assumptions.
(1) The relationship between the condensation of the vapour flux and the growth rate is 
given by:
d o = jpf (H - S) ■—  cosoc 0°<a<90°pc
d c  = 0 90°<a<180°
where
jp f = The film forming particle flux density.
H,S = The sticking and sputtering coefficients of impinging particles respectively.
Mc = The average mass of the film forming particles.
pc = The mass density of the condensed material.
a  = The angle between the particle flux and the substrate normal vector.
d c  = The growth rate.
(2) The particle sources may be considered as point sources.
(3) The lateral distribution of the particle fluxes starting from the individual sources 
follows the equation:
jv = 4-(cos(p)n r
where:
jv = The particle vapour flux density.
r = The distance between source and considered point in the vapour cloud, 
cp = The angle between the source normal and the actual direction considered, 
n = The lateral vapour distribution coefficient.
A = Characteristic of the absolute value of the flux.
(4) No scattering or shadowing effects exist.
(5) The arrangement is in the x-y plane and flux extensions in the z-direction are not 
considered.
(6 ) Normalised growth rate and flux density and their time dependence can be 
reasonably considered.
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The calculation model.
The minimum distance between an ABS vapour source and the surface of a rotating 
substrate may be expressed by the equation;
amin = 50- | q  |-  |r2 l- |r 3 |
Source 1
(d1)
(d 2 )Source 2 (d3)Source 3
where:
50 = The distance between the centre of the chamber and the vapour source (50cm). 
r l, r2, r3 = The radii of the rotation circles defined in the 3-fold rotation system.
The positions of the sources and the substrates can be described by their cartesian 
co-ordinates in the form;
r =
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Hence, for a substrate with rotation in the x-y plane at Zs:
n(t) = 2 >
i=l
cos(njit+5i) 
sin(njit + 8 i) 
Zs
where, K = The number of rotations, rSi = Individual rotation radii.
njj = The rotation frequencies (tn=27if), 8 j = Angular shift of the rotations.
Thus we can express the following individual vectors
For rotation 1 r(l)t = ri
cos(njit + Sl) 
sin(mit+51) 
0
For rotation 2 (fixed to rotation 1) r(2)t = n
cos[(nn + TU2)t + 82] 
sin[(nji + tU2) t+ 8 2 ] 
0
For rotation 3 we must take account of the switching action of 3 r^ fold i.e. always acts 
at 90° to rj in a fixed position every full rotation of T2  (- indicates rotation in opposite 
direction).
r(s)t = n<
cos
sin
71(ruit+Si)- —
71(nj2t + Si)- —
Thus the switching time can be calculated by equating r(2)t with r(s)t
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UJlt + UJ2t + 8 2  = UJlt + 8 l---2
TU2t = (81- 82)-  —
(8 . - 82) - !
hence; t(switching) = ------------ —TD2
Also, the time to make one revolution of the circle described by 1 2  is given by:-
TU2
For speed of computation, only positive integral numbers of the switches made must be 
calculated. Thus the number of 3r<^  fold switches made in a given time (t) is:-
j _  t - t(switching) - |(t - t(switching) / T2)|
T2
As each switch causes a 1/6^ rotation in the ABS system, we may define:-
o(t) = — Int(t) o
Thus the third fold rotation vector can be expressed as the following:-
r(3)t = n.ns(t)
where, ns(t) =
COS([('G5l + TU2)t - O(t)] + 83) 
sin([(tui + TU2)t - o(t)]+83) 
0
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Thus the 3 rotation vectors have been found and the total rotation vector may be given 
by:-
r(123)t = r(l)t + r(2)t + r(3)t 
The vapour source normal vectors may be simply expressed as:
COS(7l/4) cos(37c/ 4 ) cos(57i / 4 )
nvi = «sin(7i / 4 ) nv2 =« sin(37i / 4 ) nv3 = <sin(57i / 4 )
0 0 0
nv4 = <
c o s ( 7 t i / 4 )  
sin(77i / 4) 
0
The position of a point like vapour source is given by
di=50nvi, d2=50nv2, d3=50nv3, d4=50nv4 
Thus the distance vector between source and substrate at time (t) is;
ai(t)= di-r(123)t, a2(t) = d2-r(123)t, a3(t) = d3-r(123)t, a4(t) = d4-r(123)t,
and the angle between the source normal and the distance vector at time (t) can be 
calculated using the scalar product equation:-
P1.P2 = |Pl|.|P2|cOS<j)
hence, for the case where ai(t) = Pi and nvi = P2 and by re-arrangement we find;
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a n d  s i m i l a r l y ,  (j)2( t )  =  a r c  c o s h — -— r .a 2 ( t ) .n v 2 ]  , <|)3(t) =  a r c  c o s h — -— r .a 3 ( t ) .n v 3 ]  ,|a2(t)| |a3(t)|
<J)4(t) = arc cosh—— r.a4(t).nv4]
|a 4 ( t ) |
From previous experiments source exponents n\, n2 , n3 , n4 ~2 .
Thus, it is also possible to mulitply the <|)(t) terms by a factor (f) to take account of 
variable yield from each source and generate normalised flux density (jv) and 
normalised growth rate (ds) data as a function of angular position.
I I 2
j v,W  = l 7 ^  -cosOKOy'-fi and d»i(t) = jv i(t).^-t-r.ns(t)
and similarly for 2,3&4 combined with the following ABS chamber constants:
R a d i i r j  = 25cm, r2  = 6 cm, r3 = 0.3cm.
Rotation frequencies for ~5.2 r.p.m primary rotation velocity
rj = 5.2min“l, r2  = 3.6 x 5.2min“l, r3 = 60°(n/3) per full 2nd fold revolution.
Start angles 6 j, 6 2 , 63  = variable from 0-2ti.
